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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to investigate the use of time-frequency methods to predict 

the outcome of defibrillation for patients presenting with ventricular fibrillation. Both 

wavelet transform and short time Fourier transform methods were applied to extract 

characteristic features from a data base of pre-shock signals. A Bayes classifier was 

developed for classifying between those outcomes where a return of spontaneous 

circulation (ROSC) was achieved and those where it was not (NOROSC). Probability 

distribution functions were estimated using multidimensional histogram and Gaussian 

kernel smoothing techniques. Cross validation was employed to improve the 

confidence of results. Three formats of feature sets including the original feature sets, 

normalised feature sets, and principal component analysis (PCA) feature sets were 

used in the classification. The optimal pre-shock length and temporal location were 

investigated. In related studies the a posterior probability function was employed to 

indicate the probability of successful shock (PROSC) and the effect of wavelet central 

frequency was also studied.

The best classification performance for the original, normalised, and PCA feature sets 

were 58±2% specificity at 90±4% sensitivity, 59±3% specificity at 90±4% sensitivity, 

and 56±3% specificity at 92±4% sensitivity respectively. Overall it was found that the 

analysis employing time-frequency-based methods improved the performance of 

shock outcome prediction when compared to currently available alternative methods.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Cardiac arrhythmias

Cardiac arrhythmias can be catastrophic and life threatening. Ventricular 

tachyarrhythmias, in particular ventricular fibrillation (VF), are the primary 

arrhythmic events in the majority of patients who present with sudden cardiac death 

(Goldstein et al, 1981; Jacobs and Oxer, 1990). VF is the most common arrhythmic 

cause of sudden cardiac death since the heart fails to pump blood effectively. VF is a 

disordered electrical activity causing the ventricles to contract in a rapid, 

unsynchronized, uncoordinated fashion. The quivering ventricles are unable to 

contract or pump blood to the body. This is a medical emergency that must be treated 

with cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and defibrillation as soon as possible. The 

administration of a defibrillation shock using an electrical defibrillator is the only 

known therapy for the treatment of VF. However, an unsuccessful defibrillation 

causes tissue damage during the shock period (Xie et al, 1997).

Considerable interest has focused upon these particular rhythms as it is recognised 

that prompt therapy can lead to a successful outcome. For these reasons there has 

been considerable interest in analysis of the VF waveform in order to predict the 

shock outcome of defibrillation shock. Over recent years, three main techniques have 

been employed in the prediction of defibrillation outcome; these are:
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• Waveform amplitude-based methods (Weaver et al, 1985; Monsieurs et al, 

1998; Amann et al, 2001; Callaway et al, 2001)

• Fourier transform-based methods (Brown et al, 1991; Stewart et al, 1992; 

Strohmenger et al, 1994; Eftestol et al, 2000; Hamprecht et al, 2001)

• Combined frequency and amplitude-based method (Brown and Dzwonczyk, 

1996; Strohmenger et al, 1997 and 2001; Noc et al, 1999; Marn-Pernat et al, 

2001; Amann et al, 2002; Povoas et al, 2002)

However, it is interesting to note that, to date, none of these techniques have proven 

reliable enough for clinical application.

Until recently, the surface electrocardiogram (ECG) recorded during VF was thought 

to represent disorganised and unstructured electrical activity of the heart. This is in 

stark contrast to the information rich ECG in other states of health and disease (Rude 

et al, 1983; Brush et al, 1985). However, recent work by Addison et al (2001) and 

Watson et al (2000) has shown that rich structure may be found in the VF waveform. 

This structure was made visible using signal analysis techniques based on the wavelet 

transform.

1.2 Scope of the research

The aim of this research was to improve shock outcome prediction from the VF signal 

through the use of wavelet transform (WT) and short time Fourier transform (STFT) 

based time-frequency analysis methods.

This aim was accomplished by achieving the following objectives:

• To review the applications of time-frequency methods, in particular the 

wavelet transform, in the analysis of biomedical signals

• To review the literature concerning the analysis of shock outcome prediction
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• To develop a power spectrum analysis based on continuous wavelet transform 

(CWT) and STFT time-frequency decompositions

• To employ a classification method to discriminate between successful and 

unsuccessful shock outcomes based on features extracted from the time- 

frequency power spectra

• To investigate the effect of principal component analysis (PC A) on classifier 

performance

• To determine the optimal length of pre-shock VF signal for shock outcome 

prediction

• To study the effect of central frequency of wavelet function on the shock 

outcome prediction

• To investigate the probability of successful defibrillation (PROSC) for 

expressing multivariable features

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a brief background of the relevant cardiology including an 

overview of the cardiovascular system, electrocardiogram, and cardiac arrhythmias. 

In addition, this chapter presents the techniques of signal analysis using time- 

frequency transforms. In this report, the short time Fourier transform and the wavelet 

transform are applied to a number of example signals. A review of the literature 

concerning the use of WT’s in the analysis of cardiac signals is then presented 

followed by a review of shock outcome prediction work by other research groups.
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Chapter 3 describes the methodology of the research. This includes the ECG data set 

used and the analysis techniques employed in the study. The methodology can be 

separated into three parts: i.e. feature extraction, data pre-processing, and data 

classification. The computer implementation of the methodology is also explained in 

this chapter.

Chapter 4 details the results of the research. This is split into three parts:

1. Experiments using original characteristic feature sets

2. Experiments using normalised feature sets

3. The use of feature sets based on principal component analysis (PCA)

Chapter 5 describes supplemental studies involving the use of wavelet analysis in the 

prediction of defibrillation outcome. In the first study, the probability of successful 

defibrillation (PROSC) is studied as a variable for monitoring CPR efficiency. The 

second study considers the effect of changing wavelet central frequency on the shock 

outcome prediction.

Finally, chapter 6 contains a discussion of the work detailed in this thesis together 

with conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces and reviews the background of research undertaken by other 

groups related to the work detailed in this thesis. The chapter begins with a brief 

review of cardiology describing the cardiovascular system and cardiac arrhythmias. 

The concept of time-frequency analysis is then explained in section 2.3, focusing on 

the short time Fourier transform (STFT) and the wavelet transform (WT). Both 

transforms are introduced in terms of their mathematics and illustrations are used to 

convey the key concepts. Time-frequency analyses of example signals are employed 

in this section to achieve this. Section 2.4 reviews cardiology papers where wavelet 

transform analysis has been employed. A review of defibrillation prediction is 

covered in section 2.5 and, finally, a chapter summary is provided in section 2.6.

2.2 Background material in cardiology

2.2.1 Overview of the cardiovascular system

The cardiovascular system is illustrated in the closed loop diagram shown in figure 2- 

1. This loop consists of two pumps (the left heart and the right heart) and two 

vascular systems (the pulmonary circulation and the systemic circulation). As shown
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in figure 2-1, there are two independent pumps from a physiologic perspective, even 

though there is only one heart from an anatomical perspective. Since the left and right 

heart pumps are both mechanically and electrically interdependent, these pumps can 

be independently visualised in the blood circulation system. Blood flows through the 

pumps (the left and right heart) and the vascular system (the pulmonary and systemic 

circulation) in sequence. The blood flows through the lungs via the pulmonary 

circulation where oxygen is added and carbon dioxide is removed. The oxygenated 

blood from the pulmonary circulation flows through the left heart, and then the blood 

flows via the system circulation (all cells of the body) extracting oxygen and adding 

carbon dioxide to the blood and the cycle repeats.

As stated above, the heart consists of two functionally distinct pumps: the left heart 

and the right heart. Each pump contains two chambers: an atrium and a ventricle. The 

atria are thin-walled chambers receiving blood from the pulmonary and systemic 

circulation. Figure 2-2 shows schematically the direction of blood flow indicated by 

the arrows through the chambers of the heart and the major vessels leading into and 

out of the heart. The atrium of the right heart receives blood from the vena cavae and 

the atrium of the left heart receives blood from the pulmonary veins. Blood is then 

pumped from each atrium into the associated ventricle via the tricuspid valve in the 

right heart and the mitral valve in the left heart. The ventricles, in particular the left 

ventricle, have thicker muscular walls capable of pumping blood out of the heart at 

higher pressures. The blood leaves the right ventricle and the left ventricle by way of 

the pulmonary artery and aorta respectively. Then, blood from the right ventricle 

flows through the pulmonary circulation and blood from the left ventricle flows 

through the systemic circulation.

2.2.2 Electrocardiogram (ECG)

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a recording from the body surface of the electrical 

changes that occur within the heart during the cardiac cycle. The ECG is one of the 

most widely used and helpful investigations in contemporary medicine. It is essential 

for the identification of disorders of the cardiac rhythm, extremely useful for the 

diagnosis of abnormalities of the heart, and offers a helpful clue to the presence of
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generalised disorders (Houghton and Gray, 1997). The ECG is useful in various 

cardiac areas for:

• the analysis of abnormal rhythms

• the detection and localisation of changes in the myocardium due to coronary 

artery disease

• the detection of hypertrophy of the walls of the atria and ventricles

• the detection of changes in electrical activity due to pericardial disease

• the detection of changes in electrical activity of the heart consequent to 

general metabolic changes

Figure 2-3 shows a schematic diagram of a typical electrocardiograph recording. The 

principle features of the recording are denoted P, Q, R, S, and T. The normal 

activation of the heart is initiated by the sinus node. In turn the atria depolarise, and 

during this time the atrioventricular (AV) node is also depolarised. The P wave 

represents atrial depolarisation. The QRS complex represents ventricular 

depolarisation. At the completion of ventricular depolarisation all electrical activity 

within the heart ceases, and during this period the ECG shows a horizontal straight 

line called the ST segment. The ST segment begins at the termination of the S wave 

and continues to the onset of the T wave. The T wave represents ventricular 

repolarisation.

The electrical cardiac cycle consists of three phases: depolarisation, repolarisation, 

and resting. The resting myocardial cell is negatively charged to -90 mV. This 

negative charge is maintained until the cell is activated or activates itself. 

Depolarisation is the process by which a resting cell becomes more positive. A 

myocardial cell that is activated by an impulse from the sinus node instantly switches 

from its resting negative charge of -90 mV to a positive charge that momentarily 

reaches +30 mV. Repolarisation is the process by which a depolarised cell is restored 

to its resting state. The repolarisation process begins immediately after rapid 

depolarisation. A complicated interaction of current flow maintains the membrane at 

a plateau of approximately 0 mV and then rapidly restores the membrane to its resting 

state of -90 mV.
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The heart rate for normal sinus rhythm is between 50 and 100 beats per minute for 

healthy adults. An ECG exhibiting normal sinus rhythm obtained from a typical 

healthy subject is shown in figure 2-4.

2.2.3 Cardiac arrhythmias

An arrhythmia is an irregular or abnormal heartbeat. There are two main types of 

arrhythmias. These are bradycardia and tachycardia. Bradycardia denotes heart rates 

lower than 60 beats per minute. Tachycardia denotes heart rates faster than 100 beats 

per minute. Cardiac arrhythmias can occur in a wide variety of circumstances in 

patients with no evidence of heart disease or in those with heart disease due to any 

cause. Arrhythmias can be categorised into either a supraventricular arrhythmia or a 

ventricular arrhythmia depending on their origin within the heart. Supraventricular 

rhythms are generated at any myocardial structure above the ventricles including the 

atrial and the AV junction. Ventricular rhythms are generated within the ventricular 

myocardium.

2.2.3.1 Supraventricular arrhythmias

Supraventricular rhythms are generated at any structure above the ventricles including 

the atrial and the AV junction. Supraventricular arrhythmias include the following:

• Supraventricular premature beat

Supraventricular premature beats occur when there is atrial or conduction system 

disease such as left atrial enlargement in mitral stenosis. Beats occurring in these 

conditions may become atrial fibrillation. After atrial fibrillation is converted to sinus 

rhythm, reappearance of atrial premature beats often indicates that atrial fibrillation 

will soon recur. An example of the ECG exhibiting a supraventricular premature beat 

is shown in figure 2-5(a). It can be seen from the figure that the P waves have a 

different shape from regular sinus P waves. These P waves are premature and may be 

associated with an aberrant QRS complex that usually has a right bundle branch block 

configuration.
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Supraventricular tachycardia

Supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) is a general term describing any rapid heart rate 

originating above the ventricles. Supraventricular tachycardia generally begins and 

ends quickly. Many people experience short periods of supraventricular tachycardia 

and have no symptoms. However, supraventricular tachycardia becomes a problem 

when it occurs frequently or lasts for long periods of time and produces symptoms. 

Supraventricular tachycardia may also cause confusion or loss of consciousness. 

Figure 2-5(b) shows the ECG exhibiting supraventricular tachycardia. It can be seen 

from the figure that the QRS complexes follow the P waves at an interval between 

0.12 and 0.20 seconds. The PR interval is shorter than the PR interval in normal sinus 

rhythm. The heart rate is between 100 and 260 beats per minute.

• Atrial fibrillation

Atrial fibrillation is an arrhythmia associated with the upper chambers of the heart: 

the atria. Atrial fibrillation can cause fast heart rates and a patient may lose 

consciousness. Atrial fibrillation is not a life threatening heart rhythm. In fact, as 

people get older, their chances of exhibiting this rhythm are quite high. Many people 

stay in this rhythm for years without suffering any ill effects from it. As illustrated in 

figure 2-5(c), there are no noticeable P-waves, and the overall rhythm is irregular.

2.2.3.2 Ventricular arrhythmias

The ventricular rhythms are generated within the ventricular myocardium. The 

ventricular arrhythmias include the following:

• Ventricular premature beat

The most common type of ventricular arrhythmia in both healthy and diseased 

individuals is the ventricular premature beat. The incidence of this condition increases 

with age. A premature beat occurs when there is an extra contraction of the ventricles
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midway between two normal contractions or shortly after a normal contraction. 

Ventricular premature beats are not harmful by themselves, but they can be a 

precursor to two more serious types of ventricular arrhythmias: ventricular 

tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation. The ECG containing a ventricular premature 

beat is shown in figure 2-5(d). The irregular rhythm due to the premature beats occurs 

randomly, and the P-wave is retrograde or absent, hidden in the QRS complex. The 

PR interval is irregular if present, or absent, hidden in the QRS complex. The QRS 

complex shape looks extraordinary. The duration of QRS complex can be longer than 

0.12 seconds. The T-wave is opposite to the QRS deflection.

• Ventricular tachycardia

Ventricular tachycardia is the rapid heartbeat that arises from the lower chambers of 

the heart, whereby the heart rate is in the region of 160 to 240 beats per minute. 

Ventricular tachycardia is a rapid dysrhythmia in which the ventricles depolarise very 

quickly and without regard for the atria. This arrhythmia commonly occurs in healthy 

people, particularly those who are frightened or excited. Ventricular tachycardia can 

degenerate into ventricular fibrillation causing a heart attack. Normally, there are no 

P-waves visible, and the QRS complexes are wider than 0.12 second in the ECG of 

ventricular tachycardia as shown in figure 2-5(e).

• Ventricular fibrillation

Ventricular fibrillation (VF) is the most common arrhythmic cause of sudden cardiac 

death. VF is a disordered electrical activity causing the ventricles to contract in a 

rapid, unsynchronized, uncoordinated fashion. The quivering ventricles are unable to 

contract or pump blood to the body. This is a medical emergency that must be treated 

with cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and defibrillation as soon as possible.

The characteristics of VF ECG is broad, unstructured, undulating complexes of 

varying amplitude and rate as shown in the figure 2-5(f). There are neither P waves 

nor QRS complexes visible in ventricular fibrillation. There is instead an irregular 

electric activity with a rate usually between 150 and 500 waves per minute
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2.3 Time-frequency transforms

2.3.1 Introduction

In the 18th century, the French mathematician Joseph Fourier developed the Fourier 

transform to determine the frequency components of stationary signals. This 

technique is still popular for the analysis of a diverse range of signals where the 

Fourier transform maps the information within the time domain signal into the 

frequency domain. The Fourier transform was invented specifically for the analysis of 

stationary signals. However, most practical signals such as speech signals, turbulent 

fluid flows, the electrocardiogram (ECG), blood flow, etc. are non-stationary. Hence, 

Fourier analysis of these signals usually faces the problem of time localisation. This 

limitation of the Fourier transform is described in detail in this chapter. Several time- 

frequency analysis methods have been developed to overcome this problem including 

the short time Fourier transform (STFT), short time harmonic transform, Wigner- 

Ville transform, S transform, and wavelet transform (WT). Time-frequency 

transforms, in particular the WT, have become very popular in the last two decades. 

The number of applications of the WT is rapidly increasing in a variety of subject 

areas covering science, engineering, finance, and medicine. Wavelet transform 

analysis has been applied to a variety of biomedical signals including the 

electroencephalogram, electromyogram, acoustic signals, blood pressure, the 

phonocardiogram (PCG), the photoplethysmogram (pulse oximeter signal) and the 

ECG. In this thesis, both the STFT and WT are employed to characterise VF 

waveforms in order to facilitate the prediction of defibrillation shock outcome.

2.3.2 The Fourier transform

The concept of the Fourier technique is to map a function from the time domain into 

the frequency domain. The Fourier transform can be represented as the inner product 

between the analysed signal and a complex sinusoidal function, given by
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where F(f) is the Fourier transform of the function f(t). The Fourier transform expands 

the original function in terms of orthonormal basis functions of sine and cosine waves 

of infinite duration. The Fourier coefficients of the transformation represent the 

contribution of each sine and cosine wave at each frequency. The Fourier transform 

operates under the assumption that the original signal is periodic in the time domain. 

Hence, the Fourier transform is limited in its application to non-stationary signals. 

Moreover, the Fourier transform is not efficient in the representation of time-localised 

signal features since the basis function is of infinite extent.

To overcome these limitations time-frequency methods were developed. These allow 

for a degree of temporal and spectral localisation simultaneously. As stated above, 

many time-frequency methods are currently available. The STFT and the continuous 

Wavelet transform (CWT) are reviewed in detail in the following two sections.

2.3.3 The short time Fourier transform (STFT)

As stated above, non-stationary signals are not properly represented by the Fourier 

transform because of the limitation of time localisation. A modified version of the 

Fourier transform called the short time Fourier transform (STFT) was introduced by 

Gabor to solve this limitation. The main concept of the STFT is to consider a non- 

stationary signal as a stationary signal over short periods of time within a window 

function (Gade et al, 1997; Rioul et al, 1991). The STFT is defined as

where g(t-r) is the window function. According to equation 2-2, the STFT maps a 

signal into a two-dimensional function in time,?; and frequency,/ The energy surface 

distribution derived from the STFT is called the spectrogram. This is defined as:

(2-2)
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The computation of the STFT is illustrated schematically in figure 2-6. The 

information from the signal within the window function, g(t-z), located at z is 

extracted using the standard Fourier transform. A sliding window containing a 

complex sinusoid is repeatedly shifted along the time axis (z increasing) and the 

spectrum of the signal within the window is computed at each localisation until the 

end of signal.

An example of the STFT of a non-stationary signal is shown in figure 2-8. The 

window function used in this example is a Gaussian function defined as:

(-i2/2o-2)
g(t) =---- ;==- (2-4)

where a 2 is variance of the function. The width of the window is defined as being 

equal to 6a. Figure 2-7 illustrates the Gaussian window used. The window width 

defines, for practical implementation, the point at which the Gaussian function is near 

zero.

Figures 2-8(b) and 2-8(c) illustrate the STFT spectrogram corresponding to the signal 

in figure 2-8(a). The Gaussian window function in this example is of half second 

width. The time localisation of the frequency change in the original signal is clearly 

seen at 5 seconds in the spectrogram shown in figure 2-8(b). This example shows the 

efficiency of STFT in time localisation. However, the frequency resolution is not 

good for this example (as can be seen by the broadness of the bands in the time- 

frequency plane). The frequency resolution can be improved by using a wider 

Gaussian window. Figure 2-8(c) illustrates the STFT spectrogram computed using a 

Gaussian window function of three-second width. In this example, the frequency 

resolution is clearly better than the STFT obtained from the half-second window. 

However, the temporal location of the frequency change of the signal is not as clearly 

seen in this spectrogram. From this example it can be seen that the time resolution for 

the wider window is poorer than that for the narrower window.
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From the above it can be seen that the STFT can, to some degree, solve the problem 

of non-stationary signals. However, there is an inherent resolution problem associated 

with the STFT. Since a fixed window is used in the computation, the STFT has the 

implicit problem of resolution. The use of narrow windows produces good time 

resolution but poor frequency resolution. In contrast, STFTs associated with wide 

windows have good frequency resolution but poor time resolution.

2.3.4 The wavelet transform

2.3.4.1 Introduction

The wavelet transform is a valuable signal analysis tool that can simultaneously 

elucidate spectral and temporal information from complex signals. It overcomes the 

limitations of the Fourier transform, which only contains globally averaged 

information, and has the potential to lose specific features within the signal. In 

addition, by employing a window of variable width it overcomes the problem of the 

fixed window width associated with the STFT as described in the previous section. 

This chapter briefly introduces the mathematics of the wavelet transform and a 

variety of example signals are used as illustration.

2.3.4.2 Mathematics

The wavelet transform of a continuous real-valued time signal, x(t), with respect to 

the real valued wavelet function, yr, is defined as

where y /  ((/ -  b) / a) is the complex conjugate of the analysing wavelet used in the 

convolution (Vetterli and Kovacevic 1995). The wavelet transform can therefore be 

thought of as the cross-correlation of the analysed signal with a wavelet function that 

has been translated by a value b and dilated by a factor a. These values are often 

referred to as the location and dilation parameters respectively.

(2-5)
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A wavelet function must satisfy a number of conditions, these are:

A wavelet must have finite energy:

oo

E = ||y/(t)|2 dt < oo (2-6)

where E is the energy of the wavelet function.

A wavelet must satisfy the admissibility condition:

< W /
d f  <oo (2-7)

where T(f) is the Fourier transform of y/(t). The Cg term in equation 2-7 is known as 

the admissibility constant. This implies that the wavelet has no component at zero 

frequency and thus the wavelet must have a zero mean, i.e.:

\y/(t)dt = ¥(0) = 0 (2-8)

The total energy contained in a signal, x(t), is defined as the integration of its squared 

magnitude, i.e.:

E= j|x(0|2<M|x(0||2 (2'9)

The relative contribution of the signal energy contained at a specific a scale and b 

location is given by the two-dimensional wavelet energy density function as

E(a,b) = \T(a,b)\2 (2- 10)
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The plot of E(a,b) representing the energy density surface of the wavelet transform is 

known as a scalogram. The total energy in the original signal can be determined from 

the scalogram by integrating across a and b as follows

E = ^r J\\T(a,b)\7^ d b  (2- 11)
-«o a

In addition, the relative contribution of total energy contained within a specific a 

scale can be represented in terms of the scale dependent energy distribution:

E(a) = ~ ‘\\na,b1\db  (2-12)
-C O

The scale dependent energy distribution, E(a) can be converted to a frequency 

dependent wavelet energy spectrum E(f) (Addison 2002). To do this, the wavelet 

scale a must be converted to a characteristic frequency of the wavelet. The passband 

centre of the wavelet’s power spectrum, f c, is commonly used in this conversion. 

Hence, the characteristic frequency associated with a wavelet of arbitrary a scale is 

given by:

/  = —  (2-13)
a

where the passband centre of the mother wavelet, f c, becomes a scaling constant and /  

represents the characteristic frequency of the wavelet at scale a. From equations 2-12 

and 2-13, it can be shown that the frequency dependent wavelet energy spectrum is 

given by:

= (2-14)
J C^g -OO

The scalogram plot, representing the energy density surface in the time-frequency 

plane, is defined by:
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(2-15)

Hence, the total energy in the signal is given by:

CO CO

E=  J J E(f,b)dfdb (2-16)

or

(2-17)

The original signal can be reconstructed from the inverse wavelet transform as

This equation reconstructs the original function from its wavelet transform by the 

integrating over all scales, a, and locations, b (Vetterli and Kovacevic, 1995; Mallat, 

1998; Addison, 2002).

2-9 shows the wavelet function moving along the time axis e.g. from bi to ¿2 to ¿3, 

etc. The scale of wavelet width is then altered, as shown in figure 2-10. The 

correlation between the raw signal and wavelet function is computed over a range of 

scales and locations. In practice the convolution of the wavelet and signal is 

computed over a range of scales which cover the spectral characteristics of the signal 

features of interest.

2.3.4.3 The computation of the wavelet transform using Fourier methods

As mentioned previously, the wavelet transform is the convolution of a signal with a 

wavelet function (equation 2-5). The wavelet function can be written compactly as:

(2-18)

Figure 2-9 and figure 2-10 illustrate the mechanics of the wavelet transform. Figure
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(2-19)1 J - b
V/ a,b(0 =  - j= V '( ------)

da a

where the normalisation is in the sense of wavelet energy. Therefore, the wavelet 

transform of equation 2-5 can be written as:

T(a,b)= \x(t)y/'ab(t)dt (2-20)

where \/a h (t) is the complex conjugate of the wavelet function. According to the

convolution theorem, the wavelet transform can be expressed in terms of the Fourier 

transform of the raw signal and the wavelet as follows

T{a,b)=  (2-21)

where X(f) and ^ 'a,b(f) represent the Fourier transform of x(t) and y/a,b(t) 

respectively. The Fourier transform of the dilated and translated wavelet, ^a.bd), can 

be expanded as follow

(2-22)

Substituting t' = t - b
a

into equation 2-22 we obtain

da
CO

= 4a jy/(t')e-K2ri){a,'-b)dt' (2-23)
- c o

= V ^"'W)A dt'
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Dropping prime from t ' in the above, we get

co

( / )  = ia e - i{14)h jV(r)e-i(2M,f),dt
(2-24)

= ^ e - ™ bV (af)

hence, equation 2-21 can be written in expanded form as

T(a, b) = 4a \ x ( /)¥ *  (a/)e 'W)Adfi { 2 t f ) b (2-25)
-c o

Equation 2-25 shows that the wavelet transform can be described in the form of an 

inverse Fourier transform (Addison 2002). This form is very useful for the fast 

implementation of the CWT in computer programs. In addition, the wavelet 

transform in the terms of the Fourier transform presents the concept of the wavelet 

transform as a multi-frequency-band analysis.

2.3.4.4 Complex wavelets: the Morlet wavelet

The objective of this section is to introduce complex wavelets which have both real 

and imaginary parts. In this research, the Morlet wavelet was employed in the 

analysis. It is defined as

where fo is the central frequency of the mother wavelet. The second term in the 

brackets is known as the correction term. This term corrects for the non-zero mean of 

the complex sinusoid of the first term. In practice the correction term can be ignored 

for values offo »  0 and the Morlet wavelet can be written as

(2-26)

(2-27)
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This simple form of the Morlet wavelet is well known as the standard Morlet wavelet. 

From equation 2-27, it can be seen that the standard Morlet wavelet is comprised of 

three terms: the normalisation factor ( n I/4), a complex sinusoid ), and a

Gaussian envelope (e~‘ /2). Figure 2-11 shows the standard Morlet wavelet with fo = 

0.894 Hz: a value which is often used in practice. This figure shows the components 

of the standard Morlet wavelet: the complex sinusoid within the Gaussian envelope. 

The scaled Morlet wavelet is defined as

y/(at) = ^ - ,/4e/2̂ 0'e-(fl')2/2 (2-28)

Figure 2-12 shows the standard Morlet wavelet at various a scales. The Morlet 

functions in figures 2-12(a)-(c) are scaled with a equal to 1,2, and 3 respectively. All 

these functions have the same central frequency fo = 0.894 Hz. The wavelet stretches 

when the scale increases, hence the corresponding frequency bandwidths are reduced. 

This is shown in figure 2-12(d). The energy spectrum of the wavelet moves to the 

left-hand side of the plot (i.e. lower frequencies) when the scale of the wavelet 

increases. In addition, the bandwidth of the wavelet is narrower while the temporal 

scale of the wavelet is wider. This is the limitation of resolution in the wavelet 

transform. The frequency resolution at high frequency is worse than the frequency 

resolution at low frequency. Conversely, the time resolution at high frequency is 

better than the time resolution at low frequency.

Figure 2-13 illustrates the use of the Morlet wavelet in the analysis of an example 

signal. The signal is composed of a two-frequency component waveform as shown in 

figure 2-13(a). The central frequency of the Morlet used in this example is 5 rad/sec 

(fo= 0.8 Hz). The results of the complex Morlet wavelet analysis may be displayed in 

many ways. The real part of T(a,b) is shown in figure 2-13(b). The plot shows the 

frequency components of the time-frequency components of the waveform during the 

5 Hz and 2 Hz regions. Similarly, the imaginary part of T(a,b) is shown in figure 2- 

13(c). Notice that the imaginary plot is phase-shifted, lagging behind the real part by 

one quarter of a cycle. The phase plot of the transform is illustrated in figure 2-13(d). 

The phase plot varies cyclically between - n and n. A phase of -n and n corresponds 

to the minima of the real plot in figure 2-13(b). Figure 2-13(e) contains a modulus 

plot of the wavelet transform. The modulus is defined as
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\T(a,b)\ = j[Re{T(a,b))]2+[lm(T{a,b))]2 (2-29)

In figure 2-18(e), the maximum and minimum values of the modulus are represented 

in white and black respectively. Bands at 5 Hz and 2 Hz can be seen in the modulus 

plot.

2.3.4.5 The wavelet transform of example signals

This section illustrates the analysis for example test signals using the wavelet 

transform. These illustrate: (1) stationary signal analysis, (2) non-stationary signal 

analysis, (3) noise reduction, and (4) transient detection.

• Stationary signal

This example presents the analysis of a stationary signal. Figure 2-14(a) shows the 

test signal composed of two combined sinusoidal waveforms at 1 Hz and 2 Hz. These 

two frequencies occur over the whole time period of the signal. The result of the 

wavelet analysis is represented as the scalogram shown in figure 2-14(b). Two major 

frequency bands can clearly be seen at 1 Hz and 2 Hz. The results of the continuous 

wavelet transform can be also represented as a 3D-plot as shown in figure 2-14(c). In 

the 3-D plot, there are two separated ridges that have characteristic frequencies 

centred at 1 Hz and 2 Hz. This example shows the ability of the wavelet transform to 

elucidate stationary signals by partitioning the individual frequency components 

within the time-frequency plane.

• Non-stationary signal

The analysis of a non-stationary signal using the wavelet transform is illustrated in 

this example. Figure 2-15(a) shows a chirp signal defined as:

x(t) = sin(t2) (2-30)
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The chirp signal comprises a sinusoid with a time dependent frequency. Figure 2- 

15(b) shows the CWT scalogram associated with the signal. It is clearly seen that the 

frequency band of chirp increases from bottom left to top right: i.e. increasing in 

frequency with time. This example illustrates the wavelet transform’s ability to 

localise the pertinent information of a non-stationary signal in both time and 

frequency.

• Noise reduction

This example illustrates the technique of noise reduction using the CWT. Figure 2- 

16(a) shows the test signal containing a section with added high frequency noise. The 

original signal comprises two sinusoidal waveforms at 20 Hz and 100 Hz. High 

frequency noise is added in the segment between 0.1 sec and 0.2 sec. The scalogram 

of this signal is shown in figure 2-16(b). It can be seen from the scalogram that the 

high frequency noise is obviously separated from the main components of signal. It is 

simple to remove this noise by removing the CWT component from this region before 

performing the inverse transform. Figure 2-16(c) illustrates the filtered signal after 

removing the noise from the transformed signal in this way.

• Transient detection

This example shows the use of the CWT in the detection of signal transients. Figure

2-17(a) shows a stationary signal composed of two frequency components at 20 Hz 

and 100 Hz. The small transient spike, shown in figure 2-17(b), was then added to 

this stationary signal to give the test signal shown in figure 2-17(c). The Fourier 

power spectrum of the signal is shown in figure 2-18(a) where two dominant spectral 

components (at frequencies 20 Hz and 100 Hz) can be observed. However, Fourier 

analysis cannot detect the transient. The CWT scalogram of the same signal is shown 

in figure 2-18(b). The transient is obviously apparent in the scalogram at a temporal 

location of at 0.5 seconds. This example shows the advantage of CWT analysis for 

use in the detection of subtle temporally localised signal transients.
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2.4 The uses of wavelet transform methods in cardiology

Over recent years, wavelet analysis has been applied to a range of biomedical data 

including the electroencephalogram, electromyogram, acoustic signals and the ECG 

(Sahambi et al, 1997; Ivanov et al, 1996; Wiklund et al, 1997; Thurner et al, 1998). 

Wavelet-based studies of ECG signals have either examined heart rate variability, 

classified ECG waveforms, or have been used for ECG data compression. Our group 

has focused on the analysis of complex waveforms during ventricular fibrillation 

(VF) (Addison et al, 2000 and 2001; Watson et al, 2000) as well as other medical and 

engineering signals (Addison, 1999; Addison et al, 2001; Watson et al, 1999).

The wavelet transform is now widely used in the analysis of cardiac signals. Several 

research groups have applied the wavelet transform to analyse various cardiac signals 

such as the ECG, blood pressure, the phonocardiogram (PCG), and the 

photoplethysmogram (pulse oximeter signal). This section reviews the analysis of 

these cardiac signals using the wavelet transform.

Wavelet-based studies of ECG signals have examined the constituent components of 

ECG waveforms. Bahoura et al (1997) have developed a real time implementation of 

the wavelet transform to distinguish pertinent ECG components including QRS 

complexes, P waves, and T waves from noise, baseline drift and interference. 

Sahambi et al (1997) also studied the errors due to power line interference and 

baseline drift using wavelets. The same group (Sahambi et al, 1998) used the wavelet 

transform for detecting ST segments and implemented their algorithm on a DSP card 

for on-line analysis. Park et al (1998) applied the combination of a wavelet transform 

and adaptive filter to eliminate ECG baseline wandering and reduce signal distortion. 

Lemire et al (2000) have employed a wavelet time-entropy measure to characterise 

the morphology of T waves in pig ECGs. Recently, Link et al (2001) used the Morlet 

wavelet to analyse the beat-to-beat variability of QRS signals in both 

magnetocardiagrams (MCGs) and ECGs.

The wavelet transform is very useful for biomedical data compression and in 

particular the compression of the ECG signal. Crowe et al (1992) used the wavelet 

transform as a tool for the compression of ECG data. Chen et al (1993) introduced the
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orthogonal discrete wavelet transform for ECG compression. Thakor et al (1993) 

proposed ‘the Multiwave Algorithm’ based on the wavelet transform for ECG 

compression. Lu et al (2000) have proposed the set partitioning in hierarchical tree 

(SPIHT) coding technique to ECG compression. This algorithm includes partial 

ordering of the dyadic wavelet coefficients of ECG signals by magnitude with a set 

partitioning sorting algorithm, ordered bit plane transmission and exploitation of self

similarity across different layers. Ahmeda et al (2000) applied the discrete wavelet for 

ECG compression and, a year later, Ahmeda and Abo-Zahhad (2001) combined a 

non-orthogonal discrete wavelet transform and linear predictor for ECG compression.

In addition, the wavelet transform is a powerful tool for detecting and classifying 

heart disease. Khadra et al (1993) applied the wavelet transform to the detection of 

ventricular late potentials (VLP) from patients with sustained ventricular tachycardia. 

Five years later Rakotomamonjy et al (1998) used a combination of neural networks 

and the wavelet transform to detect VLPs. Khadra et al (1997) employed the wavelet 

transform to detect the characteristics of VF, VT, and AF arrhythmias. Mojsilovic et 

al (1997) analysed and classified the texture of myocardial infarction from the 

wavelet image extension. Wavelet image extension involves the decomposition of the 

studied image with an orthonormal wavelet based filter bank to form an image 

approximation with higher resolution. Masson and Rieu (1998) used the Morlet 

wavelet to investigate the noise generated from mechanical artificial heart valves. Al- 

Fahoum et al (1999) have combined the wavelet transform and neural network to 

classify the cardiac arrhythmias.

Others cardiac signals have also been analysed using wavelet transform. For example 

Khadra et al (1991) compared the characteristics of normal and abnormal heartbeat 

sounds in phonocardiogram signals using the Morlet wavelet. Obaidat (1993) has 

applied the wavelet transform to the analysis of characteristic components in the 

phonocardiogram signal. And, Stefanovska et al (1999) have analysed low frequency 

oscillation present in peripheral blood circulation using the Morlet-based wavelet 

transform.
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2.5 A review of papers concerning prediction of shock outcome

Cardiac arrhythmias (the irregular beating of the heart) can be catastrophic and life 

threatening. Ventricular Fibrillation (VF) is considered to be the most life threatening 

arrhythmia since the heart fails to pump blood effectively. VF is the primary 

arrhythmic event in the majority of patients who present with sudden cardiac death 

(Goldstein et al, 1981, Jacobs and Oxer, 1990). The patient with VF may die within a 

few minutes without the restoration of a pulse-giving rhythm. During VF, a degree of 

myocardial electrical organisation exists and is reflected in the surface ECG (Clayton 

et al, 1992). In the frequency spectrum of VF, the mean frequency of the dominant 

peak can be measured accurately using either the fast Fourier transform (FFT) or 

maximum entropy methods (Clayton and Murray, 1993). The frequency bands 

become narrower as the arrhythmia develops during the onset and early stages of VF 

(Clayton et al, 1995). Addison et al (2000 and 2001) found that a rich underlying 

coherent structure of VF can be made visible using the C WT.

The administration of a defibrillation shock using an electrical defibrillator is the only 

known therapy for the treatment of VF. However, refibrillation frequently appears 

after defibrillation (White et al, 2002). Moreover, an unsuccessful defibrillation 

causes tissue damage during the shock period (Xie et al, 1997). The defibrillation 

threshold has an effect on the probability of successful defibrillation (Singer and 

Lang, 1992). Carlisle et al (1998) studied the effectiveness of synchronised 

defibrillator shocks with measurements for unsynchronised shocks. This study 

showed that the minimum threshold-delivered energy or the minimum threshold- 

delivered current giving the successful shock is not significantly different between 

synchronised shock and unsynchronised shock.

Considerable interest has focused upon VF as it is recognised that prompt therapy can 

lead to a successful outcome. For these reasons there has been considerable interest in 

analysis of the VF waveform. Until recently, the surface electrocardiogram recorded 

during VF was thought to represent disorganised and unstructured electrical activity 

of the heart. This is in stark contrast to the information rich ECG in other states of 

health and disease (Rude et al, 1983; Brush et al, 1985). Over the past two decades, 

numerous research groups have attempted a number of alternative methodologies for
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the analysis of the prediction of defibrillation outcome. The methodologies are based 

upon:

• Amplitude of ventricular fibrillation methods

• Fourier power spectrum methods

• Short time Fourier transform methods

• Combined frequency and amplitude methods

• Other methods

These are considered in detail in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Amplitude of ventricular fibrillation-based methods

Weaver et al (1985) found that the amplitude of ventricular fibrillation has an effect 

on the survival rate of the resuscitated patient. They analysed the amplitude of 

ventricular fibrillation ECGs for 394 patients. The survival rate of patients exhibiting 

fine fibrillation associated with very low amplitude (less than 0.2 mV) was only 6 %. 

However, coarse fibrillation, associated with high amplitude (more than 0.2 mV), 

corresponded to a survival rate of 36 %.

Monsieurs et al (1998) proposed the development of a scoring system for outcome 

classification at the start of pre-hospital resuscitation for patients with cardiac arrest 

exhibiting VF. The first 100 consecutive patients with cardiac arrest with VF were 

analysed in this study. Fisher’s linear discrimination analysis was employed to 

classify between survivors and non-survivors using these variables: amplitude of VF 

in mV (VF_a), the number of base-line crossing of VF per second (VF_blc) and age. 

The classification result using VF_a and VF_blc achieved the correct classification 

for 79% of survivors and 70% of non-survivors. Adding the age variable, the survival 

index increased to 86% of survivors and 73% of non-survivors.

Amann et al (2001) studied the behaviour of ECGs during VF in 25 pigs using N(a) 

histogram analysis. In this study, the data were grouped into two sets: vaso-data (pigs 

receiving vasopressin alone) and placebo-data (pigs receiving physiologic saline 

alone). The defibrillation outcome with vasopressin was 100% successful whereas the
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defibrillation without vasopressin was 0% successful. The width of N (a) histogram 

obtained from the ECG amplitudes was used as a parameter for predicting the 

defibrillation success. The results showed that the defibrillation success correlated 

with small width N(a) histograms. However, the width of N(a) histogram did not 

significantly separate the vaso-data from placebo-data. A year later, this group 

suggested a new parameter from the N(a) histogram analysis to replace the width of 

N (a) histogram (Amann et al, 2001). The parameter used in this study was the 

quotient of the start of the histogram to its width (histogramstart/ histogramwidth). 

The results showed that the quotient histogramstart/histogramwidth was superior to 

mean fibrillation frequency for predicting defibrillation success during CPR. The 

N (a) parameter histogramstart/histogramwidth distinguished between the effect of 

vasopressin (successful defibrillation) and epinephrine (unsuccessful defibrillation).

Callaway et al (2001) examined the prediction of defibrillation success using fractal 

analysis. ECG waveform recordings from automated external defibrillator were 

obtained for 75 VF adult patients. A scaling exponent estimating the fractal self

similarity was used as the parameter to predict the probability of first-shock 

defibrillation and survival to hospital discharge. A lower mean value of scaling 

exponent was observed for a variety of successful outcomes.

2.5.2 Fourier power spectrum-based methods

Brown et al (1991) proposed a methodology to predict the result of defibrillation 

using Fourier spectrum analysis. This study experimented with twenty two mixed- 

breed swine weighing more than 15 kg. The ventricular fibrillation ECG signals 

acquired during the 20 seconds before defibrillation were analysed using the fast 

Fourier transform (FFT). The median frequency of the resulting power spectra served 

as a parameter for the prediction of defibrillation outcome. In this methodology, a 

sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 92.31%, corresponding to a median frequency 

of 9.14 Hz was achieved in predicting the result of defibrillation. However, a severe 

limitation of this study was the insufficient number of ECG data sets used.

Stewart et al (1992) studied the relationship between successful resuscitation and 

dominant VF frequency. The study data were collected from the 56 patients in a
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mobile coronary care unit. The results showed that low frequency VF indicates a poor 

chance of successful resuscitation.

Strohmenger et al (1994) studied defibrillation success in patients during cardiac 

surgery using frequency analysis. Data were collected from 20 patients undergoing 

aortocoronary bypass grafting. The median frequency of those ECGs which resulted 

in supraventricular rhythm was 4.7±0.17 Hz. This was higher than the median 

frequency of VF signals resulting in unsuccessful defibrillation. The probability of 

success was 100% at a frequency of > 5.5 Hz. In a later study involving closed-chest 

CPR after vasopressin treatment in a porcine model of VF, this group suggested that 

the median frequency of VF reflected myocardial blood flow and the chance of 

successful defibrillation (Strohmenger et al, 1996).

Eftestol et al (2000 and 2001) analysed an 821-trace data set collected from 156 

patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest using Fourier methods. The ECG of the 

VF, signal 4 seconds prior to shock, was analysed to predict defibrillation outcome. A 

number of power spectrum-based features were employed including centroid 

frequency, peak power frequency, spectral flatness, and energy. A second 

decorrelated features set was produced using coefficients generated using principle 

component analysis (PCA). The combination of centroid frequency and peak power 

frequency achieved a mean±SD sensitivity of 92 ±2% and specificity of 21 + 2% in 

testing. The highest performance of classifier testing corresponded to the combination 

of PCA decorrelated spectral features was a sensitivity of 92 ±1% at a specificity of 

42 ± 1%.

Hamprecht et al (2001) considered the prediction of successful countershock in 

porcine models (from 25 pigs) of VF using parameters obtained from logarithmic 

power spectral densities. The experiments showed that fibrillation power was slightly 

better for predicting success than mean fibrillation frequency and peak-trough 

amplitude. In the experiment, the prediction of successful defibrillation corresponding 

to the fibrillation power feature with a threshold > 79 dB achieved a sensitivity, 

specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of 98%, 98%, 

99%, and 97% respectively.
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2.5.3 Short time Fourier transform-based methods

The downtime is the duration of time between the onset of ventricular fibrillation and 

the application of defibrillation. An estimate of downtime was determined from the 

changes in median frequency during VF by Brown et al (1989). In the study, the VF 

ECG signals from 11 swine were recorded for 10 minutes. Each four-second epoch of 

data was transformed into the frequency domain using a fast Fourier transform. 

Estimated downtime was determined from the median frequency data at two, four, 

six, and eight minutes after VF induction. The downtime-estimating algorithm was 

tested to determine the success rate for predicting known downtimes of less than or 

more than five minutes for each animal at all observed downtimes. Of the 1,360 total 

predictions made, the algorithm correctly predicted 1,128 times when the downtime 

was less than or more than five minutes.

Martin et al (1991) have studied the variation of median frequency (FM) with time 

during VF. This work studied the characteristics during VF in human and swine 

models using the STFT. The results showed that the FM against time curve of a 

human model gradually decreased whereas the FM curves in swine model decreased 

initially then increased to a peak followed by a gradual decline.

2.5.4 Combined frequency and amplitude-based methods

Brown and Dzwonczyk (1995) compared the probability of defibrillation outcome 

between frequency and amplitude parameters. Data acquired from 55 patients 

exhibiting VF were used in this study. The frequency parameters, centroid and peak 

power frequencies used were determined from the Fourier power spectrum. The 

amplitude parameters, average segment amplitude and average wave amplitude, were 

extracted from the temporal ECG traces. The study found that the probability of 

predicting countershock outcome using centriod frequency, peak power frequency, 

average segment amplitude, and average wave amplitude were found to be 0.72, 0.70, 

0.52, and 0.53, respectively.

Strohmenger et al (1997) studied the VF signals from 26 patients. Frequency

parameters were extracted from the Fourier power spectrum including the median
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frequency, dominant frequency and edge frequency. In addition a measurement of 

amplitude was determined from the original time domain ECG signal. Their study 

showed that median frequency, dominant frequency and amplitude are predictive of 

countershock success. The best result achieved was 100% sensitivity at 46.27% 

specificity using dominant frequency and a 12-second epoch.

Noc et al (1999) studied data collected from 66 pigs. The studied parameters were 

coronary perfusion pressure, maximum VF amplitude, mean VF amplitude, and 

dominant VF frequency. They found that predicting of the success of defibrillation 

with mean VF amplitude alone or in combination with dominant VF frequency was 

effective and on a par with coronary perfusion pressure (CPP).

Strohmenger et al (2001) investigated shock outcome prediction during human VF 

episodes using frequency and amplitude variables. An 821-trace data set collected 

from 156 patients with out-of-hospital cardiac arrest was analysed in the study. The 

frequency variables employed were median frequency, dominant frequency and edge 

frequency. The amplitude measure was determined from the time domain ECG signal 

by calculating the difference between the maximum and the minimum amplitude for 

each segment of pre-shock signal. The best result achieved was 73% sensitivity and 

67% specificity and using the amplitude variable over a 3000 ms length of pre-shock 

signal.

Marn-Pernat et al (2001) investigated the potential of the amplitude spectrum area 

(AMSA) correlated with coronary perfusion pressure (CPP) in the prediction of 

defibrillation success. AMSA is the area under the curve calculated from the resulting 

amplitude frequency spectrum. AMSA is defined as follows:

AMSA = Y.A.F, (2-31)

where A, is the amplitude at the i th frequency F,. In this study, the data were obtained 

from 31 electrical shocks delivered to 10 domestic pigs. The results showed that an 

AMSA value of 21 mV-Hz gave an optimum prediction of restoration of perfusing 

rhythm after shock with a sensitivity of 88% and specificity of 91% achieved.
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Amann et al (2002) reported on the prediction of defibrillation outcome using a 

combination of mean frequency and amplitude variable. They examined VF signals of 

64 pigs from 4 different cardiac arrest models with different durations of untreated 

VF, different durations of CPR, and the use of various drugs. The length of 10-second 

epochs between 20 and 10 seconds before the first defibrillation shock were examined 

to predict the shock outcome. Three variables were considered for the prediction of 

defibrillation, there were: mean frequency (FREQ), mean peak-to-trough amplitude 

(AMP) and a survival index (SI). The SI was obtained from a linear equation derived 

from the mean frequency and mean peak-to-trough amplitude variables. This study 

showed that the four different models of cardiac arrest were not significantly different 

FREQ, AMP, and SI values (P > 0.5). In addition, SI improved the predictive power 

compared with using FREQ and AMP alone. The best result achieved 89% sensitivity 

and 86% specificity using this survival index variable.

Povoas et al (2002) used the AMSA method for predicting the shock outcome. In this 

study, 34 defibrillation attempts were obtained from 10 domestic pigs. An AMSA 

value of 21 mV*Hz resulted in a negative predictive value of 0.96 and a positive 

predictive value of 0.78.

2.5.5 Other methods

Patwardhan et al (1999) have investigated the degree of phase coupling among 

orthogonal ECGs collected from ten adult mongrel dogs. The bispectra were 

estimated from orthogonal ECGs in the X, Y, and Z direction. The bispectral energies 

of VF ECGs during the last 4 seconds before shock were integrated within the 8.7- 

11.7 Hz range in both frequency axes. The results showed that that the degree of 

phase coupling at the dominant frequency («9 Hz in both frequency axes) of 

unsuccessful trials were larger than from the successful trials. The average bispectral 

energies between 200 and 1000 ms before defibrillation shock from the unsuccessful 

trails were significantly greater than that from the successful trials (p<0.05).

Podbregar et al (2003) proposed genetic programming (GP) for the prediction of

defibrillation outcome. This research studied 203 ECG recordings in 47 patients with

out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. The predictive model was developed using GP with
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four variables. These were two time domain variables (time delay and amplitude), a 

frequency domain variable (total energy) and a variable from non-linear dynamics 

(the Hurst exponent). Data from 100 VF signals from the database were used to 

develop a GP model. When applied to the test data containing 32 successful and 71 

unsuccessful shocks the method achieved 100% sensitivity and 97% specificity. The 

positive predictive value and negative predictive value were 94.1% and 100% 

respectively. The likelihood ratios for positive and negative test result were 35.50 and 

0.00 respectively. However, this study has a major limitation in that a low number of 

defibrillations were studied.

2.6 Chapter summary

This chapter has described the background to this research. Three main sections were 

provided in this review. In the first section, a brief overview of the relevant 

cardiology was described including the cardiovascular system, the ECG, and cardiac 

arrhythmias. The second section covered the concept of time-frequency analysis 

where the STFT and the wavelet transform were explained in terms of their 

mathematics and illustrations were used to convey the concepts. The next section 

reviewed the use of wavelet methods in cardiology including the analysis of cardiac 

signals such as the ECG, PCG, and blood circulation. Finally, a literature review of 

the work of other groups in producing a shock outcome prediction tool was described. 

The wavelet and STFT techniques described in this chapter form the basis of the 

analysis techniques developed by the author for his programme of research. These are 

described in detail in the following chapter.
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Figure 2-1: The closed loop diagram of the cardiovascular system

Figure 2-2: The direction of blood flow

(a) blood is pumped from atrium into the associated ventricle; (b) The ventricle 

chambers is pumping blood at high pressure; (c) the blood from the right and left 

ventricles flows through the pulmonary circulation and systemic circulation,

respectively.
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Figure 2-3: The components of ECG including the relationship between 

cellular action potentials and the surface ECG

Figure 2-4: Normal sinus rhythm
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Figure 2-5: The ECGs of cardiac arrhythmias

(a) The ECG of a supraventricular premature beat; (b) The ECG of a supraventricular 

tachycardia; (c) The ECG of atrial fibrillation; (d) The ECG of ventricular premature 

beat; (e) The ECG of ventricular tachycardia; (f) The ECG of ventricular fibrillation
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Figure 2-6: An illustration of STFT computation

Figure 2-7: Gaussian window function
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Figure 2-8: Example of STFT analysis

(a) Original signal; (b) Spectrogram generated using a 0.5-second wide Gaussian 

window; (c) Spectrogram generated using a 3-second wide Gaussian window

scale a = 1

Figure 2-9: The wavelet function at scale a = l at various locations on the signal
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s c a le  a = 0.5

Figure 2-10: The wavelet function at scale a = 0.5 at various locations on the signal

Figure 2-11 : The Morlet wavelet function
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a = 3 Energey Spectrum

Figure 2-12: The Morlet function at various scales 

(a) a = 1; (b) a = 2; (c) a = 3; (d) the energy spectrums
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Figure 2-13: The wavelet transform using the Morlet wavelet 

(a) original signal; (b) a real component plot of the result; (c) an imaginary 

component plot of the result; (d) phase plot of the result; (e) a modulus plot
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b:Time<9>

Figure 2-14: Example of wavelet transform 

(a) original signal; (b) scalogram; (c) 3-D plot of the result

0 2 4 6 8 1D 12 14
Time (s)

Figure 2-15: The wavelet transform of a chirp signal 

(a) original signal; (b) scalogram plot of the wavelet transform
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(a)

(b)

(c)

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45
time (sec)

Figure 2-16: Noise reduction

(a) original signal including high frequency noise; (b) scalogram plot of wavelet

transform; (c) the denoised signal

Figure 2-17: The composite signal used in the demonstration of 

CWT-based transient detection
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Figure 2-18: The results of transient detection using the CWT 

(a) the power spectrum using Fourier transform;

(b) scalogram plot of wavelet transform
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the details of the data and analysis methods employed in the 

research. The ECG data sets used in the analysis are described in section 3.2. Sections

3.3 to 3.5 cover the research methodology, shown schematically in the simple box 

diagram of figure 3-1. Three main stages are illustrated: feature extraction, data pre

processing, and data classification. The feature extraction procedure is described in 

section 3.3 where an explanation is given of the time-frequency-based power spectral 

analysis used for extracting characteristic features of the pre-shock ECGs. Section 3.4 

describes the data pre-processing stage which prepares the characterising features 

before feeding into the classifier. In section 3.4, feature normalisation and principal 

component analysis (PCA) are investigated as alternative feature formats for use in 

the study of shock outcome prediction. Section 3.5 provides details of the Bayesian’s 

classifier used for predicting defibrillation outcome in this study. Sections 3.6 to 3.9 

then go on to describe the software implementation of the developed research 

methodology. Section 3.6 details coding of the computer program. Software 

validation is described in section 3.7, and an investigation of the optimal number of 

cross validations required in the analysis is presented in section 3.8. Finally, section

3.9 contains a summary of the contents of the chapter.
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3.2 Study data

The study undertaken by the author is based on an 821-trace ECG data set of VF 

immediately prior to countershock. This data set was obtained from 156 patients with 

out-of hospital cardiac arrest of cardiac etiology. The data was acquired by the 

Medical Control Module (MCM) of the ‘Heartstart 3000’ defibrillator and supplied 

by Professor Petter Steen of Ullevaal University Hospital, Department of 

Anesthesiology, Oslo, Norway. Approval for this study was obtained through the 

Regional Committee for Research Ethics, health region III (Norway), and the 

Norwegian Data Inspectorate (Eftestol et al, 2000).

Each trace is composed of three segments: (1) 20 seconds of ECG containing pre

shock VF, (2) the shock itself, and (3) 20 seconds of ECG immediately post-shock. A 

typical time trace is shown in figure 3-2. This shows pre-shock ventricular fibrillation 

(VF) with the shock administered half way through the trace. The subsequent trace 

contains the defibrillation outcome signal.

The signals were grouped according to shock outcome as shown in table 3-1 (Eftestol 

et al, 2000). In the first group, the outcome was defined as Return Of Spontaneous 

Circulation (ROSC) if a palpable pulse was presented in the post-shock period. In the 

second group, the outcome was defined as electromechanical disassociation (EMD) 

or pulseless electrical activity (PEA) when the heart continues to work electrically but 

fails to provide a circulation (Houghton and Gray, 1997). The outcome was defined 

as asystole if there is no spontaneous electrical cardiac activity (Houghton and Gray, 

1997). The outcome was defined as VF where the VF started after 5 seconds from the 

shock. Finally, the outcome was defined as non-reset if the VF continued 

immediately after shock (less than 5 seconds post-shock). Figures 3-3 to 3-7 show 

five typical ECG traces including the pre-shock VF, the shock itself, and the post

shock traces. Both the ECG time series and corresponding wavelet transform 

scalogram are shown for each case. The outcomes are ROSC for figure 3-3, EMD for 

figure 3-4, Asystole for figure 3-5, VF for figure 3-6, and non-reset shock for figure

3-7. In the study conducted by the author, the outcomes were further sub-categorised 

as ROSC and NOROSC (NO Return Of Spontaneous Circulation) where NOROSC 

includes all non-ROSC signals, i.e. EMD, asystole, VF, and non-reset.
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3.3 Feature extraction

In this study, the characteristic features were extracted from the power spectrum of 

the time-frequency transform. The wavelet power spectrum was defined previously in 

chapter 2, equation 2-14. From the STFT (see equation 2-3), the power spectrum can 

be expressed as:

where r is the location of the window function used in the STFT computation.

Figure 3-8 illustrates the relationship between information in the time-frequency 

domain and the power spectrum. The power spectrum shown on the right of the figure 

was computed by summing the component in the scalogram along the time domain. 

The power spectra derived from the STFT and CWT are smoother than that obtained 

using the Fourier transform. This is shown in figure 3-9. In this example, the window 

function used in the STFT analysis was a Gaussian function of 2 seconds width. For 

the CWT analysis, the Morlet function was employed as the mother wavelet.

Several characterising features computed from the power spectrum were examined as 

potential markers for shock outcome prediction. These were: median frequency (FM), 

peak frequency (FP), standard deviation (STD), skewness (SK), kurtosis (KT), and 

flatness (FT). These features are defined as follows:

co

£ ( / )  = Z £ V ./ ) (3-1)
r = 0

00

£ / £ ( / )
median frequency: FM = ^ (3-2)

! > ( / )

peak frequency: FP = arg max(£'(/)) (3-3)

standard deviation: STD = ( /  -  FM )2 E ( f ) (3-4)
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skewness: S K  = (3-5)
¿ ( / - F M ) 3£ ( /)
/=0_______________

Y , { f  -  FM )2 E( f )
v/=° y

£ ( f - F M Y E t f )
kurtosis: AT = ——---------------------( CO ^

Y , ( f  ~ FM )2 E( f )
u -°  y

flatness: f t  =
¿ lo g (£ ( /) )
/=0________

i ^ ( / )
/=0

(3-6)

(3-7)

3.4 Data pre-processing

Data pre-processing is an optional stage before feeding features into the classifier. 

This study employed two pre-processing methods: feature normalisation and principal 

component analysis (PCA). The feature normalisation method maps the original 

feature distribution into the unit interval between zero and one. The PCA technique 

creates new variables which are linear combinations of the original variables. These 

methods are described in more detail in the following two sub-sections.

3.4.1 Feature normalisation

The objective of feature normalisation is to standardise the characteristic feature sets 

(equation 3-2 to 3-7) before feeding into the classifier. The value range of the 

modified feature sets is between zero and one. The mapping method is based on the 

boxplot representation of the data.
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A boxplot (or Whisker plot) is a useful statistical plot representing much of the 

important information on data distribution. The boxplot displays the overall 

distribution of the data set using a rectangular box with whiskers. The box may be 

aligned either horizontally or vertically. The boxplot shown in figure 3-10 provides a 

visual display of pertinent statistical information including the three quartiles and the 

minimum and the maximum values of the data.

The main box in the boxplot indicates an interquartile range (IQR) of the data set with 

the bottom edge indicating the location of the first quartile and the upper edge 

indicating the location of the third quartile. The line within the box represents the 

second quartile or median. Lines spread from the end of the box are known as 

whiskers. The upper whisker extends to the highest valued data point within 1.5 IQR 

from the third quartile. The lower whisker extends to the lowest valued data point 

within 1.5 IQR from the first quartile. The points lying outwith the whisker ranges are 

called outliers and are each shown separately.

Feature normalisation changes the raw PDFs obtained from the features (equation 3-2 

to 3-7) to lie within the unit interval. In order to achieve this, first the characterising 

feature PDFs are truncated by relocating the outliers to the end of the furthest 

outlying whiskers. This is shown schematically in figure 3-11. The lower and upper 

whiskers in the boxplots are then set to zero and one respectively. The equation for 

this data mapping can be expressed as

y =
x -  lower 

upper -  lower
(3-8)

where lower is the lower whisker value; and upper is the upper whisker value. Note 

that two boxplots are shown in figure 3-11. These correspond to the two feature sets 

ROSC and NOROSC used in the study (see section 3.2). The normalised feature 

mapping uses the highest and lowest value of the whiskers from either boxplot. The 

minimum and maximum values of new feature range are zero and one respectively, as 

shown on the right hand side of figure 3-11. The two outliers at the top and bottom of 

the original features set shown in the boxplot are moved to the new limits (zero and 

one) of the normalised feature range (right boxplot).
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3.4.2 Principal component analysis (PCA)

Principal components analysis (PCA) is a technique used to form new variables 

which are linear combinations of the original variables. PCA is concerned with 

expressing the variance-covariance structure of variables through a few linear 

combinations of these variables. This technique is very useful in data reduction and 

data interpretation. This chapter describes the concept and application of PCA as used 

in the data classification described in this thesis.

In this study, the PCA method was employed in the prediction of the defibrillation 

outcome. The PCA was used to generate new variables from the original features 

(equation 3-2 to 3-7). The PCA variables were then fed into the classifier for 

predicting the defibrillation outcome of the VF signal.

3.4.2.1 The mathematics of PCA (Chatfield and Collins, 1980, Johnson and 

Wichern, 1998)

Algebraically, principal components are particular linear combinations of p  random 

variables. Suppose XT = [Xi, X2,.., Xp] is a /»-dimensional set of random variables 

with covariance matrix S. Each linear combination of the random variables X is

Tj = cŶ X = £i|| X I + o.2̂ X'2. + ... + ci p
Y2 = a2X  = an X \  + a22X  2 + ... + ap2X  p ^

YP =a'Px  = a\pX l + a2pX2 + ... + appX  p

or

Yj = cJjX j  = 1, 2, .... p  (3-9b)

where a f  = [aij, ... , aPJ] is a vector of constants. Thus the variance and variance- 

covariance matrix of Yj is
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V ar( Yj) = a jIh j j=  1,2, ... ,p (3-10)

Cov(77, 70 = aJZak II JO (3-11)

The principal components are uncorrelated linear combinations 7/, 7?, • ••, Yp whose 

variances in equation (3-10) are as large as possible.

The first principal component is the linear combination with maximum variance: that 

is, it maximises Var (7i) subject to the constraint that a/a; = 1. This approach was 

originally proposed by Harold Hotelling to find the line in p-space such that the total 

sum of squared perpendicular distances from the points to the line is maximised.

The second principal component is the linear combination 7j which has the maximum 

variance subject to d2Tci2 = 1. This component is uncorrelated with 7/ (i.e. Cov(7/ , 

Yi) = 0). Similarly, the latter components 7?, 7#, ..., Yp can be derived to be 

uncorrelated and to have decreasing variance.

3 A .2 .2  The use of PCA pre-processing in data classification

This section introduces the application of PCA as a pre-processing method in data 

classification. Two illustrative examples of the use of PCA in 2-class data 

classification are considered in this section (As we will see later the work of this 

thesis is based on a 2-class system: ROSC and NOROSC). The PCA technique 

produces new features according to equation 3-9a or 3-9b. Figure 3-12 illustrates the 

data distributions of two test data groups (groupl and group2) in the X1-X2 plane. 

The data of groupl and group2 are symbolised using circles and crosses respectively. 

The PDFs of these two data sets along the XI axis are shown in the bottom plot and 

the PDFs of the two data sets along the X2 axis are shown in the right hand plot. The 

two PCA axes, (PCA1 and PCA2) determined using equation 3-10, are shown in 

figure 3-12. PCA1, representing the first component, is the linear combination of the 

data with maximum variance. PCA2 representing the second component, is 

orthogonal to PCA1. The PDFs of the two data sets projected on PCA1 and PCA2 

axis are showed in figures 3-13(a) and 3-13(b) respectively. Compared to the original 

variables (XI and X2), the PDFs of these two sets are better separated on PCA1 axis
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but exhibit poorer separation on the PCA2 axis. Therefore, PCA1 is the most 

effective projection with which to discriminate groupl from group2. PCA2 is a 

significantly worse projection than the original axis projections for classification 

purposes.

The above example illustrates how the use of the first PCA can provide better 

separated data groups. This is not always the case. The following example will 

illustrate a poor case of classification using the first PCA. Figure 3-14 shows another 

example of two groups data in the XI-X2 plane. The PDFs of these two data sets 

along the XI axis are shown at the bottom of the plot and the PDFs of the two data 

sets along the X2 axis are shown at the right hand side of the plot. The projections of 

the data onto the PCA1 and PCA2 axes are shown in figure 3-15(a) and 3-15(b) 

respectively. In this case, the data on the PCA1 axis gives the worst separation of 

groupl and group 2. In contrast the data of groupl and group2 were completely 

discriminated when projected on to the PCA2 axis. Hence, it can be seen from this 

example that great care must be taken when using PCA analysis as a pre-processing 

tool as the major principal component does not necessarily allow best separation of 

the data groups.

3.5 Data classification

3.5.1 Probability distribution function estimation

The probability distribution function (PDF) estimates used in this work are computed 

using the multidimensional histogram technique and Gaussian kernel smoothing 

(Eftestol et al, 2000). Each feature set is sorted into a series of bins on the feature 

axis, and the resulting histogram smoothed using an elliptic Gaussian kernel function. 

Histogram bin number and Gaussian kernel width are the controlling parameters in 

the PDF estimation. Each feature axis was divided into Nt intervals. The width of the 

Gaussian kernel function controls the smoothness. The one-dimensional histogram is 

smoothed by the one-dimensional Gaussian kernel function given by
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(3-12)h ( i )  =

-('-O2
2(7

where t is the centre of the bin. The Gaussian kernel width was limited to 6a in the 

study.

One-dimensional (ID) PDF estimation is illustrated in the simple example shown in 

figure 3-16. The data points are located at 1, 4, 6, 11, 12, and 16 on the XI axis as 

shown in the top of the plot. In this example, the histogram was generated using 20 

bins and each bin smoothed using the one-dimensional Gaussian kernel functions 

shown in the middle plot. The Gaussian width (6a) in this example was set equal to 

10. The estimated PDF, generated from the sum of the Gaussian kernel functions, is 

shown in the bottom plot of figure 3-16.

Multidimensional histograms are smoothed using a multivariate Gaussian kernel 

function given by

/(* )  = 1 e I"1 (x-M)/2
(2 ^ )^ |E |^

(3-13)

where-oo < x, < oo, / = 1, 2, ... , p. Equation 3-13 is the generalised /»-dimensional 

Gaussian distribution for a p x l  vector x of observations with the expected value ju 

and the variance-covariance matrix X (Johnson and Wichem, 1998).

A 2-dimensional bivariate Gaussian distribution can be evaluated in terms of the 

individual parameters: = E(X/), p.2 = E(X2), <Jn -  Var(Xi), 022 = Varfà), and pn  = 

07/ ( 07/022)1/2 = Corr(Xi,X2).

The inverse of the covariance matrix, Z =
' 1 2

a n

' 2 2

is
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£ = ■
°’llCr22 a \2

<J22 G\2

°\2  11
(3-14)

Substituting <ji2 -  pi2(on<5n )m, the squared distance become

(x - / / ) '£  (x - j u ) =

[xx- p x,x2 - p 2]- ( J 22 9 / 712 1̂ 22 xx~M\
P n )

~ P i 2 ^ ( J U <J22 > G \\
x2 -  ju2

^ 2 2 ( ^ 1  M \ )  '*"<-3rn(^'2 f h )  ' ^ P n ' J ^ i  \G 2 2 (Ti M \ ) ( x 2 M 2 )

G \ \ G 2 2 (1 — P n )

1

I - A 2

f  \ 2 2 /  \ y  \
X, - p x

+ X2 ~  M2\ 
1 — 2 p ]2

x , - / / . *2  — 7 2̂1

l  V ^ n "  J L y <J22 J l  J V y l<J22 J

(3-15)

Since

|£| — crn<T22 crt2 — <Jucr22(l pn ) (3-16)

we can substitute equation (3-15) and (3-16) to equation (3-13) to get

/ O  i,*2) =

1
2(1-A2)

*I~A| | J  ^2-^21 
<̂22 -2Pl2 *I”A| *2-̂ 21

I  V Cr22

27T-\J(Tu<T22 0 Pl2 )
(3-17)

The 2-dimensional histogram is smoothed using a bivariate Gaussian distribution

with <Jn=<j2 2 =<J and p n = 0. The symmetic bivariate Gaussian function can be

expressed by
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(3-18)/ O  i ,x2)
1 j-^[(-ti-/'i)2+(jt2-̂ 2)!]|

2n<j

where (jui,/Li2) is the centre of each bin and the Gaussian width is limited to 6a.

Figure 3-17 contains an example of 2D-PDF estimation using the above expressions. 

The scatter plot of the example data is shown in the top plot. The histogram was 

produced using 200x200 bins and each bin was smoothed using 2D symmetric 

bivariate Gaussian functions. The middle plot of figure 3-17 shows the estimated PDF 

which was smoothed using 2D Gaussian functions with widths (6a) equal to 5. The 

bottom plot of figure 3-17 displays the estimated PDF smoothed using wider 

Gaussian function where the width was set equal to 10. The enhanced spreading of 

this PDF compared to that generated using narrower Gaussian kernels is obvious 

when comparing the two plots.

3.5.2 Bayes classifier

As stated in section 3.2, the five outcomes (w, /= 1 , ... ,5 shown in table 3-1) were 

further clustered into two groups: w\ corresponding to ROSC and w2, w2, w4, and w5 

corresponding to a NOROSC outcome. In this two-class classification, the ROSC 

group was represented by a>i and the NOROSC group was represented by <x>2- The 

vector V contains the study features which were derived from the spectral 

characteristics given by equations 3-2 to 3-7. The feature vector used in the study can 

be expressed as:

V1 ~FM

V2 FP

V3 STD

V4 SK

V5 = KT

V6 FT

V7 F M - F P

V8 F M - F T

_V9_ F P - F T

(3-19)
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The probability density functions of each feature v,- with respect to class a>j, p(vj/coj), 

were estimated using the multidimensional histogram technique and Gaussian kernel 

smoothing as described in the previous section. The a posteriori probability for each 

class conditioned on the feature v,- is calculated using Bayes rule, defined as

and k=2 corresponding to the ROSC and NOROSC cases.

Using these probabilities we split the feature space V into decision regions a>j where j  

= 1,...,&+1. The extra class o)k+i represents the reject class. This is done by 

assigning a cost function c((Oi, a>j) , which describes the loss suffered if class a>j is 

decided when the true class is in fact co,.

3.5.3 Risk function

A cost value is a key rule for decision rule optimisation in the Bayes classifier. Each 

cost value, c(cot, coj), represents the classified class coj as belonging to the true class co,. 

The cost matrix C representing K(K+1) cost values for K classes classification is 

defined as

; .7=1,...,* (3-20)

Reject Column

C =
• 5

c{cok , cor )  , c(cok , cox) ,  c(cok , co2 ) ,  • • • ,  c(cok , cok ) (3-21)

The cost matrix contains 2 components which are:
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- The first column of C containing the K rejected losses

- The other components, KxK matrix, including the K cases of correct 

decisions

In general the diagonal of matrix L, representing correct decisions, contains zeros; 

whereas off diagonals contains positive values. In the general case, the loss matrix 

can be represented as

C(0)x,0 )r ) ,  0 ,C(C0X,C02) , - - -  ,c(C0x,CQk)

c(a>2,co r ) ,c (co2,cox), 0 , - - - , c { c o 2, 0) k)
(3-22)

c{cok ,cor), c(o) k , cox) ,  c(ak , co2 ) ,  ■ • • ,  0

The classifier risk is the expectation of the loss E{Cj expressed as

R  = £{C } = C r P

(3-23)

c(cox, cor ) ,  c(co2, cor ) . . . ,  c(0)k, cor) P{cox / v )

c ( c y , , cox) ,  c(co2, i y , ) . . . ,  c(ak cox) P{co2 / v )

_ c ( c y , , cok ) ,  c{a2 ,cok)..., c(cok, cok) _P(0)k / v ) _

Risk minimisation is the method of optimising classification performance. To find the 

optimum decision rule, we search for the minimum component.
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3.5.4 The two-class classifier

As stated above, for this study the shock outcome was categorised into two groups 

according to the success of defibrillation shock. The first group, labelled coi, is the 

class of the return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) containing wj. The other group, 

labelled 0)2, is the class of the non return of spontaneous circulation (NOROSC) 

including W2, W3, w4, and w5. For the Bayes classifier, we add the reject class (cor) for 

unclassified patterns. The loss matrix, therefore, can be represented as a 2x3 matrix 

given by

C  =
c(cox, cor ), c{cox, cox ), c(cox, co2 ) 
c{a>2, cor ), c(co2, a  x ), c(a>2, co2 )

The loss matrix can be simplified as

c(o),co) = •

0 for co = o) 

Cr for ¿0 = oor 

C A otherwise

correct decision 

reject

wrong decision

Therefore, the classifier risk becomes

R

R  =

C, ,Cr

0 > C(y2iU|
,0

R
c,.

P(cox / v) 
P(co2 /v)

Cr !Cnn ,Cr !Cr.n7r û)\û)2 ? r o)\û) L

0 c /c P(cox tv) 
P(0)2 /v)

(3-24)

(3-25)

(3-26)

Substituting y = Ct/Cmim2 and (3 = C^coi/C^^ , the classifier risk becomes
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7,7
0,/?R  = 0,/?

1 , 0

P(ù)ì / V) 

P(co2 !v)

y{P(jox / v) + P(a>2 / v)) 7

pP(m2 /v) = pP(a>2 / v)

P(mi / v)
P(mx/v)

(3-27)

The decision rule of the two-class classifier will select the minimum component of
A

the classification risk R . The decision rule can be represented as

A

03r if  min R = y

Decision for m j cy, if  min R = pP{a>2 / v)

0)2 if  min R = P{coi / v)

(3-28)

An example of the risk function is shown schematically in figure 3-18. This example 

illustrates the decision regions of two-class classifier without a reject class (i.e. only 

a>] and mi)- The probability distributions, p(v/coi) and p(v/co2), are represented in 

figure 3-18(a). The a posterior probabilities, P(coi/v) and P(g>2/v), from Bayes 

theorem in equation 3-20 are illustrated in figure 3-18(b). A decision boundary 

obtained from the classifier without risk optimisation is shown in figure 3-18(b) by a 

dotted line. The risk classifier of this example is defined as

pP{m2 / v) 
P{cox / v)

(3-29)

and the decision rule is presented as

Decide for a

A

m, i f  min R = pP(co2 / v)
A

m2 if  min R = P(ty, / v)
(3-30)
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Figure 3-18(c) shows the risk classifier corresponding to different values of /?. This 

plot presents the effect of the risk function on the decision region. The decision 

boundary moves to the right hand side and the left hand side of the original decision 

boundary corresponding to values of /?= 0.5 and ¡3=2 respectively.

3.5.5 Classifier performances

Classifier performances can be quantified in terms of sensitivity and specificity. The 

sensitivity quantifies the ability to correctly identify true positives. It is defined as:

S en sitiv ity  = ---------- True p o s i t iv e ,----------  (3.31)

True positives-1- False negatives

Sensitivity is assigned as an evaluation criterion. For this research, the sensitivity is 

the probability of positive prediction of ROSC outcome.

The specificity is the ability to correctly identify true negatives, i.e. the probability of 

prediction of NOROSC outcome. Specificity is defined as:

.„ . True negative
Specificity = ---------------------------------------------------------

True negative + False positive
(3-32)

An illustration of sensitivity and specificity derived from two PDFs is shown 

schematically in figure 3-19. In the figure, region A represents the true positives: i.e. 

the number of correct predictions of ROSC outcome. Region C represents the false 

negatives, corresponding to the number of wrong predictions of ROSC. The regions 

B and D represent, respectively, the number of wrong and correct decisions of 

NOROSC outcome.

Sensitivity and specificity are computed from the classifier output where sensitivity is

defined for the general case as
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Psensi^,) = P ( R ih ) (3-33)

and specificity is defined as

Pspecie,) =
1

1 ~P{g>,) j , k * i

(3-34)

In this research, for the two outcomes (ROSC and NOROSC), the sensitivity is given 

by

P.scns i Ú3ROSC ) -  P(PrOSC ^ 03 ROSC ) (3-35)

and specificity by

Pspec î ROSC ) -
[ l  P(®ROSC ) ]

P(coNOROSC )P(RNOROSC !  03 NOROSC ) (3-36-a)

since P ( g>norosc)  =  1- P (corosc) ,  the specificity can be expressed more compactly as

Pspec (ÛJROSC ) = P(PNOROSC  ̂03NOROSC ) (3-37-b)

The cost function is tuned iteratively to adjust the sensitivity performance to meet the 

performance criterion (Eftestol et al, 2000).

3.5.6 Decision rule optimisation

The optimisation loop for finding the optimum decision rules is composed of four 

major parts. A schematic diagram of the decision rule optimisation loop is shown in 

figure 3-20. The decision rule is updated from each new cost matrix. For simple 

optimisation, the rejected class is ignored in the classification and the risk classifier 

can be defined as equation 3-29. Hence only ¡5 in the cost matrix is updated in the 

optimisation. The evaluation system checks the performance of the decision rule. The
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cost matrix is updated if the decision rule has a low performance. The procedure 

updates the cost matrix as follows

PmW= Poid+a (*-y)  (3-38)

where t , y, and a  are the target value of the evaluation system, the evaluation output, 

and learning rate, respectively.

3.6 Computer programming

This section details the implementation of the described research methodology in 

computer code. The experiments were run on a Pentium III 600 MHz laptop computer 

with 128 MB of RAM. The operation system (OS) used in the experiments was 

Microsoft Windows version 98. All experiments were conducted using MATLAB 

version 6.1 incorporating the signal processing and statistics toolbox. Figure 3-21 

presents an overview of the research methodology. The source codes used in the work 

described in this thesis are available in Appendix A.

The cross validation technique was employed to separate the ECG database into 

training and test sets. In this technique, the data set is divided into N  subsets (N  is the 

number of cross validations). One of the N  subsets is used as the test set and the 

remaining N-l  subsets are put together to form the training set. The experiment is 

repeated N  times until each subset is used as the test set. The performance of 

classification is then computed from the average of N  experiments. The subdivision 

of the data into training and test sets for each experiment is shown schematically in 

figure 3-22. In this study, the number of cross validations was two (i.e. N=  2) as the 

number of values in the ROSC data set is small. More specifically, the data sets were 

partitioned into two groups with the first group containing 38 ROSC and 373 

NOROSC data and the second group containing 38 ROSC data and 372 NOROSC 

data.

Each pre-shock VF signal was transformed into the time-frequency plane using either

the CWT or STFT. In the CWT, the wavelet transform was computed using the
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inverse Fourier transform as described in section 2.3.4.3. A linear frequency range, 

from 1 Hz to 20 Hz with 200 intervals, was used in the computation of the CWT. In 

the STFT analysis, the Fourier transform of each window was evaluated from the 

FFT function in MATLAB with 1024 points concerning the frequency range of 0-50 

Hz (i.e. half of the sampling rate). The STFT program stft_extract.m is given in 

Appendix A. A Gaussian window function was employed for the STFT which has set 

to three widths: these were 1, 2, and 3 seconds. The power spectra were then 

computed from the CWT scalogram and the three STFT spectrograms. The 

characteristic features were then computed from the power spectrum as described 

above. The source codes for the feature extraction (wt_extract.m (CWT) and 

stft_extract.m (STFT)) are given in appendix A.

The PDF was estimated using a histogram and Gaussian kernel smoothing technique. 

The feature set was sorted into Nt bins for generating the histogram. The resulting 

histogram was smoothed using a Gaussian function of Nw width. The number of bins 

Nt used in the study were 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 bins. The width values 

for the Gaussian function, Nw, used to smooth histogram of original data were 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. When classifying with normalised features, the width values of 

the Gaussian function were set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1. The 

ID-PDF was generated using the program newsmoothex.m and the 2D-PDF was 

generated using the program newsmooth2ex.m. Both program codes are provided in 

Appendix A.

A posterior probability functions were computed from the estimated PDF using the 

Bayes equation as presented in equation 3-19. 4̂ posterior probability functions of the 

training set were trained using the risk optimisation rule until the classifier reached 

95% sensitivity. The classifier with the risk value (JJ) obtained from the training 

process was then used to test with the posterior probability functions of the test set. 

The functions of the Bayes classifier programs for ID and 2D features are called 

classifyld_2.m and classify2d_2.m, respectively. These are listed in Appendix A.
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3.7 Software validation and classification

This section presents the validation of the classifier which was employed in this 

thesis. The Bayes classifier detailed in section 3.5 was validated using synthetic test 

data pior to its use on the main data set. The Bayes classifier was employed to test 

and train these data sets using the program classify2d_2.m listed in Appendix A. In 

this example, the cross validation number is 2, i.e. each class was equally partitioned 

into two groups: the training and test sets. The probability distribution function (PDF) 

of each training set was estimated using the 2D histogram technique and Gaussian 

kernel smoothing described in 3.5.1. The classifier performances are presented using 

receiving operator characteristic (ROC) curves. ROC curves are widely used in the 

medical literature to assess the performance of a diagnostic test. The ROC curve is 

the plot of the true positive (sensitivity) against the false positive (1-specificity). The 

area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a summary statistic of diagnostic performance. 

An AUC value of 1 represents a perfect diagnostic test whereas the AUC value of 0.5 

represents a worthless diagnostic test. Both the 1D and 2D Bayes classifiers used in 

this thesis were validated. In addition, a full parametric study of bin numbers and 

Gaussian widths were used in the validation for the PDF estimation. In this section, a 

number of examples of validation of the classifier are provided.

3.7.1 ID classifier validation

Firstly, the ID classifier was validated using 2 classes of synthetic test data shown as 

histograms in figure 3-23(a). The number of data for class A and Class B are 120 and 

160 respectively. These are randomly distributed within their respective intervals. The 

data ROC curve illustrated in figure 3-23(b) presents the performance of 

classification covering the whole sensitivity range. The dashed line shows the 

theoretical ROC curve associated with increasingly large data sets. Figure 3-24 shows 

the performances of the ID classifier obtained from a selection of bin numbers and 

Gaussian widths. The system ROC curve of each classifier was plotted to allow 

comparison with the data ROC curve. From the results, it is clearly seen that the use 

of narrow Gaussian widths produced significant errors in classification compared to 

the data ROC curve (figure 3-24(a) and 3-24(d)). However, the classifier employing 

wider Gaussian widths (figure 3-24(b), 3-24(c), and 3-24(d)) produced classification
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results much closer to the data ROC curve for the whole range of sensitivity. This 

validation shows that the ID classifier used in this thesis achieved good results except 

when using very narrow Gaussian widths.

3.7.2 2D classifier validation

Figure 3-25(a) shows the test data sets used for the validation of the 2D classifier. The 

data of class A and class B are symbolised using stars and circles respectively. Based 

on the linear discriminant analysis technique (LDA), the data ROC curve of the test 

data in figure 3-2 5(b) was determined from the classification associated with the 

decision axis in figure 3-25(a). This data ROC curve was used as a classification 

reference for the validation of the 2D classification. Figure 3-26 shows the 

performances of the 2D classifier obtained from a selection of bin numbers and 

Gaussian widths. The system ROC curve of each classifier was plotted to allow 

comparison with the data ROC curve. It can be seen from the results that the 

classification employing very narrow Gaussian width gave poor performances (such 

as the Gaussian width equal to 0.1 shown in figure 3-26(a) and 3-26(d)). Further, the 

system employing a large number of bins and very narrow Gaussian widths (e.g. 

200x200 bins and Gaussian width set to 0.1) could only classify the test data in a 

limited sensitivity range between 60% and 80% as shown in figure 3-26(a). However, 

the classifier employing wider Gaussian widths shown in figure 3-26(b), 3-26(c), and

3-26(e) produced classification results close to the data ROC curve over the whole 

range of sensitivity. This validation shows that the 2D classifier used in this thesis 

achieves good results in general except when employing very narrow Gaussian 

widths.

Figure 3-27 shows decision boundaries of the example classification indicated by the 

arrow in figure 3-26(e). This example shows non-linear decision boundaries produced 

by the 2D Gaussian kernel PDF estimation method. For the first validation, the 

classifier achieved the test performance of 53% specificity at 97% sensitivity as 

shown in figure 3-27(a). For the second validation, the test performance achieved the 

classification of 54% specificity at 97% sensitivity as shown in figure 3-27(b). The 

test performance was defined as the average of the test sensitivities and the test
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specificities of both cross-validations. Hence, this example achieved a classification 

of 53% specificity at 97% sensitivity.

Figure 3-28 shows the scatter plot of two class data with a more random distribution. 

The data of class A and class B are symbolised using circles and stars respectively. 

Again, the cross validation number is set equal to 2. The PDF of each training set was 

estimated using the 2D histogram technique and Gaussian kernel smoothing 

described in 3.5.1. In these experiments, the example set was classified using a 

classifier which employed several bin numbers and Gaussian widths.

Figures 3-29 and 3-30 show the boundary decision of the classifier (dashed line) 

employing 150x150 bins and Gaussian width equal to 0.5. The risk function of the 

classifier was optimised by updating /? in equation 3-29 until an average training 

sensitivity of 95% was achieved. Figure 3-29 shows the decision boundary of 

optimised classifier for the training sets of each validation. The boundary decision of 

the first validation is presented in figure 3-29(a). The training sensitivity and 

specificity in the first validation were 95% and 98% respectively. Figure 3-29(b) 

shows the boundary decision of training in the second validation. The training 

sensitivity and specificity in the second validation were 95% and 93% respectively. 

The optimised classifier produced an average training sensitivity and average training 

specificity of 95%. Figure 3-30 illustrates scatter plots of the test sets of each 

validation including the decision boundaries. For the first validation, the classifier 

achieved the test performance of 88% specificity at 85% sensitivity as shown in 

figure 3-30(a). For the second validation, the test performance achieved the 

classification of 88% specificity at 95% sensitivity as shown in figure 3-30(b). The 

test performance was defined as the average of the test sensitivities and the test 

specificities of both validations. Hence, this example achieved a classification of 88% 

specificity at 90% sensitivity.

Figure 3-31 and 3-32 shows the results of classification between class A and B 

employing more bins and narrower Gaussian widths in the PDF estimation. The PDF 

was generated with 200x200 bins and Gaussian width set to 0.2. Figure 3-31(a) 

presents the scatter plot of training sets including boundary decision for the first 

validation. The training sensitivity and specificity obtained from optimised system
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were 100% and 100% respectively. In the second validation, the training sensitivity 

and specificity of classifier were 98% and 100% respectively and the boundary 

decision is as shown in figure 3-31(b). The optimised classifier produced an average 

training of 100% specificity at 99% sensitivity. Figure 3-32 shows scatter plots of the 

test sets for each validation including the decision boundary. For the first validation, 

shown in figure 3-3 2(a), the classifier achieved the test performance of 90% 

specificity at 83% sensitivity. For the second validation, shown in figure 3-32(b), the 

test performance achieved the classification of 88% specificity at 90% sensitivity. 

The average test sensitivity and test specificity of both validations were 86% and 90% 

respectively. This classifier under-achieved the test sensitivity criterion since the test 

sensitivity was not within 5% tolerance of the training sensitivity criterion of 95%. 

This example shows that the classifier employing a large number of bins and narrow 

Gaussian widths achieves a good training performance; however, the test sensitivity is 

poor for this system.

Figure 3-33 and 3-34 display the results obtained from a parametric study employing 

various bin numbers and widths of the Gaussian smoothing function used in the PDF 

estimation for the test data shown in figure 3-28. The numbers of bin used in these 

experiments were 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200. The widths of Gaussian 

function used for smoothing histograms were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 

and 1. The classifier of each experiment was optimised until the training sensitivity 

reached 95% as shown in figure 3-33(a). The training specificities corresponding to 

optimised classifiers are illustrated in figure 3-33(b). The test sensitivity and test 

specificity of each experiment are illustrated in figure 3-34(a) and 3-34(b) 

respectively. Figure 3-34(a) shows that classifiers employing very narrow Gaussian 

widths produced poor sensitivities in testing (e.g. Gaussian width equal to 0.1). The 

best classification result was chosen from the experiments achieving the test 

sensitivity within 5% tolerance of the training sensitivity (95%). In this study the best 

classification performance was achieved using 50x50 bins and a Gaussian width 

value of 0.5 giving 91% specificity at 90% sensitivity.
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3.8 Determination of optimal cross validation number for use in the 

shock outcome prediction studies

It is important to determine the number of cross validations required because the 

performance of the classifier is related to it (Burman, 1989). The effect of validation 

number on the classifier performance was therefore investigated. This was carried out 

using the experimental data using wavelet power spectra. The VF ECG data detailed 

in section 3.2 were used in these experiments which covered a range of parameters 

used in the main study (described in more detail in Chapter 4), e.g. characteristic 

features, length of pre-shock signal, bin number and Gaussian width. The following 

three examples show how a suitable cross validation number was determined for the 

shock outcome prediction work using the ECG data set used in this thesis. Each 

example was analysed using a Bayes classifier with several cross validation numbers 

(TV): these are TV = 2, 3, 4, and 5. ROC curves are used to present the performances of 

the classifier.

Figure 3-35 shows the results from one of these experiments where the length of the 

pre-shock VF signal used was 10 seconds. The FT extracted from the wavelet power 

spectra was used as the characteristic feature to classify the shock outcome (ROSC 

and NOROSC). The values of FT were then mapped into the unit range using the 

feature normalisation technique described in section 3.4.1.The PDFs of ROSC and 

NOROSC classes were estimated using 175 bins for generating the histograms and a 

Gaussian width of 0.2 for smoothing the histograms. The ROC curves present the test 

sensitivities of the system between 10% and 95%. In addition, error bars are attached 

to the ROC curves. From the results, the classifier system using a cross validation 

number of 2 gave the smallest error bars for sensitivity and specificity associated with 

test sensitivities over 80%.

Figure 3-36 shows a result from one of these experiments where the length of VF pre

shock signal used was 15 seconds. The FP extracted from the wavelet power spectra 

was used as the characteristic feature to classify the shock outcome (ROSC and 

NOROSC). The values of FP were then mapped into unit range using the feature 

normalisation technique. The PDFs of ROSC and NOROSC classes were estimated 

using 100 bins for generating the histograms and a Gaussian width of 0.2 for
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smoothing the histograms. The ROC curves present the test sensitivities of the system 

between 10% and 95%. The ROC curves of the classifier using a cross validation 

number of 2 gave the smallest error for both test sensitivity and test specificity 

associated with sensitivities over 80%.

Figure 3-37 shows a result from one of these experiments where the length of VF pre

shock signal used was 20 seconds. The FM extracted from the wavelet power spectra 

was used as the characteristic feature to classify the shock outcome (ROSC and 

NOROSC). The values of FM were then mapped into the unit range using the feature 

normalisation technique. The PDFs of ROSC and NOROSC classes were estimated 

using 50 bins for generating the histograms and a Gaussian width of 0.7 for 

smoothing the histograms. Similar to the above examples, the ROC curves of the 

classifier using a cross validation number of 2 gave the small error for both test 

sensitivity and test specificity associated to sensitivities over 80%.

From the above examples it is clear that the cross validation number of 2 gave the 

best results of classification error in both test sensitivity and test specificity associated 

with the test sensitivity over 80%. The small error bars show that the system exhibits 

good repeatability throughout the experiments. The number of test data for each 

validation decreases as the cross validation number increases. Hence the small 

number of ROSC data, available for use in the work of this thesis (76 ROSC and 745 

NOROSC), causes a large variance in test sensitivity and specificity in the classifier 

when high cross validation numbers are employed.

In addition, from a practical view point classification using a small number of cross 

validations is computationally faster than classification using a large number of cross 

validations. This is especially true for 2D classification. Given all of the above, a 

cross validation number of 2 was employed in the classification of shock outcome 

between ROSC and NOROSC in the author’s main programme of study outlined in 

chapter 4.
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3.9 Chapter summary

This chapter described the ECG data set study used in the study and detailed the 

methodology used in the analysis. The feature extraction, data preparation, and data 

classification methods were then outlined in detail. The computer implementation of 

the methods was described briefly, with full program listings provided in Appendix 

A. The problems of software validation and classification issues were then dealt with. 

These wavelet and STFT-based prediction methods developed by the author and 

described in this chapter (summarised in figure 3-1) will be employed to perform the 

shock outcome prediction analysis of the Oslo human out-of-hospital data set. This 

work is detailed in the following two chapters.
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Figure 3-1 : Schematic diagram of the methodology

Figure 3-2: An example of an ECG trace from the study data set
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Figure 3-3 Top: a segment of VF trace containing pre-shock VF and post-shock 

outcome w\ (i.e. ROSC) Bottom: the corresponding scalogram
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Figure 3-4 Top: a segment of VF trace containing pre-shock VF and post-shock 

outcome m>2 (i.e. EMD) Bottom: the corresponding scalogram

Figure 3-5 Top: a segment of VF trace containing pre-shock VF and post-shock 

outcome w3 (i.e. asystole) Bottom: the corresponding scalogram
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Figure 3-6 Top: a segment of VF trace containing pre-shock VF and post-shock 

outcome W4 (i.e. VF) Bottom: the corresponding scalogram
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Figure 3-7 Top: a segment of VF trace containing pre-shock VF and post-shock 

outcome ws (i.e. non-reset shock) Bottom: the corresponding scalogram
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Figure 3-8: The relation between the wavelet scalogram and the wavelet power 

spectrum: Top left: Original ECG, Bottom left: wavelet scalogram, Right: wavelet 

frequency spectrum obtained by integrating across the scalogram

Figure 3-9: Comparing power spectra from the FFT, STFT, and CWT
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Figure 3-12: Example of PCA with two categories of data classification
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Figure 3-13: PDFs of the two data sets in figure 3-12 projected onto PCA1 and PCA2
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Figure 3-14: Another example of PCA with two categories of data classification

(a)
PDFs along PCA2 axis

Figure 3-15: PDFs of the two data sets in figure 3-14 projected onto PCA1 and PCA2
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Figure 3-16: An illustration of ID-PDF estimation

Figure 3-17: Illustrations of 2D-PDF estimation
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Figure 3-18: Effect of the risk function on the decision region



Figure 3-19: An illustration of sensitivity and specificity derived from two PDF’s

Figure 3-20: The decision rule optimisation loop
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Figure 3-21: Schematic diagram of the research methodology
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Figure 3-23: ID Classification test data 
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Figure 3-24: Classification performances of the use of various bin numbers and 

Gaussian widths: (a) 200 bins and a Gaussian width of 0.1, (b) 200 bins and a 

Gaussian width of 1, (c) 50 bins and a Gaussian width of 1, (d) 50 bins and a 

Gaussian width of 0.1, and (e) 100 bins and a Gaussian width of 0.3
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Data ROC curve
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Figure 3-25: 2D Classification test data 

(a) Scatter plots, (b) Data ROC curve
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Figure 3-26: Classification performances of the use of various bin numbers and

Gaussian widths
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Figure 3-27: The decision boundary for the example in figure 3-26(e)

Test data

Figure 3-28: The data used in the example of classification
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Figure 3-29: The boundary decision on the training sets with 150x150 bins and 

Gaussian width equal to 0.5; (a) the first validation, (b) the second validation
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Figure 3-30: The boundary decision on the test sets with 150x150 bins and Gaussian 

width equal to 0.5; (a) the first validation, (b) the second validation
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Figure 3-31 : The boundary decision on the training sets with 200x200 bins and 

Gaussian width equal to 0.2; (a) the first validation, (b) the second validation

Test for first validation; sensitivity -  83% and specificity -  90%
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Figure 3-32: The boundary decision on the test sets with 200x200 bins and Gaussian 

width equal to 0.2; (a) the first validation, (b) the second validation



Training Results

(a) (b)

Figure 3-33: The training results obtained using various bin number and Gaussian

width: (a) sensitivity, (b) specificity

The best classification result 
(90% sensitivity and 91% specificity)

(a) (b)

Figure 3-34: The test results obtained using various bin number and Gaussian width:

(a) sensitivity, (b) specificity
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ROC system (N = 4)

(c)

ROC system (N ® 5)

Figure 3-35: The ROC curves with error bars of classifier system using FT feature: 

(a) N - 2 ,  (b) N=  3, (c) N= 4, and (d)N=5

Figure 3-36: The ROC curves with error bars of classifier system using FP feature: 

N= 2, (b) N=  3, (c) N= 4, and (d) N= 5
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Figure 3-37: The ROC curves with error bars of classifier system using FM feature: 

(a) N= 2, (b) N=  3, (c) N= 4, and (d) N= 5
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Class Shock Outcome Number of Traces

m ROSC 76

W>2 EMD/PEA 323

W3 Asystole 86

W4 VF starting > 5 seconds after shock 35

w s Non-reset shock -  i.e. no conversion 301

Total 821

Table 3-1 : ECG data library
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SHOCK OUTCOME PREDICTION

CHAPTER 4

4.1 Introduction

4.2 Results from the original feature sets
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SHOCK OUTCOME PREDICTION

CHAPTER 4

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the main shock outcome prediction trials 

undertaken by the author. The chapter is composed of three main sections relating to 

each feature format used. Section 4.2 describes the results obtained using the original 

feature sets extracted directly from the time-frequency power spectra. The results 

obtained from features normalised within the unit interval are presented in section 

4.3. Section 4.4 covers the use of PCA analysis which was employed to generate new 

feature sets for use in the classification of shock outcome. The analyses undertaken 

involved an investigation of the optimal length of pre-shock for shock outcome 

prediction and the optimal temporal location for the pre-shock analysis. A summary 

of the main results from these analyses is provided in section 4.5.

4.2 Results from the original feature sets

This section contains the results of the classifier using the original feature sets (i.e. 

non-normalised). The probability density functions of the feature vectors with respect 

to class coj, piylcoj) were estimated for the training group data. The sensitivity of 

ROSC outcome was set, as the criterion for the training classifier, to Psens(o)i) = 95%. 

The cost functions found for each case was then used to test the remaining data. This 

was carried out for the various bin sizes and Gaussian kernel widths used to generate
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the PDF estimate. The bin sizes were adjusted according to the number of bins used 

(i.e. 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 bins) to cover the range of the feature data 

sets (which was set between zero and twenty). This range was used as it encompassed 

the spectral region of interest, i.e. 1 Hz to 20 Hz. The Gaussian kernel smoothing 

histograms used to generate the PDFs’ were set to 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 units in 

width

4.2.1 Determination of an optimal length of pre-shock ECG for use in shock 

outcome prediction analysis

This section describes the results of the investigation of the performances of shock 

outcome prediction associated with varying lengths of pre-shock signal. Four pre

shock signal lengths were used in the study. There were 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds 

immediately prior to countershock. The analysis employed both ID and 2D feature 

sets. The ID feature sets were: median frequency (FM), peak frequency (FP), 

standard deviation (STD), skewness (SK), kurtosis (KT), and flatness (FT) of the 

wavelet and STFT power spectra. The first three features giving the best 

performances for the ID analysis were selected for use in combination for the 2D 

analysis.

4.2.1.1 The 5 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 5 second segments of VF signals 

immediately prior to countershock. The characteristic features in this experiment 

were computed from the power spectra generated from the summation of the time- 

frequency scalogram components across the time domain as described in chapter 3, 

section 3.3. Both the CWT and STFT time-frequency methods were used in the 

experiments. Three different window lengths were employed for the STFT method. 

These were 1, 2, and 3 seconds in length.

Figure 4-1 displays the boxplots of each feature set distribution allowing visual 

comparison between the ROSC and NOROSC groups where each feature was 

obtained from the WT spectrum of the corresponding signal. The separation of each 

corresponding ROSC/NOROSC feature set can be quantified using the Wilcoxon
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rank sum test (WRST). The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT 

are tabulated in the second column of table 4-1. Figure 4-2 shows the performances of 

the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the highest 

performance for the ID analysis with 40±9% specificity obtained at 90±11% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FP and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 47±11% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-1. The boxplots of these feature 

distributions are provided in Appendix B, figure B-l. All feature distributions used in 

the rest of the chapter can be found in Appendix B. Figure 4-3 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FP feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 35±2% specificity obtained at 92±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 46±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-1. Figure 4-4 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 32±11% specificity obtained at 90±7% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 45±4 % specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are given in the last column of table 4-1. Figure 4-5 shows the performances 

of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FP feature gave the highest 

performance for the ID analysis with 30±14% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 37±4% specificity obtained at 90±4 % sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 5 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the WT-based FT feature sets. The combination of the FP and FT
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features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis, again using the WT-based 

feature sets.

4.2.1.2 The 10 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-2. Figure 4-6 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 43±0% specificity obtained at 

91 ±1.86% sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 58±2% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-2. Figure 4-7 shows the performances 

of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the highest 

performance for the ID analysis with 40±2% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 57±2% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-2. Figure 4-8 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 38±4% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 52±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-2. Figure 4-9 shows the performances 

of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the highest 

performance for the ID analysis with 36±0% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 53±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.
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From the above results, based on a 10 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the WT-based FT feature sets. The combination of the FM and FT 

features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis, again using the WT-based 

feature sets.

4.2.1.3 The 15 second length of pre-shock

This section contains the results from the analysis of 15 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-3. Figure 4-10 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID features and 2D feature sets. The FT 

feature gave the highest performance for the ID analysis with 39±6% specificity 

obtained at 91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the 

highest performance for the 2D analysis with 48±0% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-3. Figure 4-11 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 36±10% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FP and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 38±7% specificity obtained at 91 ±6% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-3. Figure 4-12 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 38±6% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 42±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-3. Figure 4-13 shows the performances
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of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the highest 

performance for the ID analysis with 38+4% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 48±1% specificity obtained at 90±0% sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 15 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the WT-based FT feature sets. The combination of the FM and FT 

features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using the WT and STFT3- 

based feature sets.

4.2.1.4 The 20 second length of pre-shock

This section contains the results from the analysis of 20 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-4. Figure 4-14 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID features and 2D feature sets. The FM 

feature gave the highest performance for the ID analysis with 31±1% specificity 

obtained at 92±4% sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the 

highest performance for the 2D analysis with 42±9% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-4. Figure 4-15 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FM feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 37±6% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 40±9% specificity obtained at 90±2% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-4. Figure 4-16 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FM feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 35±14% specificity obtained at 90±6%
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sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 38±15% specificity obtained at 90±8% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-4. Figure 4-17 shows the performances 

of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FM feature gave the highest 

performance for the ID analysis with 36±14% specificity obtained at 90±6% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 46±9% specificity obtained at 90±6% sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 20 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the STFT 1-based FM feature sets. The combination of the FM and FT 

features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis, again using the STFT3- 

based feature sets.

4.2.1.5 Summary of optimal length analysis

This section considers the prediction performances achieved for the various lengths of 

pre-shock signal used in the analysis. These were 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds 

immediately prior to shock. The results reported in section 4.2.1.1- 4.2.1.4 were 

inspected to determine the optimal length of pre-shock signal required in order to best 

predict the defibrillation outcome of the VF patient.

Figure 4-18 shows the specificities of all experiments based on the WT power spectra 

analysis. The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion set. The highest 

performance achieved was a 58±2% test specificity obtained at 90±4% test 

sensitivity. This was obtained for the combined feature FM-FT and a 10 second pre

shock signal length. The analysis of 5 seconds of pre-shock signals gave the highest 

performance for the STD feature set. The analysis of the 10 second pre-shock signal 

length gave the highest performance for the FP, KT, FT, FM-FP, and FM-FT feature 

sets. The FP-FT feature set gave the highest performance when using the 15 second 

pre-shock signal length. Finally, the analysis of the 20 second pre-shock signal length 

gave the highest performance for the FM and SK feature sets.
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Figure 4-19 shows the specificities of all experiments based on the STFT power 

spectra analysis employing a 1 second window width. The test sensitivity was within 

the generality criterion set. The highest performance achieved was a 57±2% test 

specificity obtained at 90±4% test sensitivity. This was obtained for the combined 

feature FM-FT and a 10 second pre-shock signal length. The analysis of a 5 second 

pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for the FP feature set. The 

analysis of the 10 second pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for 

the STD, FT, FM-FT, and FP-FT feature sets. The FM-FP feature set gave the highest 

performance when using the 15 seconds pre-shock signal length. Finally, the analysis 

of the 20 second pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for the FM, 

SK, and KT feature sets.

Figure 4-20 shows the specificities of all experiments based on the STFT power 

spectra analysis employing a 2 second window width. The test sensitivity was within 

the generality criterion set. The highest performance achieved was a 52±3% test 

specificity obtained at 90±4% test sensitivity. This was obtained for the combined 

feature FM-FT and a 10 second pre-shock signal length. The analysis of the 10 

second pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for the FP, FT, and FM- 

FT feature sets. The FM-FP and FP-FT feature sets gave the highest performance 

when using the 15 second pre-shock signal length. Finally, the analysis of the 20 

second pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for the FM, STD, SK, 

and KT feature sets.

Figure 4-21 shows the specificities of all experiments based on the STFT power 

spectra analysis employing a 3 second window width. The test sensitivity was within 

the generality criterion. The highest performance achieved was a 53±3% test 

specificity obtained at 90±4% test sensitivity. This was obtained for the combined 

feature FM-FT and a 10 second pre-shock signal length. The analysis of 5 seconds of 

pre-shock gave the highest performance for the STD feature set. The analysis of the 

10 second pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for the FP, FM-FP, 

and FM-FT feature sets. The KT, FT and FP-FT feature sets gave the highest 

performance when using the 15 second pre-shock signal length. Finally, the analysis
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of the 20 second pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for the FM and 

SK feature sets.

Considering figures 4-18 to 4-21, it can be seen that there is a general trend in the 

classification. The ID classification employing FM, FP, and FT in general gave better 

results than the classification employing STD, SK and KT. In addition, there was a 

tendency for the 2D classifier is to improve the performance of prediction. Overall for 

the analysis of shock outcome prediction employing the original power spectral 

features, the WT power spectra of 10 second-length of pre-shock ECG achieved the 

best performance of 58±2% test specificity obtained at 90±4% test sensitivity. This 

was obtained for the combined feature FM-FT. However, it should be noted that, 

within error, the 10 second segment FM-FT combined feature for the STFT 

employing a 1 second window produced a very similar result of 57±2% specificity at 

90±4% sensitivity.

4.2.2 Positional dependence of the time-frequency analysis

This section considers the relationship between the predictive value of the pre-shock 

ECG signal selected for analysis and its temporal distance from the shock event. 

Selected segments of the ECG trace were examined using two time-frequency 

decompositions: the WT and the STFT employing a 1-second (Gaussian) window 

width. The STFT using the 1 second window was chosen as it performed better than 

the 2 second and 3 second window in the analysis reported in section 4.2.1. Further, it 

was found from the optimal length analysis that the 10 second pre-shock signal length 

gave the best performance for the shock outcome prediction, hence this length is used 

in the analysis of positional dependence of time-frequency information analysis. 

Three segments of each ECG were considered in the analysis: 0-10 seconds, 5-15 

seconds, and 10-20 seconds prior to countershock. Figure 4-22 shows a schematic 

diagram of the position of pre-shock segments used in this analysis marked A, B, and 

C respectively. The analysis employed both ID and 2D feature sets. Similar to the 

optimal length analysis, the ID feature sets were FM, FP, STD, SK, KT, and FT. The 

first three features giving the best performances for ID analysis were selected for use 

in combination for the 2D analysis.
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4.2.2.1 The 10 seconds length of pre-shock at 0-10 seconds (location A)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF 

immediately prior to countershock. This is shown as section A in figure 4-22. The 

characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Both the WT and STFT1 time-frequency methods were used 

in the experiments.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are tabulated in the 

second column of table 4-5. Figure 4-23 shows the performances of the classifier 

using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the highest performance for the ID 

analysis with 43±0% specificity obtained at 91+2% sensitivity. The combination of 

the FM and FT features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 58±2% 

specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity. (This result has been presented previously 

in section 4.2.1.2)

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-5. Figure 4-24 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 40±2% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 57±2% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity. (Again, 

this result has been presented previously in section 4.2.1.2)

4.2.2.2 The 10 seconds length of pre-shock at 5-15 seconds (location B)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF at 5 

seconds before countershock. This is shown as section B in figure 4-22. The 

characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Again, both the WT and STFT1 time-frequency methods 

were used in the experiments.
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The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are given in the second 

column of table 4-6. Figure 4-25 shows the performances of the classifier using ID 

and 2D feature sets. The feature FT gave the highest performance for the ID analysis 

with 36±1% specificity achieved at 92±0% sensitivity. The combination of the FP 

and FT features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 54±3% 

specificity achieved at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are given in the third column of table 4-6. Figure 4-26 shows the 

performance results of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The feature FT 

gave the highest performance for the ID analysis with 39±2% specificity achieved at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 51±0% specificity achieved at 90±0% 

sensitivity.

4.2.2.3 The 10 second length of pre-shock at 10-20 seconds (location C)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF at 10 

seconds before countershock. This is shown as section C in figure 4-22. The 

characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Again, both the WT and STFT1 time-frequency methods 

were used in the experiments.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are given in the second 

column of table 4-7. Figure 4-27 shows the performances of the classifier using ID 

and 2D feature sets. The feature FT gave the highest performance for the ID analysis 

with 32±17% specificity achieved at 90±4% sensitivity. The combination of the FM 

and FT features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 53±7% 

specificity achieved at 92±6% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are given in the third column of 4-7. Figure 4-28 shows the performance 

results of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The feature FM gave the highest
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performance for the ID feature analysis with 34±14% specificity achieved at 90±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FP and FT feature gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 46±4% specificity achieved at 90±2% sensitivity.

4.2.2.4 Summary of positional dependence of time-frequency analysis

Figure 4-29 shows the results of positional dependence of the WT power spectra 

analysis using ID and 2D feature sets. The results show the specificities of all 

experiments. The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion. The results for 

the FP, FT, and FM-FT features at position A gave the highest performances. At 

period B, the performances of classifier with FM-FP and FP-FT were maximised. The 

classifier gave the highest performance for features FM, STD, SK, and KT over 

period C.

Figure 4-30 shows the results of positional dependence of the STFT1 power spectra 

analysis using ID and 2D feature sets. The results show the specificities of all 

experiments. The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion. The results for 

the FP, STD, KT, FT, FM-FP, and FM-FT features at position A gave the highest 

performances. At period B, the performances of the classifier was maximised for FP- 

FT. The classifier gave the highest performance for features FM and SK over period 

C.

Considering figures 4-29 to 4-30, a clear tendency for the 2D classifier to improve the 

performance of prediction can be observed. It can be seen that the FM-FT 2D feature 

provides the best result for the 10 second period immediately prior to shock for both 

the WT and STFT1 methods. Of these, the WT-based method achieved the best 

performance with 58±2% specificity achieved at 90±4% sensitivity. However, the 

analysis shows that there is no obvious trend correlating prediction with temporal 

distance to the shock event.

4.2.3 Summary of the use of original feature sets in shock outcome prediction

The best result of the shock outcome prediction using the original sets of the WT and 

STFT power spectral features was 58±2% specificity achieved at 90±4% sensitivity.
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This performance was achieved from the use of FM-FT features based on WT power 

spectral analysis for the 10 second pre-shock ECG. Figure 4-31 shows the receiving 

operator characteristics (ROC) curve of the best classifier associated to 175x175 bins 

and Gaussian width equal to 3 in 2D-PDF estimation. From the system ROC curve it 

can be seen that as the test sensitivity increases slightly from 90±4 to 91 ±2% 

(indicted by arrows in the plot), the test specificity decreases markedly from 58±2% 

to 29±8%. Figure 4-32 and 4-33 show the data scatter plots of each validation at 90±4 

and 91 ±2% sensitivity respectively. The decision boundaries of the two test 

validations achieving an average sensitivity of 90±4% are illustrated in figure 4-32(a) 

and 4-32(b). The decision boundary associated with 91±2% sensitivity shown in 

figure 4-33(b) is essentially an expanded version of that in 4-32(b). Inspection of 

these boundaries show a ROSC data point (arrow in plot) now included within the 

decision boundary. Flowever, to include this single extra ROSC, a large number of 

NOROSC’s are now included. This causes the dramatic change in specificity 

associated with a slight change in sensitivity.

4.3 Results from the normalised feature sets

This section presents the results from the normalised feature sets. As described the 

chapter 3, the characteristic features (equation 3-2 to 3-7) were mapped into the unit 

range between zero and one. The maximum feature value of one is set to the upper 

whisker value and the minimum feature value of zero is set equal to the lower 

whisker value. The bin sizes were adjusted according to the number of bins used (50, 

75, 100, 125, 150, 175, or 200) to cover the unit interval range. The Gaussian kernel 

smoothing histograms were set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 units in 

width. The sensitivity of ROSC outcome was set to Psem(wi) = 95% as the criterion 

for the training classifier. The cost functions found for each case were then used to 

test the remaining data. In case of the under achieving criterion (i.e. a test sensitivity 

under 90%), the experiment which gave the highest sensitivity was chosen as the 

highest performance of the classifier.

The normalised feature sets were subjected to the same analysis as the original sets as 

described in section 4.2, i.e. optimal length analysis and position analysis. In addition,
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it was decided to add three new features to the analysis. These were: bisector 

frequency (BI), spectrum ratio (R), and spectrum Shannon entropy (SH). These are 

described below.

The bisector frequency (BI) is the frequency which divides the power spectrum into 

two parts of equal area. This is illustrated in figure 4-34. In the example shown, the 

bisector frequency is equal to 4.41 Hz. The ratio of the area A to area B is equal to 

unity. In addition, figure 4-35 illustrates the location of BI compared to FM and FP. 

For this case the BI is between the FM and FP.

The spectrum ratio (R) is the ratio of the energy in a selected low frequency band to 

that in a selected high frequency band. Figure 4-36 shows the average wavelet power 

spectra between the ROSC and NOROSC data used in the analysis. These plots were 

computed from the entire datasets of each class using 10 seconds of pre-shock ECG. 

In the experiment, the low frequency band is set within the range 3.0 to 4.5 Hz and 

the high frequency is set within the range 4.5-6.0 Hz. This is shown schematically in 

figure 4-36 the spectrum ratio is equal to the spectrum area A divided by area B. The 

spectrum ratio can be written as:

From the plots of the average power spectra shown in figure 4-36, it can be seen that 

the R value from NOROSC data is expected to be higher than the R value from the 

ROSC data.

Shannon entropy (SH) is a well known measure of uncertainty. Suppose X  is a 

random variable which takes on a finite set of values according to a probability 

distributionp(X), then Shannon’s entropy can be expressed as:

4.5

(4-1)

n
SH = - k Y JP(xl)logp(xi) (4-2)
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where X  takes the values x ,, 1 < i < n , n is the number of x's and k is constant value. 

In the following experiment, SH was used as a parameter presenting the uncertainty 
of WT and STFT spectra.

Table 4-8 to 4-11 shows the WRST of these three new feature sets for optimal length 

analysis. The R feature set tends to perform the best for classification. Hence, the R 

feature was selected for use in the 2D analysis giving three new combinations of 

features. These are FM-R, FP-R, and FT-R. The lengths of pre-shock signal in the 

experiments are set to 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds as was used in the analysis of the 

original feature sets presented in section 4.2.1.

4.3.1 Determination of an optimal length of pre-shock ECG for use in shock 

outcome prediction analysis

This section reports on an investigation of the performances of shock outcome 

prediction associated with varying lengths of pre-shock signal for the normalised 

feature sets. Four pre-shock signal lengths were investigated in the study: these were 

5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds immediately prior to countershock.

4.3.1.1 The 5 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 5 second segments of VF signals 

immediately prior to countershock. The characteristic features in this experiment 

were computed from the power spectra generated from the summation of the time- 

frequency scalogram components across the time domain as described in chapter 3, 

section 3.3. Both the WT and STFT time-frequency methods were used in the 

experiments. Three different window lengths were employed for the STFT analysis: 

these were 1, 2, and 3 seconds in length.

Figure 4-37 displays the boxplots of each extra feature set (i.e. BI, R, and SH) 

distribution allowing visual comparison between the ROSC and NOROSC groups 

where each feature was obtained from the WT spectrum of the corresponding signal. 

All other feature distributions used in the rest of the chapter can be found in 

Appendix B. The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are given in
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the second column of table 4-8. Figure 4-38 shows the performances of the classifier 

using ID and 2D feature sets. The FP feature gave the highest performance for the ID 

analysis with 36±1% specificity obtained at 90±0% sensitivity. The combination of 

the FP and FT features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 41 ±2% 

specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity. Higher specificities are observable in figure

4-38 however these are at less than 90% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-8. Figure 4-39 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 29±5% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 43±2% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-8. Figure 4-40 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 34±5% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 49±4% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-8. Figure 4-41 shows the performances 

of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FM feature gave the highest 

performance for the ID analysis with 34±7% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 49±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 5 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the WT-based FP feature sets. The combination of the FM and FT 

features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using the STFT2 and 

STFT3-based feature sets.
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4.3.1.2 The 10 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-9. Figure 4-42 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 40±2% specificity obtained at 

90±4% sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 55±2% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-9. Figure 4-43 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 39±2% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 58±4% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-9. Figure 4-44 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 38±3% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 58±4% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-9. Figure 4-45 shows the performances 

of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the highest 

performance for the ID analysis with 40±1% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 59±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 10 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was
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obtained from the WT and STFT3-based FT feature sets. The combination of the FM 

and FT features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using the STFT3- 

based feature sets.

4.3.1.3 The 15 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 15 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-10. Figure 4-46 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 38±4% specificity obtained at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the FT and R features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 50±4% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-10. Figure 4-47 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 39±7% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 53±2% specificity obtained at 90±0% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-10. Figure 4-48 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 43±1% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 51 ±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-10. Figure 4-49 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 43±2% specificity obtained at 91 ±2%
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sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 51±3% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 15 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the STFT2 and STFT3-based FT feature sets. The combination of the 

FM and FT features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using the 

STFT1-based feature sets.

4.3.1.4 The 20 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 20 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-11. Figure 4-50 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The R feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 30±7% specificity obtained at 

90±6% sensitivity. The combination of the FT and R features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 54±3% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-11. Figure 4-51 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The R feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 40±2% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FT and R features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 51 ±2% specificity obtained at 90±2% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-11. Figure 4-52 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FM feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 37±14% specificity obtained at 90±6% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 49±7% specificity obtained at 90±2% sensitivity.
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The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-11. Figure 4-53 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FM feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 37±14% specificity obtained at 90±6% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FT and R features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 47±0% specificity obtained at 90±2% sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 20 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the STFT 1-based R feature sets. The combination of the FT and R 

features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using the WT-based feature 

sets.

4.3.1.5 Summary of optimal length analysis for the normalised feature sets

This section considers the prediction performances achieved for the various lengths of 

pre-shock signal used in the analysis. The normalised features were used in the 

classification. These were 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds immediately prior to shock. The 

results reported in section 4.3.1.1 - 4.3.1.4 were inspected to determine the optimal 

length of pre-shock signal required in order to best predict the defibrillation outcome 

of the VF patient.

Figures 4-54(a) and 4-54(b) show the specificities of all experiments based on the 

WT power spectra analysis for ID and 2D feature sets respectively. The test 

sensitivity was within the generality criterion set. The highest performance achieved 

was a 55±2% test specificity obtained at 90±4% test sensitivity. This was obtained for 

the combined feature FM-FT and a 10 second pre-shock signal length. The analysis of 

5 seconds of pre-shock signals gave the highest performance for the FP and STD 

feature sets. The analysis of the 10 second pre-shock signal length gave the highest 

performance for the FM, KT, FT, BI, SH, FM-FP, FM-FT, FM-R, and FP-R feature 

sets. The R and FP-FT feature sets gave the highest performance when using the 15 

second pre-shock signal length. Finally, the analysis of the 20 second pre-shock 

signal length gave the highest performance for the SK and FT-R feature sets.
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Figures 4-55(a) and 4-55(b) show the specificities of all experiments based on STFT 

power spectra analysis using a 1 second window width for ID and 2D feature sets 

respectively. The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion set. The highest 

performance achieved was a 58±4% test specificity obtained at 90±4% test 

sensitivity. This was obtained for the combined feature FM-FT and a 10 second pre

shock signal length. The analysis of a 5 second pre-shock signal length gave the 

highest performance for the STD feature set. The analysis of the 10 second pre-shock 

signal length gave the highest performance for the FP, BI, SH, and FM-FT feature 

sets. The FT, FM-FP, FM-R, and FP-R feature sets gave the highest performance 

when using the 15 seconds pre-shock signal length. Finally, the analysis of the 20 

second pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for the FM, SK, KT, R, 

FP-FT, and FT-R feature sets.

Figures 4-56(a) and 4-56(b) show the specificities of all experiments based on STFT 

power spectra analysis using a 2 second window width for ID and 2D feature sets 

respectively. The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion set. The highest 

performance achieved was a 58+4% test sensitivity obtained at 90±4% test 

sensitivity. This was obtained for the combined feature FM-FT and a 10 second pre

shock signal length. The analysis of a 5 second pre-shock signal length gave the 

highest performance for the FP feature set. The analysis of the 10 second pre-shock 

signal length gave the highest performance for the BI and FM-FT feature sets. The 

STD, FT, R, FM-FP, and FP-FT feature sets gave the highest performance when 

using the 15 second pre-shock signal length. Finally, the analysis of the 20 second 

pre-shock signal length gave the highest performance for the FM, SK, KT, SH, FM- 

R, FP-R, and FT-R feature sets.

Figures 4-57(a) and 4-57(b) show the specificities of all experiments based on STFT 

power spectra analysis using a 3 second window width for ID and 2D feature sets 

respectively. The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion. The highest 

performance achieved was a 59±3% test specificity obtained at 90+4% test 

sensitivity. This was obtained for the combined feature FM-FT and a 10 second pre

shock signal length. The analysis of a 5 second pre-shock signal length gave the 

highest performance for the FP feature set. The analysis of the 10 second pre-shock 

signal length gave the highest performance for the BI and FM-FT feature sets. The
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FT, FM-FP, and FP-FT feature sets gave the highest performance when using the 15 

second pre-shock signal length. Finally, the analysis of the 20 second pre-shock 

signal length gave the highest performance for the FM, STD, SK, KT, R, SH, FM-R, 

FP-R, and FT-R feature sets.

Consideration of the results in figures 4-54 to 4-57 shows that there is a general trend 

in the classifications. The ID classification employing FM, FP, FT, BI, and R gave 

better results than the classification employing STD, SK, KT and SH. In addition, the 

tendency for the 2D classifier was to improve the performance of prediction. Overall 

for the analysis of shock outcome prediction employing the normalised power 

spectral features, the STFT3 power spectra of 10 second-length of pre-shock ECG 

achieved the best performance of 59±3% test specificity obtained at 90±4% test 

sensitivity. This was obtained for the combined feature FM-FT.

4.3.2 Positional dependence of the time-frequency analysis

This section considers the relationship between the predictive value of the pre-shock 

ECG signal selected for analysis and its temporal distance from the shock event. 

Selected segments of the ECG trace were examined using two time-frequency 

decompositions: the WT and the STFT employing a 3-second (Gaussian) window 

width. The STFT using the 3 second window was chosen as it performed better than 

the 1 second and 2 second window in the analysis in section 4.3.1. It was found from 

the optimal length analysis that the 10 second pre-shock signal length gave the best 

performance for the shock outcome prediction, hence this length is used in the 

analysis of positional dependence of time-frequency information analysis. Three 

segments of each ECG were considered in the analysis of 0-10 seconds, 5-15 seconds, 

and 10-20 seconds prior to countershock. The normalised feature sets were used in 

this analysis. The analysed time positions used in the experiments are presented in 

figure 4-22. The analysis employed both ID and 2D feature sets.

4.3.2.1 The 10 seconds length of pre-shock at 0-10 seconds (location A)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF 

immediately prior to countershock. This is shown as section A in figure 4-22. The
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characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Both the WT and STFT3 time-frequency methods were used 

in the experiments.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are tabulated in the 

second column of table 4-12. Figure 4-58 shows the performances of the classifier 

using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the highest performance for the ID 

analysis with 40±2% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity. The combination of 

the FM and FT features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 55±2% 

specificity obtained at 90+4% sensitivity. (This result has been presented previously 

in section 4.3.1.2)

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-12. Figure 4-59 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 40±1% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 59±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity. (This result 

has been presented previously in section 4.3.1.2)

4.3.2.2 The 10 seconds length of pre-shock at 5-15 seconds (location B)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF 

immediately prior to countershock. This is shown as section B in figure 4-22. The 

characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Again, both the WT and STFT3 time-frequency methods 

were used in the experiments.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are tabulated in the 

second column of table 4-13. Figure 4-60 shows the performances of the classifier 

using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the highest performance for the ID 

analysis with 33±0% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of
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the FM and FT features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 54±2% 

specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-13. Figure 4-61 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FT feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 40±3% specificity obtained at 92±4% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FT and R features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 58±2% specificity obtained at 90±0% sensitivity.

4.3.2.3 The 10 seconds length of pre-shock at 5-15 seconds (location C)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF 

immediately prior to countershock. This is shown as section C in figure 4-22. The 

characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Again, the WT and STFT3 time-frequency methods were 

used in the experiments.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are tabulated in the 

second column of table 4-14. Figure 4-62 shows the performances of the classifier 

using ID and 2D feature sets. The FM feature gave the highest performance for the 

ID analysis with 32±18% specificity obtained at 90±6% sensitivity. The combination 

of the FT and R features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 

57±3% specificity obtained at 91±0% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-14. Figure 4-63 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The FP feature gave the 

highest performance for the ID analysis with 39±8% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity. The combination of the FM and FT features gave the highest performance 

for the 2D analysis with 49±7% specificity obtained at 90±2% sensitivity.
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4 3 .2 .4  Summary of positional dependence of time-frequency analysis

Figure 4-64 shows the results of positional dependence of the WT power spectra 

analysis using ID and 2D feature sets. The results show the specificities of all 

experiments. The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion. The results for 

the FP, STD, FT, BI, R, FM-FT, FM-R, and FP-R features at position A gave the 

highest performances. At period B, the performances of classifier with FM-FP, and 

FP-FT were maximised. The classifier gave the highest performance for features FM, 

SK, KT, SH, and FT-R over period C.

Figure 4-65 shows the results of positional dependence of the STFT3 power spectra 

analysis using ID and 2D feature sets. The results show the specificities of all 

experiments. The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion. The results for 

the FM, STD, FT, BI, FM-FP, and FM-FT features at position A gave the highest 

performances. At period B, the performances of the classifier was maximised for FM- 

R, FP-FT, FP-R, and FT-R. The classifier gave the highest performance for features 

FP, SK, KT, R, and SH over period C.

Considering figure 4-64 to 4-65, the tendency for the 2D classifier is to improve the 

performance of prediction. It can be seen that the FT-R feature provides the best 

results at position C for the WT-based method and the FM-FT feature provides the 

best result at location A for the STFT3 methods. Of these, the STFT3-based method 

achieved the best performance with 59±3% specificity achieved at 90±4% sensitivity. 

Again, the analysis shows that there is no obvious trend correlating prediction with 

temporal distance to the shock event.

4.3.3 Summary of the use of normalised feature sets in shock outcome prediction

The best result of the shock outcome prediction using the original sets of the WT and 

STFT power spectral features was 59±3% specificity achieved at 90±4% sensitivity. 

This performance was achieved using the FM-FT feature and STFT3 power spectral 

analysis for the 10 second pre-shock ECG. Figure 4-66 shows the ROC curve of the 

best classifier associated with 75x75 bins and a Gaussian width equal to 0.5 in the 

2D-PDF estimation. From the system ROC curve it can be seen that the test
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sensitivity is constant at 90±4 % (shown by the arrow), and the test specificity 

decreases markedly from 59±3% to 44±3%. Figure 4-67 shows the decision 

boundaries of the classifier associated with 95% training sensitivity. The boundaries 

of the training set for the first and second validations are presented in figures 4-67(a) 

and 4-67(b) respectively. In testing, the classifier achieved an average sensitivity and 

specificity of 59±3% and 90±4% respectively. The corresponding decision 

boundaries are shown in figure 4-67(c) and 4-67(d). Figure 4-68 shows a modified 

version of the decision boundaries in figure 4-67. For this case, the classifier was 

trained to 100% sensitivity for both validations. From figures 4-68(a) and 4-68(b), it 

can be seen that the decision boundaries of the training sets can be seen to expand to 

cover more ROSC outcomes when compared to those shown in figure 4-67(a) and 4- 

67(b). The decision boundaries of this system now cover the extra points of the 

ROSC set (indicated by arrows in the plots). However, these new decision boundaries 

still do not cover the outliers in the test set (marked by arrows in the plots of figures

4-68(c) and 4-68(d)). As a result, the classifier of figure 4-68 achieves the test 

sensitivity of 90±4% which is the same as that of the classifier of figure 4-67. On the 

other hand, the test specificity of the classifier in figure 4-68 decreases to 44±3% (no 

more ROSCs are included). This causes the change in specificity associated with a 

constant sensitivity as shown in the ROC curve of figure 4-66.

4.4 The use of principal component analysis (PCA) in the shock 

outcome prediction analysis

This section describes the use of new variables created using the PCA technique. As 

described in chapter 3, section 3.4.2, the new variables are linear combinations of the 

original variables. PCA is concerned with expressing the variance-covariance 

structure of the data through a few linear combinations of the variables. This section 

describes the investigation carried out into the performance of the classifier when 

using the PCA features. Again, pre-shock signals of 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds in 

length were used in the study. The PCA features were determined from the original 

characteristic features described in section 4.3. Once generated, the PCA features 

were mapped into the normalised format (ranging from zero to one). The four features 

giving the highest performances were combined together to provide a number of 2D
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feature sets. The bin sizes were adjusted according to setting the number of bins equal 

to 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 bins to cover the unit interval. The Gaussian 

kernel smoothing histograms were set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 

units in width. The sensitivity of ROSC outcome was set, as the criterion for the 

training classifier, to Psens(&>/) = 95%. The cost functions found for each case was 

then used to test the remaining data. For cases where the test sensitivity criterion (i.e. 

less than 90%) was not achieved, the experiment which gave the highest sensitivity 

was chosen to be the highest performance of the classifier.

4.4.1 Determination of an optimal length of pre-shock ECG for use in shock 

outcome prediction analysis

This section described the results of the investigation of the performances of shock 

outcome prediction associated with varying lengths of pre-shock signal. Four pre

shock signal lengths were used in the study. There were 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds 

immediately prior to countershock. The analysis employed both ID and 2D feature 

sets. The ID feature sets were PCA1-PCA9 extracted from nine characteristic 

features in section 4.3. The first four features giving the best performances for ID 

analysis were selected to combine for 2D analysis.

4.4.1.1 The 5 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 5 second segments of VF signals 

immediately prior to countershock. The characteristic features in this experiment 

were computed from the power spectra generated from the summation of the time- 

frequency scalogram components across the time domain as described in chapter 3, 

section 3.3. Both the WT and STFT time-frequency methods were used in the 

experiments. As before, three different window lengths were employed for the STFT 

analysis: these were 1, 2, and 3 seconds in length.

Figure 4-69 displays the boxplots of each feature set distribution allowing visual 

comparison between the ROSC and NOROSC groups where each feature was 

obtained from the WT spectrum of the corresponding signal. The separation of each 

corresponding ROSC/NOROSC feature set can be quantified using the Wilcoxon
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rank sum test (WRST). The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT 

are tabulated in the second column of table 4-15. Figure 4-70 shows the performances 

of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA5 feature gave the highest

performance for the ID analysis with 33±6% specificity obtained at 90±0%

sensitivity. The combination of the PCA2 and PCA5 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 48+2% specificity obtained at 90+7%

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-15. The boxplots of these feature 

distributions are provided in Appendix B, figure B-46. All feature distributions used 

in the rest of the chapter can be found in Appendix B. Figure 4-71 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 29+7% specificity obtained at 

90+4% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA7 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 49+3% specificity obtained at 90+4%

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-15. Figure 4-72 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 28+4% specificity obtained at 

91+6% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA6 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 39+0% specificity obtained at 90+4% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are given in the last column of table 4-15. Figure 4-73 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 29+4% specificity obtained at 

90+4% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA6 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 47+0% specificity obtained at 90+7% 

sensitivity.
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From the above results, based on a 5 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the WT-based PCA5 feature sets. The combination of the PCA1 and 

PCA7 features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using the STFT1- 
based feature sets.

4.4.1.2 The 10 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-16. Figure 4-74 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA2 feature 

gave the highest performance for the ID analysis with 43±2% specificity obtained at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA2 and PCA4 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 41 ±3% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-16. Figure 4-75 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 42±6% specificity obtained at 

90±4% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA2 and PCA4 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 28±8% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-16. Figure 4-76 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 38±3% specificity obtained at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA7 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 44±8% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity.
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The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are given in the last column of table 4-16. Figure 4-77 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 40±1% specificity obtained at 

90±4% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA7 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 42±6% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 10 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the WT-based PCA2 feature sets. The combination of the PCA1 and 

PCA7 features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using the STFT2- 

based feature sets.

4.4.1.3 The 15 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 15 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-17. Figure 4-78 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PC A3 feature 

gave the highest performance for the ID analysis with 35±1% specificity obtained at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA3 and PCA5 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 44±1% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-17. Figure 4-79 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 44±4% specificity obtained at 

91±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA3 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 53±6% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% 

sensitivity.
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The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-17. Figure 4-80 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 43±1% specificity obtained at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA5 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 56±3% specificity obtained at 92±4% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are given in the last column of table 4-17. Figure 4-81 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 43±2% specificity obtained at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA5 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 52±1% specificity obtained at 90±4% 

sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 15 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the STFT 1-based PCA1 feature sets. The combination of the PCA1 

and PCA5 features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using the 

STFT2-based feature sets.

4.4.1.4 The 20 second length of pre-shock ECG

This section contains the results from the analysis of 20 second segments of VF 

signals immediately prior to countershock. The WRST values for the feature sets 

derived from the WT are listed in the second column of table 4-18. Figure 4-82 shows 

the performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA4 feature 

gave the highest performance for the ID analysis with 27±3% specificity obtained at 

90±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA4 and PCA5 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 43±7% specificity obtained at 90±6% 

sensitivity.
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The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 1 second 

window are listed in the third column of table 4-18. Figure 4-83 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 32±2% specificity obtained at 

90±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA7 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 44±2% specificity obtained at 90±6% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the fourth column of table 4-18. Figure 4-84 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 32±3% specificity obtained at 

90±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA4 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 39±4% specificity obtained at 90+2% 

sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 3 second 

window are given in the last column of table 4-18. Figure 4-85 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 30±10% specificity obtained at 

90±6% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA5 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 46±2% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity.

From the above results, based on a 20 second pre-shock window length, it can be seen 

that the highest performance of shock outcome prediction for the ID analysis was 

obtained from the STFT1 and STFT2-based PCA1 feature sets. The combination of 

the PCA1 and PCA5 features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis using 

the STFT3-based feature sets.

4.4.1.5 Summary of optimal length analysis

The PCA method was employed in the prediction of defibrillation outcome where it 

was used to generate new variables from the original features. As with the original
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and normalised features described in section 4.2 and 4.3, the PCA variables were fed 

into the classifier to predict the defibrillation outcome of VF signal. This section 

considers the prediction performances achieved for the various lengths of pre-shock 

signal used in the analysis. The normalised features were used in the classification. 

These were 5, 10, 15, and 20 seconds immediately prior to shock. The results reported 

in section 4.4.1.1- 4.4.1.4 were inspected to determine the optimal length of pre-shock 

signal required in order to best predict the defibrillation outcome of the VF patient.

Figure 4-86 shows the specificities of all experiments in the optimal length analysis. 

The test sensitivity was within the generality criterion set. The analysis with 5 second 

length pre-shock ECG gave the best performance for WT spectra technique with 

48±2% specificity obtained at 90±7% specificity. The analysis with 15 second length 

pre-shock ECG gave the best performance for STFT1 spectra technique with 53±6% 

specificity obtained at 91+2% sensitivity. The analysis with 15 second length pre

shock ECG gave the best performance for STFT2 spectra technique with 56±3% 

specificity obtained at 92±4% sensitivity. The analysis with 15 second length pre

shock ECG gave the best performance for STFT3 spectra technique with 52±1% 

specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity. It can be seen that the analysis of 15 second 

length of pre-shock signals gave the best performances for the STFT2-based method 

using PCA feature sets.

4.4.2 Positional dependence of the time-frequency analysis

This section considers the relationship between the predictive value of the pre-shock 

ECG signal selected for analysis and its temporal distance from the shock event. 

Selected segments of the ECG trace were examined using two time-frequency 

decompositions: the WT and the STFT employing a 2-second (Gaussian) window 

width. According to the best results for STFT-based methods in section 4.4.1, the 

STFT using the 2 second window was used as it performed better than the 1 second 

and 3 second window in the analysis of 10 second pre-shock signals. Three segments 

of each ECG were considered in the analysis of 0-10 seconds, 5-15 seconds, and 10- 

20 seconds prior to countershock. The normalised feature sets were used in this 

analysis. Figure 4-22 shows a schematic diagram of the position of pre-shock 

segments used in this analysis marked A, B, and C respectively.
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4.4.2.1 The 10 seconds length of pre-shock at 0-10 seconds (location A)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF 

immediately prior to countershock. This is shown as section A in figure 4-22. The 

characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Both the WT and STFT2 time-frequency methods were used 

in the experiments.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are listed in the second 

column of table 4-19. Figure 4-87 shows the performances of the classifier using ID 

and 2D feature sets. The PCA2 feature gave the highest performance for the ID 

analysis with 43±2% specificity obtained at 91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of 

the PCA2 and PCA4 features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 

41 ±3% specificity obtained at 90±0% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-19. Figure 4-88 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA1 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 38±3% specificity obtained at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA7 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 44±8% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity.

4.4.2.2 The 10 seconds length of pre-shock at 5-15 seconds (location B)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF at 5 

seconds before countershock. This is shown as section B in figure 4-22. The 

characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Again, both the WT and STFT2 time-frequency methods 

were used in the experiments.
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The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are listed in the second 

column of table 4-20. Figure 4-89 shows the performances of the classifier using ID 

and 2D feature sets. The PCA5 feature gave the highest performance for the ID 

analysis with 37±1% specificity obtained at 91±2% sensitivity. The combination of 

the PCA2 and PCA5 features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 

38±3% specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-20. Figure 4-90 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA5 feature gave 

the highest performance for the ID analysis with 26±1% specificity obtained at 

91 ±2% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA5 and PCA6 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 39±1% specificity obtained at 90±0% 

sensitivity.

4.4.2.3 The 10 seconds length of pre-shock at 10-20 seconds (location C)

This section contains the results from the analysis of 10-second segments of VF at 10 

seconds before countershock. This is shown as section C in figure 4-22. The 

characteristic features in this experiment were computed from power spectra which 

were generated from the summation of the time-frequency scalogram components 

across the time domain. Again, both the WT and STFT2 time-frequency methods 

were used in the experiments.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the WT are listed in the second 

column of table 4-21. Figure 4-91 shows the performances of the classifier using ID 

and 2D feature sets. The PCA6 feature gave the highest performance for the ID 

analysis with 36±1% specificity obtained at 93±2% sensitivity. The combination of 

the PCA2 and PCA6 features gave the highest performance for the 2D analysis with 

47±1% specificity obtained at 90±2% sensitivity.

The WRST values for the feature sets derived from the STFT employing a 2 second 

window are listed in the last column of table 4-21. Figure 4-92 shows the 

performances of the classifier using ID and 2D feature sets. The PCA5 feature gave
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the highest performance for the ID analysis with 39±1% specificity obtained at 

90±6% sensitivity. The combination of the PCA1 and PCA7 features gave the highest 

performance for the 2D analysis with 45±5% specificity obtained at 90±2% 

sensitivity.

4.4.2.4 Summary of positional dependence of time-frequency analysis

This section studies the relationship between the performances of shock outcome 

prediction and its temporal distance from the shock event. Figure 4-93 shows the 

results of positional dependence of the WT and STFT2 power spectra analysis. The 

results show the specificities of all experiments. The test sensitivity was within the 

generality criterion. The analysis shows that there is no obvious relationship between 

the predictive information contained in the ECG and the temporal distance to the 

shock event for both the WT and STFT-based methods.

4.4.3 Summary of the use of PCA feature sets in shock outcome prediction

The best result of the shock outcome prediction using the original sets of the WT and 

STFT power spectral features was 56±3% specificity achieved at 92±4% sensitivity. 

This performance was achieved using PCA1-PCA5 features and a STFT2 power 

spectral analysis for the 15 second pre-shock ECG. Figure 4.94 shows the ROC curve 

of the best classifier associated to 75x75 bins and Gaussian width equal to 0.4 in 20- 

PDF estimation. The system ROC curve shows that the test sensitivity remains 

constant at 92±4 % (shown by arrow) as the test specificity decreased markedly from 

56±3% to 49±0%. This is similar to the behaviour of the ROC curve derived using the 

normalised feature sets (figure 4-66). Figure 4-95 shows the decision boundaries of 

the classifier associated with 95% training sensitivity. The boundaries of the training 

set for the first and second validations are presented in figures 4-95(a) and 4-95(b) 

respectively. In testing, the classifier achieved the average sensitivity and specificity 

at 56±3% and 92±4% respectively. The corresponding decision boundaries are shown 

in figure 4-95(c) and 4-95(d). Figure 4-96 shows a modified version of the decision 

boundaries in figure 4-95 where the classifier was trained to 100% sensitivity for both 

training validations (figure 4-96(a) and 4-96(b)). The decision boundaries of this 

system now cover extra points of the ROSC set (indicated by arrows in the plots).
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However, the decision boundaries still do not cover the outliers of the test set (marked 

by arrows in the plots). As a result, the classifier of figure 4-96 achieved a test 

sensitivity of 90+4% which is the same test sensitivity of the classifier of figure 4-95. 

On the other hand, the test specificity of the classifier in figure 4-96 decreased to 

49±0%. This causes the change in specificity associated with a constant sensitivity as 

shown in the ROC curve of figure 4-94.

4.5 Chapter summary

This chapter presents the main results of the parametric study of shock outcome 

prediction carried out by the author utilising both the WT and the STFT. Three 

different feature formats were used in the study. There were: (1) original feature sets, 

(2) normalised feature sets, and (3) new PCA-based feature sets. Each of these was 

tested for shock outcome performance based on pre-shock window length 

(immediately prior to countershock) and the temporal location of the analysis 

segment prior to the shock. Table 4-22 shows the overall results of shock outcome 

prediction. For all classifications, the numbers of bin were 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 

and 200 bins to cover the range. The Gaussian kernel widths were set to 5%, 10%, 

15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, 40%, and 45% of the PDF range.

Section 4.2 described the results using original features (i.e. non-normalised format) 

in the classification. For all classifications, the PDFs were estimated using histogram 

smoothing as described in chapter 3. For the optimal length of pre-shock analysis, the 

highest performance (58±2% specificity and 90±4% sensitivity) was given by the 

combination of the FM and FT features obtained from the WT power spectrum using 

10 seconds length of pre-shock signal. In the analysis of positional dependence, the 

successful prediction of post-shock outcome was found not to be correlated to the 

temporal location of the segment of pre-shock trace.

Section 4.3 described the results using normalised features in the classification. The 

PDFs were estimated using histogram smoothing as described in chapter 3. For the 

optimal length of pre-shock analysis, the highest performance (59+3% specificity and 

90±4% sensitivity) was again given by the combination of the FM and FT features
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this time however obtained from the STFT3 power spectrum using 10 seconds length 

of pre-shock signal. Similar to the results obtained using the original feature sets, the 

successful prediction of post-shock does not rely on the position of the segment of 

pre-shock trace.

Section 4.4 described the results using PC A features in the classification. The PDFs 

were estimated using histogram smoothing as described in chapter 3. For the optimal 

length of pre-shock analysis, the highest performance (56±3% specificity and 92±4% 

sensitivity) was given by the combination of the PCA1 and PCA5 features obtained 

from the STFT2 power spectrum using 15 seconds length of pre-shock signal. Similar 

to the results obtained using original and normalised feature sets, the successful 

prediction of post-shock again does not rely on the position of the segment of pre

shock trace.

From the overall results, it can be seen that the use of normalised feature sets 

improves the shock outcome prediction when employing the STFT-based methods. 

The original distributions of FT, using the original features described in section 4.2 

(i.e. between zero and twenty), were very localised in the classification. This caused a 

poor performance of the classifier. However, in the classification using the 

normalised feature sets (section 4.3), these distributions are expanded to fit in the 

range between zero and one. This caused a marked improvement in the performance 

of the classifier. In the analysis of 15 second pre-shock signals, the use of PCA 

feature sets improved the performance of the shock outcome prediction employing 

the STFT-based methods.

Figure 4-97(a) compares the system ROC curves of the best performing classifiers 

associated with different feature formats. These were: the system using the original 

feature set (solid line) obtained from the use of the FM-FT feature-based WT power 

spectral analysis for the 10 second pre-shock ECG; the system using the normalised 

feature set (dotted line) obtained from the use of the FM-FT feature-based STFT3 

power spectral analysis for the 10 second pre-shock ECG; and the system using the 

PCA feature set (dashed line) obtained from the use of PCA1-PCA5 feature-based 

STFT2 power spectral analysis for the 15 second pre-shock ECG. Overall the system 

associated with the original feature sets performs best as measured by its largest area
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under ROC curve (AUC). The system employing the PCA feature sets gave the worst 

performance in AUC while achieving the best classification performance for a 

sensitivity above 90%. The best result for PCA was 56±3% specificity at 92±4% 

sensitivity. Figure 4-97(b) replots the ROC curves with their original error bars from 

which we see that, within errors, it is difficult to reach a definitive conclusion 

concerning the best method given the current data.
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(b)

Figure 4-1: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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WT : 5 second pre-shock

Figure 4-2: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (5 second pre-shock)

STFT1 : 5 second pre-shock

Figure 4-3: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum- 

based technique (5 second pre-shock)
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STFT2 : 5 second pre-shock

Figure 4-4: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (5 second pre-shock)

S T F T 3  : 5 second pre-shock

Figure 4-5: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (5 second pre-shock)
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W T  : 10  second pre-shock

Figure 4-6: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (10 second pre-shock)

STFT1 :1 0  second pre-shock

Figure 4-7: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum- 

based technique (10 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2  : 1 0  second pre-shock

Figure 4-8: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (10 second pre-shock)

S T F T 3  :1 0  second pre-shock

Figure 4-9: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (10 second pre-shock)
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W T  : 15  second pre-shock

Figure 4-10: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (15 second pre-shock)

S TFT1 :1 5  second pre-shock

Figure 4-11: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum-

based technique (15 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2  : 1 5  second pre-shock

Figure 4-12: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (15 second pre-shock)

5 T F T 3  :1 5  second pre-shock

Figure 4-13: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (15 second pre-shock)
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W T  : 20  second pre-shock

Figure 4-14: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (20 second pre-shock)

STFT1 : 20 second pre-shock

Figure 4-15: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum- 

based technique (20 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2  : 20  second pre-shock

Figure 4-16: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (20 second pre-shock)

S TF T3  : 20 second pre-shock

Figure 4-17: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (20 second pre-shock)
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O ptim al Length o f P re-shock E C G  Analysis (W T )

5 sec pre shock 

10 sec pre-shock 

H  15 sec pre-shock 

M  20 sec pre-shock

FP STD SK KT FT FM-FP FM-FT FP-FT

Figure 4-18: The specificities of all experiments based on WT power spectral analysis

Optimal Length of Pre-shock ECG Analysis (STFT1)

Figure 4-19: The specificities of all experiments based on STFT1 power spectral 

analysis
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Optim a} Length o f  Pre-shock E C G  Analysis (S T F T 2 )

Figure 4-20: The specificities of all experiments based on STFT2 power spectral 

analysis

Figure 4-21: The specificities of all experiments based on STFT3 power spectral 

analysis
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T im e  b e fo r e  sh o c k  ( s e c )  -----------------►

Figure 4-22: The positional of pre-shock segments

W T  : 10 second pre-shock (Location A)

Figure 4-23: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (location A)
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S T F T 1  : 1 0  second pre-shock {Location A )
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Figure 4-24: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum- 

based technique (location A)

W T  : 10 second pre-shock (Location B)

Figure 4-25: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (location B)
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S T F T 1  : 1 0  second pre-shock (Location B)

Figure 4-26: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum- 

based technique (location B)

W T : 10 second pre-shock (Location C)

too -

Figure 4-27: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based

technique (location C)
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S T F T 1  : 1 0  second pre-shock (Location C)

Figure 4-28: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum- 

based technique (location C)

The Analysis o f Positional Dependence (W T)

Figure 4-29: The results of positional dependence analysis of WT power spectrum-

based technique
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T h e  Analysis o f Positional D e p en d e n ce  (S T F T 1)

FMFP FIvWT FP-FT

Figure 4-30: The results of positional dependence analysis of STFT1 power 

spectrum-based technique

System  ROC b a se d  on original FM-FT feature (10 second  pre-shock)

Figure 4-31: The system ROC of the best classifier associated with the original

feature sets
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Decision Boundary for First Test Validation Decision Boundary for Second Test Validation

(a) (b)

Figure 4-32: The decision boundaries for two test validations associated with 90% 

test sensitivity: (a) first test validation, (b) second validation

______  ^Decision Boundary for First Test Validation

18 •
16 •
14 ■ ♦
12 •

2 4 6 8 10 12 Id 16 18 20
FM

(a)

Decision Boundary for Second Test Validation

Figure 4-33: The decision boundaries for two test validations associated with 91% 

test sensitivity: (a) first test validation, (b) second validation
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Figure 4-34: An illustration of bisector frequency

Figure 4-35: The location of the bisector frequency compared to that of peak 

frequency and median frequency
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Figure 4-36: The illustration of spectrum ratio (R)

Boxptoo el Bisoetor (91) between ROSC end NOROSC
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Figure 4-37: The boxplots of BI, R, and SH using WT power spectrum-based

technique (5 second pre-shock)
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W T  : 5  second pre-shock (N orm alised  features)

Figure 4-38: The performances of the classifier using WT power spectrum-based 

technique (5 second pre-shock)

STFT1:5 second pre-shock (Normalised features)

Figure 4-39: The performances of the classifier using STFT1 power spectrum-based

technique (5 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2  : 5  second pre-shock (Norm alised features)

Figure 4-40: The performances of the classifier using STFT2 power spectrum-based 

technique (5 second pre-shock)

STFT3 :5 second pre-shock (Normalised features)

Figure 4-41: The performances of the classifier using STFT3 power spectrum-based

technique (5 second pre-shock)
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W T  : 10  second pre-shock (N orm alised  features)

Figure 4-42: The performances of the classifier using WT power spectrum-based 

technique (10 second pre-shock)

STFT1: 10second pre-shock (Normalised features)

Figure 4-43: The performances of the classifier using STFT1 power spectrum-based

technique (10 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2  : 1 0  second pre-shock (N orm alised  features)

Figure 4-44: The performances of the classifier using STFT2 power spectrum-based 

technique (10 second pre-shock)

STFT3 :10 second pre-shock (Normalised features)

Figure 4-45: The performances of the classifier using STFT3 power spectrum-based

technique (10 second pre-shock)
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W T  : 15  second pre-shock (N orm alised  features)

Figure 4-46: The performances of the classifier using WT power spectrum-based 

technique (15 second pre-shock)

STFT 1:15 second pre-shock (Normalised features)

Figure 4-47: The performances of the classifier using STFT1 power spectrum-based

technique (15 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2  : 1 5  second pre-shock (Norm alised features)

Figure 4-48: The performances of the classifier using STFT2 power spectrum-based 

technique (15 second pre-shock)

STFT3 ; 15 second pre-shock (Normalised features)

Figure 4-49: The performances of the classifier using STFT3 power spectrum-based

technique (15 second pre-shock)
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W T  : 20  second pre-shock (Norm alised features)

Figure 4-50: The performances of the classifier using WT power spectrum-based 

technique (20 second pre-shock)

STFT1 :20 second pre-shock (Normalised features)

Figure 4-51: The performances of the classifier using STFT1 power spectrum-based

technique (20 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2  : 2 0  second pre-shock (Norm alised features)

Figure 4-52: The performances of the classifier using STFT2 power spectrum-based 

technique (20 second pre-shock)

STFT3 ; 20 second pre-shock (Normalised features)

Figure 4-53: The performances of the classifier using STFT3 power spectrum-based

technique (20 second pre-shock)
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Figure 4-54: The specificities of all experiments based on WT power spectral 

analysis: (a) 1D features, (b) 2D features
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O ptim al Length o f Pre-shock E C G  Analysis (S T F T 1 )

(a)

Optimal Length of Pre-shock ECG Analysis (STFT1)
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F P -rr FP-R

(b)

Figure 4-55: The specificities of all experiments based on STFT1 power spectral 

analysis: (a) ID features, (b) 2D features
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O ptim al Length o f P re -sh o ck  E C G  A nalysis  (S T F T 2 )

(a)
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Figure 4-56: The specificities of all experiments based on STFT2 power spectral 

analysis: (a) ID features, (b) 2D features
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Optima! Length of Pre-shock ECG Analysis (STFT3)

Optimal Length of Pre-shock ECG Analysis (STFT3)

£.2?

(b)

Figure 4-57: The specificities of all experiments based on STFT3 power spectral 

analysis: (a) ID features, (b) 2D features
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W T : 10  second pre-shock (N orm alised  features) at location A

Figure 4-58: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (location A)

STFT3:10 second pre-shock (Normalised features) at location A

Figure 4-59: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (location A)
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W T : 10 second pre-shock (N orm alised  features) a t location 8

Figure 4-60: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (location B)

STFT3:10 second pre-shock (Normalised features) at location 8

Figure 4-61: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (location B)
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W T : 10 second pre-shock (Norm alised features) at location C

Figure 4-62: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (location C)

STFT3:10 second pre-shock (Normalised features) at location C

Figure 4-63: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (location C)
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The Analysis of Positional Dependence (VVT) with Normalised Features

Figure 4-64: The results of positional dependence analysis of WT power spectrum- 

based technique with normalised features

The Analysis of Positional Dependence (STFT3) with Normalised Features

Figure 4-65: The results of positional dependence analysis of STFT3 power

spectrum-based technique with normalised features
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System ROC based on normalised FM-FT feature (10 second pre-shock)

Figure 4-66: The system ROC of the best classifier using normalised feature sets
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09

Oecision boundaries of training set for first validation Decision boundaries of training set ter second validation

Figure 4-67: The decision boundaries validations associated with the classifier with 

95% training sensitivity: (a) training set for first validation, (b) training set for second 

validation, (c) test set for first validation, (d) test set for second validation
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Decision boundaries of lest se i for first validation Decision boundaries of test set for second validation

Figure 4-68: The decision boundaries validations associated with the classifier with 

100% training sensitivity: (a) training set for first validation, (b) training set for 

second validation, (c) test set for first validation, (d) test set for second validation
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Boxplota of normallted PCA1 between ROSC and NOROSC Boiplots o! rormottted PCA2 between ROSC m t NOROSC

Qoxptots of nonnested PCA6 betwoon ROSC end NOROSC

Baxpfott of norroallted PCA? botween ROSC end NOROSC Boxplaa of nornioBtot PCA8 between ROSC end NOROSC

Boxpbtt of nomeStod PCA9 between ROSC Bnd NOROSC

Figure 4-69: Boxplots of normalised PCA between ROSC and NOROSC using the

WT power spectrum-based technique (5 second pre-shock)
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W T : 5 second pre-shock (PCA feaure  sets)

Figure 4-70: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (5 second pre-shock)

S JF T 1 :5  second pre-shock (PCAfeaure sets)

Figure 4-71: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum-

based technique (5 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2 :5  second pre-shock (P C A  feaure sets)

Figure 4-72: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (5 second pre-shock)

STFT3 :5  second pre-shock (PCA feaure sets)

Figure 4-73: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (5 second pre-shock)
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W T : 10 second pre-shock (P C A  feaure sets)

Figure 4-74: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (10 second pre-shock)

Figure 4-75: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum-

based technique (10 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2 :10  second pre-shock (P C A  feaure sets)

Figure 4-76: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (10 second pre-shock)

S TFT3 :1 0  second pre-shock (PCA feaure sets)

Figure 4-77: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (10 second pre-shock)
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W T : 15 second pre shock (P C A  feaure sets)

Figure 4-78: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (15 second pre-shock)

STFT1 :1 5  second pre-shock (PCA feaure sets)

Figure 4-79: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum-

based technique (15 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2 :15  second pre-shock (P C A  feaure sets)

Figure 4-80: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (15 second pre-shock)

STFT3:1 5  second pre-shock (PCA feaure sets)

Figure 4-81: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (15 second pre-shock)
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W T : 20 second pre-shock (P C A  feaure sets)

Figure 4-82: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (20 second pre-shock)

STFT1 :20  second pre-shock (PCA feaure sets)

Figure 4-83: The performances of the classifier using the STFT1 power spectrum-

based technique (20 second pre-shock)
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S T F T 2 :20  second pre-shock (P C A  feaure sets)

Figure 4-84: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (20 second pre-shock)

STFT3: 20 second pre-shock {PCA feaure sets)

Figure 4-85: The performances of the classifier using the STFT3 power spectrum-

based technique (20 second pre-shock)
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S u m m a y  o f  O p tim al Length  A n alys is  using P C A

Figure 4-86: Summary of the optimal length analysis with PCA features

Figure 4-87: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based

technique (10 second pre-shock) at location A
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S T F T 2 :10  second pre-shock (P C A  feaure sets) at location A

Figure 4-88: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (10 second pre-shock) at location A

W T : 10 second pre-shock (PCA feaure sets) at location B

Figure 4-89: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based

technique (10 second pre-shock) at location B
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S T F T 2 : 10 second pre-shock (P C A  feaure sets) at location 8

Figure 4-90: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (10 second pre-shock) at location B

W T : 10 second pre-shock (PCA feaure sets) at location C

Figure 4-91: The performances of the classifier using the WT power spectrum-based 

technique (10 second pre-shock) at location C
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Figure 4-92: The performances of the classifier using the STFT2 power spectrum- 

based technique (10 second pre-shock) at location C

Figure 4-93: Summary of the positional dependence analysis using the PCA features
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System  ROC curve based on P C A  feature sets

Figure 4-94: The system ROC of the best classifier using the PCA feature sets
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Oecision boundaries of training set for first validation Decision boundaries of training set for second validation

Figure 4-95: The decision boundaries validations associated with the classifier with 

95% training sensitivity: (a) training set for first validation, (b) training set for second 

validation, (c) test set for first validation, (d) test set for second validation
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Decision boundaries of training set for first validation Decision boundaries of training set for second validation

(c) (d)
Figure 4-96: The decision boundaries validations associated with the classifier with 

100% training sensitivity: (a) training set for first validation, (b) training set for 

second validation, (c) test set for first validation, (d) test set for second validation
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Overall System ROC Curves

(a)
Overall ROC curves with error bars

(b)

Figure 4-97: The system ROC curves of the classifiers using original feature sets, 

normalised features sets, and PCA feature sets
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k  S u m  T est

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

F M 2 .0 1 E -0 7 2 .5 6 E -0 7 1 .9 2 E -0 7 2 .0 2 E - 0 7

F P 3 .1 0 E -0 7 4 .0 6 E -0 7 5 .4 2 E -0 7 6 .4 1 E - 0 7

S T D 0 .5 7 4 2 0 .6 7 4 4 0 .4 3 8 0 .4 5 2 8

S K 0 .2 2 1 9 0 .1 7 7 9 0 .5 0 7 7 0 .5 2 2 1

K T 0 .3 0 1 6 0 .5 2 3 1 0 .9 6 3 3 0 .9 9 9 4

F T 2 .1 3 E - 0 9 6 .3 2 E -0 9 1 .0 4 E -0 9 1 .5 7 E -0 9

Table 4-1: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each feature in all experiments with 5-second 

length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in 

Appendix B, figure B-l, B-2, B-3, and B-4 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k  S u m  T est

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

F M 2 .1 1 E -0 8 1 .8 2 E -0 8 1 .8 2 E -0 8 8 .0 4 E - 0 9

F P 4 .5 7 E -0 8 7 .7 3 E -0 8 7 .7 3 E -0 8 1 .2 2 E -0 6

S T D 0 .5 9 7 3 0 .8 0 1 0 .8 0 1 0 .5 3 5 8

S K 0 .1 0 5 0 .1 0 8 0 .1 0 8 0 .3 7 9

K T 0 .2 2 7 9 0 .4 5 2 2 0 .4 5 2 2 0 .9 6 2 9

F T 1 .7 2 E -1 0 1 .7 6 E -1 0 1 .7 6 E -1 0 1 .4 6 E -0 8

Table 4-2: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each feature in all experiments with 10-second 

length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in 

Appendix B, figure B-5, B-6, B-7, and B-8 respectively.
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T est

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

F M 9 .3 6 E -0 9 2 .9 0 E - 0 9 7 .1  IE -0 8 9 .9 6 E - 1 0

F P 5 .6 5 E -0 8 8 .8 8 E -0 8 7 .6 7 E -0 1 1 .5 4 E -0 7

S T D 0 .7 2 9 5 0 .9 6 2 1 0 .7 6 6 5 0 .7 5 7 1

S K 0 .0 7 4 9 0 .0 6 7 3 0 .2 9 6 9 0 .3 4 8 1

K T 0 .1 5 1 2 0 .2 7 0 9 0 .6 3 5 8 0 .6 8 6 4

F T 3 .9 3 E - 1 1 2 .1 7 E - 1 1 5 .1 0 E - 1 1 6 . 8 5 E - 1 1

Table 4-3: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each feature in all experiments with 15-second 

length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in 

Appendix B, figure B-9, B-10, B-l 1, and B-12 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T est

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

F M 2 .9 1 E -1 0 3 .9 0 E - 1 1 1 .0 8 E -1 1 7 .5 5 E - 1 2

F P 6 .9 2 E -0 7 1 .0 1 E -0 9 2 .1 5 E -0 9 5 .1 9 E -0 1

S T D 0 .3 6 8 6 0 .2 2 0 7 0 .4 6 1 4 0 .5 1 8 5

S K 0 .0 0 3 3 0 .0 0 3 7 0 .0 3 4 3 0 .0 4 9 4

K T 0 .0 0 4 6 0 .0 1 0 7 0 .0 6 8 9 0 .0 9 3 7

F T 1 .3 0 E -0 6 1 .0 2 E -0 6 2 .4 4 E -0 6 2 .9 6 E - 0 6

Table 4-4: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each feature in all experiments with 20-second

length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in

Appendix B, figure B-13, B-14, B-15, and B-16 respectively.
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k  S u m  T e s t

W T S T F T -1

F M 2 .1 1 E -0 8 1 .8 2 E -0 8

F P 4 .5 7 E -0 8 7 .7 3 E -0 8

S T D 0 .5 9 7 3 0 .8 0 1

S K 0 .1 0 5 0 .1 0 8

K T 0 .2 2 7 9 0 .4 5 2 2

F T 1 .7 2 E -1 0 1 .7 6 E -1 0

Table 4-5: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each feature in all experiments with pre-shock 

locating at section A (0-10 second before counter shock). The corresponding feature 

set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-17 and B-18 respectively.

F e a tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k  S u m  T e s t

W T S T F T -1

F M 6 .1 6 E -0 9 1 .8 2 E -0 8

F P 1 .2 4 E -0 8 1 .4 0 e -0 8

S T D 0 .7 4 9 3 0 .3 1 9 8

S K 0 .0 6 6 8 0 .0 4 2

K T 0 .1 3 9 7 0 .1 8 7 5

F T 1 .1 1  E - 10 1 .0 0 e -1 3

Table 4-6: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each feature in all experiments with pre-shock

locating at section B (5-15 second before countershock). The corresponding feature

set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-19 and B-20 respectively.
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k  S u m  T e s t

W T S T F T -1

F M 7 .4 0 E -1 2 1 .9 2 e -1 2

F P 3 .8 0 E -0 7 1 .1 3 e - 0 0 9

S T D 0 .6 1 0 3 0 .8 9 4 3

S K 6 .3 3 E -0 5 3 .0 8 e - 0 5

K T 1 .0 6 E -0 4 1 .2 6 e -0 4

F T 8 .0 9 E -0 6 4 .7 6 e - 0 9

Table 4-7: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each feature in all experiments with pre-shock 

locating at section C (10-20 second before countershock). The corresponding feature 

set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-21 and B-22 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e st

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

B 1 2 .7 4 E -0 7 1 .4 5 E -0 7 2 .6 3 E -0 7 1 .0 9 E -0 6

R 7 .9 5 E -0 9 9 .1 4 E -0 8 7 .6 1 E -0 8 5 .3 7 E - 0 8

S H 0 .2 4 2 5 0 .8 9 2 8 0 .4 6 5 7 0 .4 5 4 6

Table 4-8: Wilcoxon rank sum test of extra feature in all experiments with 5-second 

length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in 

Appendix B, figure B-23, B-24, B-25, and B-26 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e st

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

B I 1 .7 2 E -0 8 7 .1 8 E -0 9 8 .3 5 E -0 9 1 .1 6 E -0 8

R 2 .7 0 E -1 0 3 .8 6 E -0 9 5 .2 8 E -0 9 4 .2 8 E - 0 9

S H 0 .1 9 5 1 0 .7 7 5 2 0 .6 6 5 1 0 .6 3 6 6

Table 4-9: Wilcoxon rank sum test of extra features in all experiments with 10-second

length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in

Appendix B, figure B-27, B-28, B-29, and B-30 respectively.
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F e a tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T est

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

B I 1 .4 2 E -0 8 2 .8 4 E - 0 9 2 .1 0 E -0 9 1 .8 0 E -0 9

R 1 .5 3 E -1 0 1 .4 6 E -0 9 3 .6 9 E -0 9 4 .7 6 E - 0 9

S H 0 .1 1 9 1 0 .4 6 8 6 0 .9 5 1 5 0 .8 9 4

Table 4-10: Wilcoxon rank sum test of extra features in all experiments with 15- 

second length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in 

Appendix B, figure B-31, B-32, B-33, and B-34 respectively.

F e a tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e st

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

B I 1 .3 8 E -0 9 1 .8 8 E -1 0 1 .8 6 E -1 0 1 .3 6 E -1 0

R 8 .9 8 E -1 2 2 .9 7 E - 1 1 1 .6 7 E -1 0 3 .0 1 E - 1 0

S H 0 .0 0 2 6 0 .0 1 5 1 0 .1 1 2 9 0 .1 5 7 8

Table 4-11: Wilcoxon rank sum test of extra features in all experiments with 20- 

second length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in 

Appendix B, figure B-35, B-36, B-37, and B-38 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e s t

W T S T F T -3

B I 1 .7 2 E -0 8 1 .1 6 E -0 8

R 2 .7 0 E - 1 0 4 .2 8 E - 0 9

S H 0 .1 9 5 1 0 .6 3 6 6

Table 4-12: Wilcoxon rank sum test of extra features in all experiments with pre

shock locating at section A (0-10 second before countershock). The corresponding

feature set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-39 and B-40 respectively.
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e s t

W T S T F T -3

B I 2 .0 8 E - 1 2 4 .2 4 E -1 2

R 1 .5 1 E -1 3 2 .6 9 E -1 2

S H 0 .0 0 5 7 0 .5 6 2 4

Table 4-13: Wilcoxon rank sum test of extra features in all experiments with pre

shock locating at section B (5-15 second before countershock). The corresponding 

feature set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-41 and B-42 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e s t

W T S T F T -3

B I 8 .9 5 E - 1 1 4 .3 7 E - 1 1

R 2 .5 9 E -1 3 5 .2 2 E -1 2

S H 6 .3 7 E -0 5 0 .0 2 9 8

Table 4-14: Wilcoxon rank sum test of extra features in all experiments with pre

shock locating at section C (10-20 second before countershock). The corresponding 

feature set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-43 and B-44 respectively.
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T est

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

P C A 1 1 .5 6 E -0 1 3 .2 1 E -1 2 7 .0 0 E -1 2 9 .0 8 E - 1 2

P C A 2 3 .8 6 E -1 4 8 .1 0 E -0 3 1 .8 4 E -0 2 1 .5 8 E -0 2

P C A 3 0 .5 9 4 6 4 .0 2 E - 0 4 6 .0 6 E -0 4 4 .6 8 E - 0 4

P C A 4 9 .7 1 E -0 4 4 .6 8 E -0 5 7 .5 8 E -0 6 8 .2 9 E - 0 6

P C A 5 8 .5 0 E -0 3 2 .8 4 E -0 1 2 .1 9 E -0 1 2 .8 5 E -0 1

P C A 6 5 .2 1 E -0 4 5 .6 1 E -0 4 3 .2 3 E -0 4 5 .7 8 E - 0 4

P C A 7 0 .0 0 1 9 8 .0 4 E -0 4 3 .6 0 E -0 3 4 .6 0 E - 0 3

P C A 8 0 .8 0 2 3 0 .2 4 3 5 0 .3 4 3 3 0 .0 1 5 7

P C A 9 0 .0 0 5 9 9 .9 6 E - 0 6 2 .8 1 E -0 6 6 .5 3 E - 0 5

Table 4-15: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each PCA feature in all experiments with 5- 

second length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in 

Appendix B, figure B-45, B-46, B-47, and B-48 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e st

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

P C A 1 1 .9 5 E -0 2 2 .2 4 E -1 3 5 .1 4 E -1 3 7 .2 3 E -1 3

P C A 2 6 .6 6 E -1 4 3 .6 0 E -0 3 1 .1 4 E -0 2 1 .0 3 E -0 2

P C A 3 4 .8 2 E -0 1 1 .1 5 E -0 5 3 .7 7 E -0 5 1 .0 5 E -0 4

P C A 4 1 .4 0 E -0 3 9 .5 2 E -0 5 1 .9 9 E -0 5 1 .5 8 E -0 5

P C A 5 2 .2 9 E - 0 4 1 .7 0 E -0 2 7 .0 2 E -0 4 4 .0 6 E - 0 4

P C A 6 5 .2 3 E -0 1 9 .8 0 E -0 1 4 .9 3 E -0 6 5 .3 7 E - 0 6

P C A 7 2 .3 2 E -0 5 1 .9 6 E -0 5 2 .2 0 E -0 3 5 .1 0 E -0 3

P C A 8 0 .6 8 7 8 0 .1 8 6 5 0 .3 8 6 3 0 .0 0 3 4

P C A 9 1 .7 0 E -0 3 2 .0 1 E - 0 4 4 .8 7 E -0 6 1 .9 6 E -0 4

Table 4-16: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each PCA feature in all experiments with 10-

second length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in

Appendix B, figure B-49, B-5CH B-51, and B-52 respectively.
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T est

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

P C A 1 3 .1 0 E -0 3 3 .0 9 E -1 4 1 .4 0 E -1 3 2 .2 2 E - 1 3

P C A 2 6 .3 9 E -0 5 6 .2 9 E -0 4 8 .0 9 E -0 4 6 .5 5 E - 0 4

P C A 3 1 .8 6 E -1 0 5 .6 3 E -0 4 2 .9 2 E -0 1 5 .7 3 E -0 1

P C A 4 8 .2 0 E -0 5 2 .1 4 E - 0 7 9 .3 6 E -0 9 1 .1 8 E -0 8

P C A 5 4 .4 0 E - 0 4 8 .3 5 E -0 4 1 .2 0 E -0 3 3 .1 4 E - 0 4

P C A 6 8 .9 8 E -0 2 7 .0 1 E -0 1 8 .5 0 E -0 3 2 .7 1 E - 0 6

P C A 7 2 .0 3 E -0 5 4 .3 6 E - 0 7 2 .5 5 E -0 5 1 .3 0 E -0 3

P C A 8 0 .6 4 2 2 0 .0 9 7 2 0 .2 6 2 9 5 .9 6 E - 0 4

P C A 9 1 .3 9 E -0 4 1 .4 4 E -0 4 3 .1 4 E -0 4 6 .4 0 E - 0 3

Table 4-17: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each PCA feature in all experiments with 15- 

second length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in 

Appendix B, figure B-53, B-54, B-55, and B-56 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T est

W T S T F T -1 S T F T -2 S T F T -3

P C A 1 1 .7 2 E -0 5 5 .4 0 E -0 9 1 .5 5 E -0 8 2 .1 6 E - 0 8

P C A 2 9 .2 5 E -0 2 1 .3 4 E -0 6 4 .3 2 E -0 7 2 .5 7 E - 0 7

P C A 3 2 .0 8 E - 0 6 3 .7 9 E -0 2 8 .3 6 E -0 1 7 .0 3 E -0 1

P C A 4 3 .1 5 E -0 5 1 .2 3 E -0 6 1 .4 8 E -0 8 8 .2 5 E - 0 9

P C A 5 6 .8 0 E -0 4 1 .0 7 E -0 2 3 .8 0 E -0 3 3 .0 0 E - 0 3

P C A 6 9 .2 5 E -0 1 2 .5 1 E - 0 2 1 .6 1 E -0 4 5 .9 6 E - 0 6

P C A 7 2 .5 4 E - 0 6 1 .8 5 E -0 6 2 .5 0 E -0 4 4 .3 4 E - 0 2

P C A 8 2 .8 8 E -0 1 4 .4 1 E -0 2 4 .8 3 E -0 1 4 .2 2 E -0 1

P C A 9 3 .0 0 E -0 2 5 .6 0 E -0 3 3 .2 0 E -0 3 1 .2 0 E -0 3

Table 4-18: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each PCA feature in all experiments with 20-

second length of pre-shock. The corresponding feature set boxplots can be found in

Appendix B, figure B-57, B-58, B-59, and B-60 respectively.
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e s t

W T S T F T -2

P C A 1 1 .9 5 E -0 2 5 .1 4 E -1 3

P C A 2 6 .6 6 E -1 4 1 .1 4 E -0 2

P C A 3 4 .8 2 E -0 1 3 .7 7 E -0 5

P C A 4 1 .4 0 E -0 3 1 .9 9 E -0 5

P C A 5 2 .2 9 E -0 4 7 .0 2 E - 0 4

P C A 6 5 .2 3 E -0 1 4 .9 3 E - 0 6

P C A 7 2 .3 2 E -0 5 2 .2 0 E -0 3

P C A 8 0 .6 8 7 8 0 .3 8 6 3

P C A 9 1 .7 0 E -0 3 4 .8 7 E - 0 6

Table 4-19: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each PCA feature in all experiments with pre

shock locating at section A (0-10 second before countershock). The corresponding 

feature set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-61, and B-62 respectively.

F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e s t

W T S T F T -2

P C A 1 0 .0 2 5 6 0 .0 1 9 8

P C A 2 2 .7 2 6 2 e - 0 0 6 0 .0 0 1 5

P C A 3 0 .3 5 4 2 0 .0 0 5 3

P C A 4 3 .3 7 1 5 e - 0 0 9 0 .7 2 7 6

P C A 5 1 .0 5 4 6 e -0 0 4 3 .4 5 6 6 e - 0 0 9

P C A 6 0 .0 3 5 9 8 .8 2 5 2 e - 0 0 5

P C A 7 2 .3 0 3 0 e - 0 0 6 0 .0 0 2 9

P C A 8 0 .6 4 6 8 0 .0 7 4 2

P C A 9 2 .2 3 5 6 e - 0 0 4 4 .1 9 6 2 e - 0 0 5

Table 4-20: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each PCA feature in all experiments with pre

shock locating at section B (5-15 second before countershock). The corresponding

feature set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-63, and B-64 respectively.
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F ea tu re W ilc o x o n  R a n k su m  T e s t

W T S T F T -2

P C A 1 2 .2 2 7 4 e - 0 0 4 2 .7 3 9 2 e - 0 0 5

P C A 2 3 .8 8 2 0 e - 0 0 6 0 .3 4 4 9

P C A 3 0 .5 8 0 4 0 .1 0 8 8

P C A 4 8 .0 5 3  le - 0 0 6 1 .5 9 3  l e - 0 0 8

P C A 5 2 .2 2 2 4 e - 0 0 4 1 .8 3 0 8 e -0 0 5

P C A 6 5 .5 6 9 0 e - 0 0 6 1 .4 9 1  l e - 0 0 4

P C A 7 1 .7 2 1 2 e -0 0 7 7 .9 8 8 3 e - 0 0 6

P C A 8 0 .0 2 4 5 0 .7 6 2 9

P C A 9 0 .0 1 8 2 0 .0 0 2 8

Table 4-21: Wilcoxon rank sum test of each PCA feature in all experiments with pre

shock locating at section C (10-20 second before countershock). The corresponding 

feature set boxplots can be found in Appendix B, figure B-65, and B-66 respectively.
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M e th o d

5 s e c o n d  

p r e -s h o c k  E C G

O r ig in a l fea tu res N o r m a lis e d  F ea tu res P C A  fe a tu r e s

W T 4 7 ±  1 % 4 1  ± 2 % 4 8 ± 2 %

S T F T 1 4 6 ± 3 % 4 3 ± 2 % 4 9 ± 3 %

S T F T 2 4  5 ± 4 % 4 9 ± 4 % 3 9 ± 0

S T F T 3 3 7 ± 4 % 4 9 ± 3 % 4 7 ± 3 %

(a)

M e th o d

10  s e c o n d  

p r e -s h o c k  E C G

O r ig in a l fea tu r e s N o r m a lis e d  F ea tu r e s P C A  fe a tu r e s

W T 5 8 ± 2 % 5 5 ± 2 % 4 3 + 2 %

S T F T 1 5 7 ± 2 % 5 8 ± 4 % 4 2 ± 6 %

S T F T 2 5 2 ± 3 % 5 8 ± 4 % 4 4 ± 8 %

S T F T 3 5 3 ± 3 % 5 9 ± 3 % 4 2 ± 6 %

(b )

M e th o d

15 se c o n d  

p r e -s h o c k  E C G

O r ig in a l fea tu r e s N o r m a lis e d  F ea tu res P C A  fe a tu r e s

W T 4 8 ± 0 % 5 0 ± 4 % 4 4 ± 1 %

S T F T 1 3 8 ± 7 % 5 3 ± 2 % 5 3 ± 6 %

S T F T 2 4 2 ± 3 % 51 ± 3 % 5 6 ± 3 %

S T F T 3 4 8 ± 1 % 51 ± 3 % 5 2 ± 1 %

(c)

M e th o d

2 0  s e c o n d  

p r e -s h o c k  E C G

O r ig in a l fe a tu r e s N o r m a lis e d  F ea tu res P C A  fe a tu r e s

W T 4 2 + 9 % 5 4 ± 3 % 4 3  ± 7 %

S T F T 1 4 0 ± 9 % 51 ± 2 % 4 4 ± 2 %

S T F T 2 3 8 ± 1 5 % 4 9 ± 7 % 3 9 ± 3 %

S T F T 3 4 6 + 9 % 4 7 ± 0 % 4 6 + 2 %

(d)

Table 4-22: The overall test specificities based on the test sensitivity over 90%:

(a) 5-second of pre-shock ECG, (b) 10-second of pre-shock ECG, (c) 15-second of

pre-shock ECG, (d) 20-second of pre-shock ECG
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CHAPTER 5

THE SUPPLEMENT STUDIES OF THE WAVELET ANALYSIS 

IN THE SHOCK OUTCOME PREDICTION

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes preliminary work to further develop wavelet transform-based 

power spectral analysis of the surface ECG during cardiac arrest. Two studies were 

carried out. The first study, described in section 5.2, investigated the behaviour of the 

probability of successful defibrillation (PROSC) variable over time. The second 

study, described in section 5.3, investigated the effect of a change in the central 

frequency of the wavelet on the prediction of shock outcome. The chapter concludes 

with a summary in section 5.4.

5.2 The probability of successful defibrillation (PROSC) in VF 

patients

5.2.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described results from experiments which examined the 

prediction of shock outcome using the pre-shock trace immediately before the time of 

shock. It was found by the author that the combination of the FM and FT parameters 

gave the best performance. In 2001 our collaborating research group in Norway
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proposed a method for devising a single Fourier-based variable for monitoring CPR 

efficiency (Eftestol et al, 2001). The probability of successful defibrillation (PROSC) 

was introduced as a parameter to discriminate between ROSC and NOROSC 

outcomes. The PROSC function was proposed as a measure of the prediction of shock 

outcome to display on a monitor during CPR.

Following this work of the Norwegian group, the objective of this study was to 

investigate the utility of the method for expressing multivariate information in a single 

variable using the wavelet method.

5.2.2 Methodology

An overview of the methodology is illustrated in figure 5-1. It was found from the 

study of the optimal length of pre-shock signal described in the previous chapter, that 

an analysis of 10 seconds pre-shock gave the best performance for prediction. Hence, 

a sliding 10-second window was employed to analyse the VF signal beginning at 20 

seconds before countershock. Two characteristic features, FM and FT, were extracted 

from each window using wavelet power spectral analysis. The PROSC was 

determined from the PROSC database using the values of FM and FT. The position of 

the window was then shifted along the ECG signal in steps of 1 second until the end 

of the 20 second trace segment corresponding to the temporal location of the shock.

The database of PROSC was computed from the 821-trace ECG data set of VF 

immediately prior to countershock. Two characteristic features, FM and FT, were 

extracted from the 10 second pre-shock signal using the power spectrum-based WT 

method. The technique of feature preparation discussed in section 3.4.1 was employed 

to normalise the characterising features within the range from zero to one. The 2D 

PDFs of the ROSC and NOROSC database were estimated using the 

multidimensional histogram and Gaussian kernel smoothing techniques as detailed in 

section 3.5.1. The estimated a posteriori probability was defined as PROSC in the 

study. The estimated a posteriori probability is determined from the estimate 

probability distribution function PDFs as defined in the following equation:
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P R O S C ( v )  =
________ p (y1 m r o s c _̂_______

p {v  / 0)R QSC) + p(v / a>N 0 R 0 S C  ) (5-1)

where p (v /corosc)  and p(v/a>mRosc) are the estimate PDFs with feature vector v of the 

ROSC and NOROSC groups respectively. The feature vector v contains FM and FT 

obtained from wavelet power spectrum analysis. The 2D PDF of each class was 

determined using multidimensional histograms and Gaussian smoothing as described 

in chapter 3. The PROSC distribution of the ECG data set is shown in figure 5-2. This 

surface represents the probability of the successful shock in feature space.

5.2.3 Results

This section demonstrates the use of PROSC in monitoring the probability of 

successful shock outcome. The author investigated all 13 patient trace sets whose last 

shock gave a ROSC outcome for the patient. Three examples of the patient traces 

investigated by the author are used to illustrate the method. Each example shows the 

behaviour of multiple pre-shock traces from a single patient.

Figure 5-3 shows the pre-shock ECG traces of a patient who was administered with 

10 counter shocks. Each trace represents 20 seconds of VF signal prior to 

countershock with the exception of the fifth trace which exhibits ventricular 

tachycardia (VT). The outcomes from each shock are given in table 5-1. Pre-shock 

ECG numbers 1 to 9 gave a NOROSC shock outcome whereas ROSC was achieved 

after shock number 10. The PROSCs corresponding to each ECG trace is shown in 

figure 5-4. In this example, it can be clearly seen that the PROSC of the final trace 

segment which is associated with a ROSC outcome has a significantly higher value 

than the other traces for the whole of the 10 second duration of the analysis.

Figure 5-5 contains another example of the ECG traces from a single patient. This 

patient was administered with 6 countershocks. Each trace represents 20 seconds of 

VF signal prior to countershock. The shock outcome corresponding to each shock is 

shown in table 5-2. The pre-shock signal numbers 1 and 2 were associated with 

NOROSC outcomes whereas ROSC in shocks 3, 4, 5, and 6. Figure 5-6 shows the
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PROSC acquired from each trace. It can be clearly seen that the PROSC curves 

computed from the trace segment associated with ROSC outcomes (shock 3, 4, 5, and 

6) are significantly higher than the other traces associated with NOROSC outcomes 

(shock 1 and 2). Although this clear separation between the ROSC and NOROSC 

curves exists, it is interesting to note that refibrillation occurred after shocks 3,4, and 
5.

Figure 5-7 contains a third example of the ECG traces from a single patient. This 

patient was administered with 5 countershocks. Each trace represents 20 seconds of 

VF signal prior to countershock. The shock outcome corresponding to each shock is 

shown in table 5-3. The pre-shock signal numbers 1, 2 and 3 were associated with 

NOROSC outcomes whereas shocks 4 and 5 were associated with a ROSC outcome. 

Figure 5-8 shows the PROSC acquired from each trace. Unlike the two previous 

examples, the PROSC curve for the last trace associated with the ROSC outcome was 

lower than the other traces associated with NOROSC outcomes (shock 1, 2, and 3). 

This experiment shows that for some cases PROSC is unreliable for accurately 

determining the probability of shock success.

5.2.4 Summary

PROSC was employed as a parameter to indicate the probability of the defibrillation 

success. Example traces from three selected patients were used to demonstrate the use 

of PROSC in the monitoring of probability of successful shock. From the first two 

examples, the pre-shock signals corresponding to successful shocks gave the higher 

PROSC than the pre-shock signal corresponding to unsuccessful shock. However it 

was noticed that in the second example, refibrillation still occurred after three 

successful shocks although they exhibited high PROSC values. The third example 

illustrated a case where PROSC did not perform well as the indicator of the 

probability of shock outcome. In the third example, the PROSC of the traces 

associated with NOROSC were higher than the PROSC of the trace associated with 

the final ROSC outcome.

The three examples provided above are typical of the problems encountered during 

the analysis of a range of patients undertaken by the author. Hence it was concluded
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quite early on in the study that PROSC is not a useful parameter with which to 

indicate the probability of the defibrillation success, since for many cases, PROSC 

proved unreliable for accurately determining the probability of shock success.

5.3 The effect of a change in the central frequency of the wavelet

5.3.1 Introduction

In the numerical experiments undertaken in the main work described in chapter 4, the 

standard Morlet function was used as the mother wavelet function in the analysis of 

shock outcome prediction. The central frequency of the Morlet function used in these 

experiments was 5.33 rad/s (a standard value often used in the literature). Addison et 

al (2002) found that the use of low-oscillation complex wavelets improved the 

detection of localised signal features within non-destructive testing signals that were 

associated with reflection components. They further speculated that low oscillation 

wavelets could be useful for a variety of other data analysis tasks, in particular fluid 

turbulence signals and ECG signals. The temporal isolation of signal features is 

improved for the analysis using low-oscillation complex wavelets. Following this 

work, this section reports on a study of the effect of the central frequency of the 

wavelet on shock outcome prediction. The complete form of the Morlet function was 

used in the investigation.

5.3.2 Methodology

The Morlet wavelet can be expressed as equation 2-26 in chapter 2. This is the full 

expression of the Morlet wavelet. However, the correction term can be ignored if the 

value of f 0 »  0 in which case the Morlet wavelet can be expressed as equation 2-27. 

The central frequency f 0 can be written in term of angular frequency co0 as follows:

(5‘2)
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where the unit of co0 is rad/s. Hence, the complete Morlet wavelet function can be 

expressed as:

y/(0 = 7r-,/4(ei<Uo' - e >o)!/2) e~'2/2 (5-3)

and the standard Morlet wavelet as

y/(t) = 7t -1/4 i c o j  - t * / 2e " e (5-4)

Plots of the complete Morlet function with central frequencies set to 1,2, 5, and 8 

rad/s are shown in figures 5-9(a), (b), (c), and (d) respectively. From the plots it can 

be seen that Morlet functions with high central frequency are more oscillatory than 

those with low central frequency.

The Fourier transform of the complete Morlet wavelet is

-(a>1+0io1)
^(¿y) = JlXfne  2 [e"*' i)

and the energy spectrum is

(5-5)

(5-6)

Figures 5-10 and 5-11 compare the standard Morlet wavelet and the complete Morlet 

wavelet and their associated spectra. Figure 5-10(a) and 5-10(b) illustrates the real and 

imaginary parts of the standard wavelet for a>0 -  1 and 2 rad/s respectively. Both real 

and imaginary parts of the wavelet are confined by the Gaussian envelope. Figure 5- 

10(c) shows the Fourier transform of the standard Morlet wavelet for o)0 = 1 and 2 

rad/s. The standard Morlet wavelet for co0 = 1 rad/s obviously does not satisfy the 

admissibility condition in equation 2-7 since the DC component (i.e. the zero 

frequency component) of the wavelet is not equal to zero. Hence the standard Morlet 

wavelet cannot be used in practice with very low central frequencies. However, the
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complete Morlet wavelet does satisfy the admissibility condition and can be used. 

Figures 5-11(a) and 5-11(b) show the real and imaginary parts of the complete Morlet 

for 6)0 = 1 and 2 rad/s respectively. Notice that in both figures, the real parts are not 

confined by the Gaussian envelope because of the correction term. However, the 

correction term allows the complete Morlet to satisfy the admissibility condition as 

shown in figure 5-11(c) where there is no zero frequency component corresponding to 

each wavelet.

Figure 5-12(b) shows the change in shape of the wavelet spectral density graph 

associated with varying central frequency obtained from the 1 Hz sinusoidal test 

signal shown in figure 5-12(a). The wavelet power spectral densities of this test signal 

were computed using the Morlet-based CWT with central frequencies set to 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 rad/s. It can be seen in figure 5-12(b) that narrower spectra are 

obtained for higher central frequencies. This is to be expected as the more oscillatory 

wavelets provide higher spectral resolution (and correspondingly lower temporal 

resolution). Wavelets with very low central frequencies produced broader spectra and, 

more importantly, their frequency localisation becomes quite inaccurate (See for 

example the spectrum plot associated with 1 rad/s central frequency). This inaccurate 

frequency localisation occures at low values of co0 because of the correction term of 

the complete Morlet.

The following example shows how the correction term causes the frequency 

localisation error. Figure 5-13 illustrates the correlation between a 1 Hz sinusoid and 

the real part of scaling Morlet wavelet at time b (peak of sinusoidal). The complete 

Morlet wavelet at arbitrary scale a at location b is defined as:

The central frequency (co0) of the mother wavelet employed in the examples was set to 

1 rad/s. The scale a is related to the central frequency as shown in equation 5-8.

V
(5-7)
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(5-8)
co

Figures 5-13(a) and 5-13(b) present the correlation using the scaling wavelet 

employing the standard Morlet and complete Morlet respectively. The scale a was 

initially set equal to 0.16 corresponding to a frequency of 1 Hz. In figure 5-13(a), the 

scaled standard Morlet wavelet is in phase with the waveform giving a maximum 

positive correlation. On the other hand, for the complete Morlet (as shown in figure 5- 

13(b)) negative components of the transform are produced in the range ti and G since 

the correction term has effect on the real part of the complete Morlet associated with 

low central frequencies. However, for the complete Morlet with scale a equal to 0.27 

(corresponding to 0.6 Hz) shown in figure 5-13(c), the integral of the product of the 

waveform with the wavelet produces a maximum positive value (i.e. maximum 

correlation). In these examples we can see that the use of the complete Morlet for very 

low co0 produces erroneous frequency localisation in the wavelet transform.

5.3.3 Results

From the analysis of shock outcome prediction using the WT-based technique, 

described in sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1 of chapter 4, it was found that a 10 second length 

of ECG signal immediately prior to the shock achieved the best performance when 

employing the combined FM-FT feature. It was therefore decided to employ this 

window length and feature combination in the study of the effect of central frequency 

on the analysis. In addition, the complete form of the Morlet function was applied in 

the study for extracting the characteristic features. The central frequencies used in the 

experiments were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 rad/s. The original features values 

were normalised in the unit interval as described in chapter 3, section 3.4.1. The bin 

sizes were adjusted according to setting the number of bins equal to 50, 75, 100, 125, 

150, 175, and 200 bins to cover the unit interval. The Gaussian kernel smoothing 

histograms were set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 units in width. A 

sensitivity of ROSC of 95% outcome was set as the criterion for the training classifier. 

The cost functions found for each case was then used to test the remaining data. For 

cases where this criterion was not achieved (i.e. a test sensitivity under 90%), the 

experiment which gave the highest sensitivity was chosen as the highest performance
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of the classifier. The cross validation technique was employed to arrange the training 

and test sets. Two cross validations were used in this study. That is the ROSC and 

NOROSC data was partitioned equally into a training group and a test group. The 

performances of classifier are presented as the mean of the cross-validated 

sensitivities and specificities.

Figure 5-14 presents a summary of the best classifier performance for all central 

frequencies investigated. The best performance achieved 57±0% specificity obtained 

at 90±4% sensitivity for a central frequency of 2 rad/s. In addition, it can be noticed 

that the classifications associated with co0 of 3 rad/s or less gave relatively small errors 

in specificity. Overall the study shows that the change of central frequency has, within 

errors, no effect on the shock outcome prediction. (Note that similar results were also 

found by the author using both single features FM and FT).

5.3.4 Summary

This analysis studied the effect of a change of wavelet central frequency on the 

prediction of shock outcome. The complete Morlet wavelet with varying central 

frequencies was used to extract the characteristic features. This work revealed that a 

change in wavelet central frequency has no discernable effect on the results obtained 

from the classifier.

5.4 Chapter summary

This chapter described two additional studies concerning the use of wavelet analysis 

of the VF waveform for shock outcome prediction. The first study developed a 

method for devising a variable for monitoring CPR efficiency. This PROSC 

parameter was employed to indicate the probability of the defibrillation success. For 

some cases, the pre-shock signals corresponding to successful shocks produced a 

higher PROSC value than the pre-shock signal corresponding to unsuccessful shocks. 

In conclusion, it appears that the PROSC parameter is an unreliable indicator of the 

probability of defibrillation success. The second study considered the effect of
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wavelet central frequency on the shock outcome prediction using the wavelet analysis 

of the VF waveform. The complete form of the Morlet wavelet was used as the 

wavelet function in this study. No marked change in performance was found by 

varying the central frequency. Hence, the results indicate that central frequency is not 

a key parameter in the performance of the shock outcome prediction classifier.
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Figure 5-1: Schematica! diagram of PROSC analysis

Figure 5-2: The database of PROSC
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Figure 5-10: The Standard Morlet wavelet at (a) co0 = 1, (b) co0= 2, 

(c) The Fourier transform co0 = 1 and 2

Figure 5-11: The complete Morlet wavelet at (a) co0 = 1, (b) co0 = 2, 

(c) The Fourier transform a>0 = 1 and 2
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Figure 5-12: The wavelet power spectral of the example signal 

Studied signal; (b) Wavelet power spectra with varying central frequency
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The Ctassifiction performances of each experiment

Figure 5-14: The best performances of the classifier for each co0
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S h o c k  N u m b e r P r e -S h o c k S h o c k  O u tc o m e

1 V F A s y s to le

2 V F A s y s to le

3 V F A s y s to le

4 V F E M D

5 V T V F  n o n -r e se s t

6 V F V F  n o n -r e se s t

7 V F V F  n o n -r e se s t

8 V F V F  n o n -r e se s t

9 V F E M D

10 V F R O S C

Table 5-1: The shock outcome of each shock in the first example

S h o c k  N u m b e r P r e -S h o c k S h o c k  O u tc o m e

1 V F A s y s to le

2 V F E M D

3 V F R O S C

4 V F R O S C

5 V F R O S C

6 V F R O S C

Table 5-2: The shock outcome of each shock in the second example

S h o c k  N u m b e r P r e -S h o c k S h o c k  O u tc o m e

1 V F V F  n o n -r e se t

2 V F V F  n o n -r e se t

3 V F V F  n o n -r e se t

4 V F R O S C

5 V F R O S C

Table 5-3: The shock outcome of each shock in the third example
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction

The aim of this research was to improve shock outcome prediction from the VF signal 

through the use of wavelet transform (WT) and short time Fourier transform (STFT) 

based time-frequency analysis methods. This fits with current work by other groups 

in this area investigating alternative techniques (e.g. Eftestol et al, 2000; Strohmenger 

et al, 2001; and Calloway et al, 2001) all of whom have the global aim of improving 

the resuscitation technique for VF patients. A time-frequency-based methodology was 

developed by the author to provide an enhanced method of prediction of defibrillation 

shock outcome. This final chapter summarises the results of the study as follows: 

section 6.2 contains an overview of the main results; a brief discussion on a new 

resuscitation protocol is given in section 6.3; finally, recommendations for future 

work are provided in the last section of the chapter: section 6.4.

6.2 Overview of the results

The data set used in this study contained 821 ECG traces of VF immediately prior to 

countershock obtained from 156 patients with out-of hospital cardiac arrest of cardiac 

etiology. The shock outcomes were categorised as either ROSC or NOROSC which 

included EMD, asystole, and VF. Characteristic features correlating with shock 

outcome were extracted from the CWT and STFT spectra computed from the VF 

signals before countershock.
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A Bayes classifier was developed in this work for classifying between ROSC and 

NORSC outcomes. The a posteriori probability was determined from the probability 

distribution functions (PDFs) estimated using multidimensional histogram and 

Gaussian kernel smoothing techniques. In the system validation carried out by the 

author, both ID and 2D classifiers in general performed well with synthetic test data 

sets. It was shown that, although achieving good training performances (as one would 

expect), the use of a large number of bins and narrow Gaussian widths for the PDF 

estimation technique produced poor test performances. Cross validation was 

employed to improve the confidence of results. After a series parametric studies 

involving a variety of candidate cross validation numbers it was found that two cross 

validations was the best choice for the main work involving the Oslo data set.

A comprehensive series of parametric tests were then conducted to determine the 

optimal configuration of the technique. This was carried out for PDF estimation 

generated using a range of bin sizes and Gaussian kernel widths. The training 

sensitivity was set to 95%. The best performance was determined from the classifier 

which achieved the highest specificity at a test sensitivity criterion (within 5% of 

training sensitivity). A brief overview of the results of this analysis is presented as 

follows:

6.2.1 Shock outcome prediction employing power spectral analysis based on WT 

and STFT

6.2.1.1 Results

This section summarises the results of the parametric study of shock outcome 

prediction carried out by the author utilising both the WT and the STFT. Three 

different feature formats were used in the study. These were the original feature sets, 

normalised feature sets, and PCA-based feature sets. Each of these was tested for 

shock outcome performance based on pre-shock window length (immediately prior to 

countershock, summarised in table 4.22) and the temporal location of the analysis 

segment prior to the shock.
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• Shock outcome prediction using the original feature sets

The first sets of results were obtained from the original characterising features where 

the minimum and maximum values of the features were confined to a range between 

zero and twenty. For these experiments, a 10 second period of pre-shock signal was 

found to be the optimal length of trace to use for the shock outcome prediction using 

the WT and the STFT. The highest performance achieved was 58±2% specificity at 

90±4% sensitivity and was obtained from the WT. However, within errors, the 

analysis using the STFT1 also produced results similar results achieving 5 7±2% 

specificity at 90±4% sensitivity. In addition the results obtained using STFT2 and 

STFT3 achieved around 5% less specificity for the same level of sensitivity.

• Shock outcome prediction using the normalised feature sets

The features used in this second series of classification studies were normalised from 

the original features. The normalisation technique is detailed in chapter 3. For these 

experiments, a 10 second of pre-shock signal was found to be the optimal length for 

the shock outcome prediction using both the WT and the STFT. The highest 

performance was obtained using the STFT3 method which achieved 59±3% 

specificity at 90±4% sensitivity. In several experiments, it was found that the use of 

the normalised feature sets improved the performances of classifiers which employ 

the STFT features (in particular those classifiers associated with the FT feature). The 

normalisation technique solves the problem of the localised feature distribution found 

in the original sets. However, within errors, the performances were not significantly 

different from the results using the original feature sets in the WT analysis.

• Shock outcome prediction using the PCA feature sets

The features used here were derived from the PCA analysis. Nine 1D-PCA features 

were investigated and the four features giving the highest performances were 

combined together to provide a number of 2D feature sets. The analysis using the 

STFT (2 second window) gave the highest performance for these experiments, 

achieving 56±3% specificity at 92±4% sensitivity. Overall the classifier using the 

PCA feature sets was found to improve the analysis of the STFT with a 15 second
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length of pre-shock. In contrast, the use of PCA feature sets in the analysis of 5, 10, 

and 20 second pre-shock length produced worse performances when compared to the 

analysis employing the original and normalised feature formats.

• The position dependence of time-frequency analysis

An investigation was also carried out into the relationship between the performance 

of shock outcome prediction and the temporal distance of the analysis window from 

the shock event. The results showed that the predictive information contained in the 

ECG is in general independent of the temporal distance to the shock event for both 

the WT and STFT-based method. This is contrary to initially reported findings 

(Addison et al, 2002) which suggested that such a correlation did exist.

6.2.1.2 Discussion of results

For the past two decades, several studies have attempted to improve the resuscitation 

protocol for VF patients. The prediction of defibrillation outcome has been analysed 

in both animal models (Brown et al, 1989 and 1991; Noc et al, 1999; Patwardhan et 

al, 1999; Amann et al, 2001 and 2002; Hamprecht et al, 2001; Marn-Pemat et al, 

2001) and human models (Weaver et al, 1985; Monsieurs et al, 1998; Eftestol et al, 

2000; Calloway et al, 2001; Strohmenger et al, 2001; Podbregar et al, 2003; Watson 

et al, 2004). It is believed that studies involving human datasets are essential for the 

development of a resuscitation protocol (Watson et al, 2005).

Calloway et al (2001) examined the prediction of defibrillation success using a 

scaling exponent. Their work used ECG waveform recordings from automated 

external defibrillators obtained for 75 VF adult patients collected using a Medtronic 

Lifepack 300. The study showed that lower values of the scaling component 

correlated with increased probability of successful defibrillation (including EMD). 

However, only the first shock (before other advanced life support) was investigated in 

their study. The author believes that the subsequent shocks may have provided extra 

useful information for their analysis. Figure 6-1 compares the ROC using time- 

frequency based-methods to a reference data ROC curve published by Calloway et al 

(2001). Considering performances at sensitivities in the range 90-92%, the best
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results found by the author and presented in this thesis achieved specificities of 58%, 

59%, and 56% obtained from the use of the original feature sets, normalised feature 

sets, and PCA feature sets respectively. The Calloway ROC curve, however, shows 

that their system achieves only 39% specificity at the same level of sensitivity. The 

Calloway ROC curve was obtained using a different data set collected on different 

defibrillator machines. A standard data set is necessary for rigorous comparative 

studies between these two (and other) techniques.

Strohmenger et al (2001) investigated shock outcome prediction during human VF 

episodes using amplitude variables based on the same Oslo data set used in this 

thesis. The best result achieved by this group using the amplitude variable was 67% 

specificity at 73% sensitivity obtained for a 3000 ms length of pre-shock signal. This 

performance was obtained from the data ROC curve at a pre-selected threshold. No 

reason was given for their choice of threshold. This can be compared to the wavelet 

based-study of this thesis where the system ROC curve based on the original FM-FT 

feature (figure 4-31) which shows that 74±4% specificity can be achieved at 73±6% 

sensitivity. It should also be noted that data cross validation was not applied in 

Strohmenger’s study; hence there is an inherent lack of confidence in their results. 

Furthermore, the quoted sensitivity of 73% used by Strohmenger is too small for use 

in practice since a high sensitivity is necessarily required for system implementation. 

(It is believed that a 90 to 95% sensitivity will be required for use in practice.) 

Strohmenger et al (2001) also reported that prediction using a dominant frequency 

marker achieved 42% specificity at 92% sensitivity using their method. The author’s 

classifier achieved 56±3% specificity at 92±4% sensitivity using a PCA feature set 

for the STFT2 method. It is clearly seen that the analysis of time-frequency-based 

methods achieves better performance when compared to Strohmenger’s results.

In another study, our collaborating research group in Norway (Eftestol et al 2000) 

employed a standard Fourier frequency-domain method (i.e. not a time-frequency 

method, e.g. STFT or WT) for shock outcome prediction. Again, this study was based 

on the same data in this thesis. The best performance of the classifier corresponded to 

a combination of PCA based spectral features, achieving 42±1% specificity at 92±1% 

sensitivity. As described in the previous section the author achieved 56±3% 

specificity at 92±4% sensitivity using a PCA feature set for the STFT2 method. It is
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clearly seen that the performance of shock outcome prediction corresponding to the 

time-frequency-based method gave significantly better performance than the results 

associated with FFT analysis. In addition, Eftestol et al (2000) found that the use of 

PC A features improved the performances of prediction using their Fourier analysis- 

based method. However no consistent improvement was found by the author using 

PCA features in the present study associated with either the WT or STFT analysis.

Overall it can be concluded that the time-frequency power spectrum methods 

developed by the author produced consistently superior results to other currently 

available methods. Further, within errors, no real difference could be found between 

the WT and STFT-based methods investigated by the author or between the original, 

normalised and PCA features. This suggests that the key factor for the superior results 

is the time-frequency decomposition itself.

There are however some limitations in the author’s study which must be stated here. 

An insufficient number of ROSC data (9.26% of whole data set) limits the use of a 

high cross validation number. The small number of ROSC data causes a large 

variance in test sensitivity and specificity in the classifier when high cross validation 

numbers are employed as described in section 3.8, chapter 3. Multidimensional 

analysis is limited because of a sparse number of ROSC data. For example, in a three 

dimensional classification if each dimension is divided into 100 bins, a 1,000,000 bin 

3D ROSC PDF must be described by just 87 points. In addition, but of secondary 

concern, the speed of computation drops markedly as the dimensionality of the 

analysis increases.

6.2.2 The probability of successful defibrillation (PROSC)

6.2.2.1 Results

This study aimed to develop a ‘real time’ variable for monitoring CPR efficiency. 

PROSC was employed as a parameter to indicate the possibility of the defibrillation 

success. PROSC was defined as the a posterior probability function associated with 

two characteristic features: FM and FT. Several cases which gave a ROSC outcome 

in the last shocks for the patient were investigated in this study. From the results it
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became clear that a high value of PROSC does not necessarily correlate with a high 

probability of shock success. In many cases a high PROSC variable was associated 

with a NOROSC outcome and vice versa. In addition, refibrillation often occurred 

after the successful shocks associated with high values of PROSC. It was therefore 

concluded that PROSC is not a reliable parameter with which to indicate the 

probability of the defibrillation success.

6.2.2.2 Discussion of results

Our collaborating research group in Norway (Eftestol et al 2001) investigated the 

PROSC variable derived from frequency spectrum features. In their study, they stated 

that the PROSC ‘may be useful’ as guidance during CPR to optimise shock timing in 

the VF resuscitation. However, only two patient trace examples were presented in 

their paper. As stated in the previous section, the author found that PROSC is not a 

reliable parameter with which to indicate the probability of successful defibrillation.

6.2.3 The effect of a change in wavelet central frequency on shock outcome 

prediction

6.2.3.1 Results

The effect of a change in wavelet central frequency on the prediction of defibrillation 

outcome was investigated. The complete form of the Morlet function was used as the 

mother wavelet function in this analysis. The central frequency range considered in 

the study was between 1 and 10 rad/s. The best performance achieved was 57±0% 

specificity obtained at 90±4% sensitivity for a central frequency of 2 rad/s. However, 

the results obtained from other central frequencies varied only slightly from this 

optimal performance (i.e. within errors).

6.2.3.2 Discussion of results

Addison et al (2002) found that the use of low-oscillation complex wavelets 

improved the detection of localised signal features within non-destructive testing 

signals that were associated with reflection components. The use of low wavelet
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central frequency is relatively new, and although Addison et al (2002) suggested its 

use for the analysis of the ECG, the author believes that the work presented in this 

thesis represents the first attempt to do so. However, as shown by the results of the 

analysis, a change in wavelet central frequency has no significant effect on the shock 

outcome prediction. Therefore, it was concluded that wavelet central frequency is not 

a key parameter to be considered for the optimisation of the shock outcome prediction 

technique.

6.3 The development of a new resuscitation protocol

The European Resuscitation Council (ERC) issued the guidelines for Advanced Life 

Support (ALS) in 2000 (Latorre et al, 2001). The ALS algorithm contained in these 

guidelines for the management of cardiac arrest in adults is shown in the diagram of 

figure 6-2. Cardiac arrest rhythms can be categorised into two groups:

- Ventricular Fibrillation / Pulseless Ventricular Tachycardia (VF/VT)

- Asystole and Electromechanical Dissociation(EMD)

The heart rhythms associated with VF/VT requires an immediate defibrillation 

attempt after basic life support (BLS). Within the protocol, up to three sequential 

shocks, if required, are given initially with energies of 200 J, 200 J, 360 J. A few 

seconds after delivery of the final shock in the sequence, one minute of 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is administered. For non-VF/VT rhythms (i.e. 

asystole and EMD), 3 minutes of CPR is performed, if the patient is in cardiac arrest. 

(Note that 1 minute of CPR is performed for a non-VF/VT rhythm if it occurs after 

defibrillation.)

According to the ERC guidelines, the heart rhythms associated with VF/VT requires 

an immediately defibrillation attempt after BLS (Latorre et al, 2001). However, Xie et 

al (1997) reported that an unsuccessful defibrillation causes tissue damage during the 

shock period. A rhythm qualification stage could be added to the original protocol as 

shown in figure 6-3. This stage will classify VF signal as shockable or nonshockable 

signal. The shockable VF will be treated with immediate defibrillation whereas the
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nonshockable VF will follow a course of CPR prior to defibrillation. Several studies 

have indicated that pre-shock CPR can have a positive influence on the success of 

defibrillation (Strohmenger et al, 2001; Cobb et al, 1999; Berg et al, 2002; and 

Achleitner et al, 2001). Based on the best results achieved in the work of the author 

(59±3% specificity at 90±4% sensitivity), 59% of the unsuccessful shocks (439 of 

745) would be candidates for an alternative approach: either CPR or the 

administration of a drug to enhance the myocardium prior to shock. Thus for the Oslo 

dataset used by the author, pre-shock analysis of the characteristics of the patient 

traces would have led to 439 out of 745 shocks not being administered immediately.

6.4 Recommendations for future work

This final section provides brief suggestions for future work with stemming from this 

project. These are as follows:

6.4.1 Temporal characteristic study

In the research reported in this thesis, the spectral characteristics of time-frequency 

transforms for shock outcome prediction were investigated through a series of wide 

ranging parametric studies based on the power spectra derived from both the WT and 

STFT. The temporal characteristics of the time-frequency analysis were not 

considered. However, in recent work, our group have investigated the performance of 

temporal wavelet-based features on shock outcome prediction (Watson et al, 2004). 

This allows the advantageous time-frequency localisation of the WT (over the STFT) 

to be fully realised. The work showed an improvement in predictiop using a novel 

wavelet entropy measure to quantify the pertinent temporal characteristics. The 

author suggests that this is a promising area of investigation for future work.

6.4.2 The use of alternative classifiers

In the work reported here, Bayes classification was employed for the prediction of the 

defibrillation outcome. Future work could compare the results presented here with 

those derived using alternative classifiers. Guterman et al (1996), for example,
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reported that a neural network was more useful than a Bayes classifier in a system 

which they developed for diagnosis of multiple sclerosis from evoked potential 

(EEG) signals. It would be interesting to see if the combination of the time-frequency 

method and other classifiers (e.g. Neural Network (NN) and linear discriminant 

analysis (LDA)) could improve the performance of VF shock outcome prediction.

6.4.3 Further development of PROSC

It was found by the author that PROSC is not a reliable measure for the probability of 

successful defibrillation. In this study, PROSC was determined from the estimated a 

posteriori probability which was derived from the estimation PDFs. To improve the 

results, PROSC could be derived from other estimate techniques, for example, a 

radial basis network (RBN). In the RBN technique, a posteriori probability is 

estimated from a number of Gaussian functions. The learning weight and width of 

each Gaussian function is dependent on the location and density of data around the 

centre of each Gaussian function. The author believes that the use of multi-scaled 

Gaussian functions may be useful for the further development of the PROSC variable.

6.4.4 Optimal shock timing analysis

In the past few years, some research groups have considered the effect of shock 

timing on defibrillation success. Carlisle et al (1988) found that there was no 

significant difference in threshold-delivered energy or threshold-delivered current 

between shocks synchronised to the peaks of VF, shocks synchronised to the troughs 

of VF, and unsynchronised shocks. Hsia et al (1992, 1996) have studied the effect of 

peak time of Absolute VF Voltage (AVFV) on the shock outcome. However, 

Patwardhan et al (1998) found that comparison of envelope voltage between 

successful and unsuccessful outcome was not significant. Shu et al (1997, 1998) 

found that the probability of successful shock during up-slope amplitude is better than 

the shock during down-slope amplitude. Li et al (1994) examined the effect of shock 

timing within the QRS complex on defibrillation of ventricular tachycardia. In future 

work time-frequency methods should be investigated to determine their ability to 

identify optimal shock timing during the defibrillation process.
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Figure 6-1: ROC curves plotted against those of Calloway et al (2001)
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Figure 6-2: The ALS algorithm for the management of cardiac arrest in adults
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Figure 6-3: Suggested amendment to the ALS algorithm
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Extractins characteristic features usins wavelet transform

C g = 1 .2 0 ;  %  % %  a d m is s ib il ity  co n sta n t
b p a s s = p i* s q r t (2 /lo g (2 ) ) ;

b = l in s p a c e (0 ,d t* ( le n g th (d a t ) - l) , le n g th (d a t ) ) ;
f m in = l ;  fm a x = 2 0 ;

Program: wt extract.m

f f  =  lin s p a c e ( fm a x ,f fn in ,2 0 0 ) ;  
c f f e q  =  5 .3 3 6 4  

a  =  (c f r e q /2 /p i) ./ f f ;  

z = jc w t(d a t ,a ,d t ,w a v e le t ) ;  

z a ll= z ;  

z = z ( : , l : e n d ) ;

% % freq u en cy  ra n g e
% %  w a v e le t  ce n tr a l fr e q u e n c y  r a d /s e c
% %  s c a l in g  m a tr ix

% %  C W T  tr a n sfo rm
% % k eep  a ll tra n s fo r m  fo r  e n e r g y  c a lc

E = (2 * p i ) .* (a b s ( z ) .A2 ) ./ (C g * b p a s s ) ; % % ch a n g e  to  e n e r g y  w ith  r e s p e c t  to  f r e q u e n c y
P E  =  s u m (E ’)  % %  c a lc u la te  p o w e r  sp ectru m

% % % % % % %  F e a tu re  E x tr a c tio n  % % % % % %  
n u m  =  s u m ( lo g (P E )) ;d e n  =  su m (P E );
n e w fla t  =  n u m /d e n ; % %  F la tn e s s

m  =  m e a n f(P E ,a ) ; % %  M e a n  fr e q u e n c y

in d e x  =  lo c a lm a x (P E );
[m a ,a a ] =  m a x (P E (in d e x )) ;  
m f  =  a ( in d e x (a a )) ;  

i f  i s e m p ty (m f);  m f = 2 0  ;end  

i f  m f  = =  1; 
in d e x (a a )  =  [];
[m a ,a a ] =  m a x (P E (in d e x )) ;

m f  =  a ( in d e x (a a )) ;  

i f  is e m p ty (a a )  

m f =  1; 
en d  

en d % %  P e a k  F r e q u e n c y

v  =  0;
fo r  i = 1  : le n g th (a )

v  =  v  +  ( ( a ( i ) -m f )A2 * P E ( i) ) ;  

en d
% %  V a r ia n c e

s =  s k e w (P E ,a ) ;  

k  =  k u r t(P E ,a );

% %  s k e w n e s s  

% %  k u r to s is

lo w b a n d  =  s u m (P E (1 7 9 :1 9 5 ) ) ;  h ig h b a n d  =  s u m (P E (1 4 7 :1 6 3 ) ) ;
r =  lo w b a n d /h ig h b a n d ; % %  E n e r g y  ra tio

area  =  0; 

fo r  i =  1 :2 0 0  
area  =  a r e a + P E (i);  

b i =  a (i);  

i f  area  >  0 .5
b reak ;

e n d
en d % %  B is e c to r  fr e q u e n c y

P E  =  P E . / s u m ( P E ) ; % %  N o r m a lis e d  p o w e r  sp ectru m

sh a n  =  P E .* lo g (P E );

p ara  =  [m  m f  v  s k  n e w fla t ,r ,b i,sh a n ,f la t] ';

% %  S h a n o n  e n tr o p y
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Extracting characteristic features using STFT

t = (T :T : le n g th (x )* T ) ;

% % % % % % % %  G e n e r a te  G a u s s ia n  W in d o w  F u n c t io n )  % % % % % % % % % % %
s ig m a  =  3 3 ;
w id th  =  6 * s ig m a  +  1;
cen tra l =  (w id th  +  1) /2 ;
fo r  t =  1 : w id th

h (t )  =  e x p ( ( - 0 .5 /s ig m a A2 )* ( t -c e n tr a l)A2 ) / ( s ig m a * ( 2 * p i ) A0 .5 ) ;  
en d

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
x  =  x -m e a n (x ) ;

d a t l= x ;
s x x = le n g th (x ) ;

d a t( 1 x e n t r a l - 1 )= z e r o s ( c e n tr a l -1 ,1 );  
d a t(c e n tr a l:c e n tr a l+ sx x -  l ) = d a t l ;

d a t ( c e n t r a l+ s x x :2 * (c e n t r a l - l )+ s x x )= z e r o s ( c e n tr a l - l , l ) ;%  z e r o  p a d d in g  o n  e ith e r  s id e  

x  =  dat; 

in d e x  =  0 ;

fo r  i =  c e n tr a l-c e n tr a l+ 1  : 5 : le n g th (x ) -w id th + l  
in d e x  =  in d e x + 1 ;  

p  =  x ( i : w id t h - l+ i ) ;  

fo r  j  =  1 : le n g th (p )

m ( j )  =  P ( j ) * h ( j ) ;
e n d
m  =  m  - m e a n (m );  

te m p  =  f f t (m ,1 0 2 4 ) ;  

te m p  =  te m p . * c o n i( t e m p ) / l  0 2 4 ;  

ft =  t e m p ( l: 5 1 3 ) ';  
y ( : , in d e x )  =  ft; 

en d
E  =  y ; % %  S T F T
f  =  ( 0 : 5 1 2 ) /1 0 2 4 /T ; 
b  =  ( l : r )* T * 5 ;  

a  =  f ( l : 2 0 0 ) ;
[r o w ,c o l]  =  s iz e (y ) ;  

fo r  i =  1 : 2 0 0  

sm  =  0; 
fo r  j  =  1 : c o l

sm  =  sm  +  E ( i,j ) ;
e n d

P E ( i)  =  sm ; % %  S T F T  p o w e r  sp ec tru m
en d
% % %  F e a tu r e  ex tra ctio n % % % %  

n u m  =  s u m ( lo g ( P E )) ;d e n  =  su m (P E );  

n e w f la t  =  n u m /d e n ; % %  F la tn e s s
m  =  m e a n f (P E ,a ) ;  % %  F M
in d e x  =  lo c a lm a x (P E );
[m a ,a a ] =  m a x (P E (in d e x )) ;  

m f  =  a ( in d e x (a a )) ;  % % %  F P  
i f  is e m p ty (m f)  

m f  =  2 0  

en d
i f  m f  = =  1 

in d e x (a a )  =  [];

[m a ,a a ] =  m a x (P E (in d e x )) ;

Program: stft_extract.m
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mf = a(index(aa)); %% Peak frequency

en d  

v  =  0;
fo r  i = 1  : le n g th (a )

v  =  v  +  ( ( a ( i ) - m f ) A2 * P E ( i) ) ;  
en d
s =  s k e w (P E ,a ) ;  

k  =  k u rt(P E ,a );

lo w b a n d  =  s u m (P E (  1 6 :3 2 ));  

h ig h b a n d  =  su m (P E (4 7 :6 3 ) ) ;  

r =  lo w b a n d /h ig h b a n d ;

area  =  0; 
fo r  i =  1 :2 0 0  

area  =  a r e a + P E (i) ;  

b i =  a (i);  
i f  a rea  >  0 .5  

break; 

en d  
en d
sh a n  =  0 ; 

fo r  i =  1 :2 0 0
sh a n  =  sh a n  +  (P E ( i) * lo g (P E ( i ) ) ) ;  

e n d

para  =  [m  m f  v  s  k  n e w fla t .r ,b i,sh a n ,f la t] ';

% % V a ria n ce

% %  S k e w n e s s  
% %  K u r to s is

% %  R a tio

% %  b is e c to r  fre q u e n c y

% %  S h a n n o n  E n tro p y
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ID PDF Estimation o f feature x with k bins and w o f Gaussian width

to p  =  2 ; 
d e lta  =  to p /k ;  

g a p  =  to p /2 0 0 ;  
n u m  =  2 0 0 ;  

y  =  z e r o s ( l ,k ) ;

fo r  j =  l: le n g th ( x )  

n =  r o u n d (x (j) /d e lta ) ;  

i f  n >  k; n  =  k; e n d  
i f  n <  1; n  =  1; e n d  

y ( n )  =  y ( n ) + l ;  
e n d

% % % % % % G en erate  H is to g r a m  % % % % % % % % %  
e x  =  z e r o s ( l ,n u m ) ;  
fo r  i =  1 :k

m id  =  ( i* d e lta )  - (d e lta /2 ) ;  

tt =  r o u n d (m id /g a p );  

e x ( t t )  =  y ( i ) ;  

e n d
b =  ( l : 2 0 0 ) * g a p ;

% % % % % %  G e n e r a te  G a u ss ia n  w in d ow % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %

w id th  =  r o u n d (w /g a p );  

s ig m a  =  (w id th -1 ) /6 ;  

c e n tr a l =  r o u n d ( ( w id th + l) /2 ) ;  
fo r  t =  1 : w id th

h (t )  =  e x p ( ( - 0 .5 /s ig m a A2 )* ( t -c e n tr a l)A2 ) /( s ig m a * s q r t (2 * p i) ) ;  

e n d

t e m p ( l : 1 0 0 0 )  =  0; 

x x  =  le n g th (h );

% % % % %  S m o o th  H is to g r a m  w ith  G a u s s ia n  w in d o w  % % % % %  

fo r  i =  1 : n u m  

g u a s  =  e x ( i ) .* h ;

t e m p ( i : i+ x x - l )  =  t e m p ( i : i+ x x - l ) + g u a s ;  
e n d

p d f  =  te m p (c e n tr a l:c e n tr a l+ n u m -1); 
p d f  =  p d f /su m (p d f ) ;

Program: newsmoothex.m

% %  m a x im u m  
% %  r e su lo t io n
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2D PDF Estimation o f feature x, and x , with k bins and w o f Gaussian width

Program: newsmooth2ex.m

to p  =  2 ; d e lta  =  to p /k ;  
n u m  =  2 0 0 ;  g a p  =  to p /n u m ;  

y  =  z e r o s (k ,k ) ;

% % % % %  G e n e r a te  H is to g r a m  % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  

fo r  j  =  l : l e n g t h ( x l ) ;  

fm  =  r o u n d (x l( j ) /d e I ta ) ;  
fp  =  r o u n d (x 2 ( j) /d e lta ) ;  

i f  fm  >  k; fm  =  k; en d  
i f  fm  <  1; fm  =  1; en d  

i f  fp  >  k; fp  =  k; en d  

i f  f )̂ <  1; Qd =  1; e n d  

y (fr n ,fp )  =  y ( f m ,f p ) + l ;  
e n d

e x  =  z e r o s (n u m ,n u m );  
fo r  i =  1 :k

m id fm  =  ( i* d e lta )  - (d e lta /2 ) ;  

ttffn  =  r o u n d (m id fm /g a p );  
fo r  j =  1 :k

m id fp  =  ( j* d e lta )  - (d e lta /2 ) ;  
ttfp  =  r o u n d (m id fp /g a p );  

e x (t t fm ,t t fp )  =  y ( i  j ) ;  

e n d  

e n d

[rr,qq] =  f in d (e x > 0 ) ;

% % % % % % %  G e n e r a te  b iv a r ia te  G a u ss ia n  fu n c t io n  % % % % % % % % % %

w id th  =  r o u n d (w /g a p );  

s ig m a  =  (w id th -1 ) /6 ;  
ce n tr a l =  r o u n d ( ( w id th + l) /2 ) ;
P=0;
fo r  i =  1 : w id th  

fo r  j  =  1 : w id th  

t e m p i =  ( ( i- c e n tr a l) / s ig m a )A2; 

te m p 2  =  2 * p * ( ( i- c e n tr a l) /s ig m a )* ( ( j -c e n tr a l) /s ig m a ) ;  
te m p 3  =  ( ( j - c e n tr a l) /s ig m a )A2; 

te m p  =  - l / ( 2 * ( l - p A2 ) ) * ( t e m p l  - te m p 2  +  te m p 3 );  

t ( i j )  =  ( l / s q r t ( 2 * p i* s ig m a * s ig m a * ( l - p A2 ) ) )* e x p ( te m p );  
en d  

en d
te m p (  1 :1 0 0 0 ,1 : 1 0 0 0 )  =  0;
[ x x ,y y ]  =  s iz e ( t ) ; le  =  len g th (rr);

% % % %  S m o o th  h is to g r a m  % % % % % % % % % % %  
fo r  i =  1: le

g u a s  =  e x (r r ( i) ,q q ( i) ) .* t ;

te m p (r r ( i ) :r r ( i )+ x x -1 ,q q ( i ) :q q ( i)+ y y -1 ) =  te m p (r r ( i ) :r r ( i )+ x x -1 ,q q ( i ) :q q ( i)+ y y -1 ) + g u a s ( : , :); 
en d
p d f  =  te m p (c e n tr a l:c e n tr a l+ n u m -1 ,c e n tr a l:c e n tr a l+ n u m -1); 
p d f  =  p d f /s u m (s u m (p d f ) ) ;
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ID Baves classifier with N  cross validations

Program: classify ld_2.m

b in s  =  [5 0 ,  7 5 , 1 0 0 , 1 2 5 , 1 5 0 ,1 7 5 ,2 0 0 ] ;  % % %  B in  N u m b e r s  

w id th  =  0 . 1 : 0 .1:1; % % %  G a u s s ia n  w id th  
lb in s  =  le n g th (b in s );  
lw id th  =  le n g th (w id th ) ;

% % % % % %  T ra in  an d  te s t  e a c h  a ll ex p er im en ts% % % % % %  
fo r  i =  1 : lb in s  

b in s ( i)
fo r  j  =  1 : lw id th  

b in  =  b in s ( i) ;  

w id  =  w id th (j) ;

[ t r a in r o sc ,tr a in n o r o sc ,te s tr o sc ,te s tn o r o s c ,p d ffo sc ,p d fh o r o sc , p r o se , p n o r o sc ]  =  
d a ta p rep a re (p  1 ,p 2 ,p 3  ,p 4 ,p 5  ,N ,b in , w id );

b e ta  =  1; a lp h a  =  0 .5 ;  g a m  =  0 .9 ;  se n s tr a in  =  0 ; its =  0; 

s e n s _ ta r g e t  =  0 .9 5 ;  d is  =  a b s (s e n s tr a in -se n s _ ta r g e t);
% % % % %  tra in  s e n s it iv ity  to  9 5 %  

w h ile  d is  >  0 .0 3  &  its < 1 5 0 0  
c o s t  =  [g a m  g a m ; 0  b eta ; 1 0 ];

fo r  in  =  1 : N

[s n ( in )  sp ( in ) ]  =  p e r fo r m (tr a in r o s c { in } ,t r a in n o r o s c { in } ,p r o s c { in } ,p n o r o s c { in } ,c o s t ) ;  
e n d

se n s tr a in  =  m e a n (sn );
d is  =  a b s ( s e n s tr a in -se n s _ ta r g e t);
its =  its+ 1  ;
b e ta  =  b e ta  +  (a lp h a * (se n s tr a in -0 .9 5 ) ) ;  

e n d

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  T e s t  w ith  beta% % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
fo r  in  =  1 : N

[s n ( in )  s p ( in ) ]  =  p e r f o r m ( te s t r o s c { in } ,t e s tn o r o s c { in } ,p r o s c { in } ,p n o r o s c { in } ,c o s t ) ;  
en d
s e n s ( i ,j )  =  m e a n (sn )  % % %  a v a r a g e  te s t  s e n s it iv ity  

s td s e n s ( i ,j )  =  s td (sn );
s p e c ( i  j )  =  m e a n (s p )  % % %  a v a r a g e  s p e c i f ic i ty  

s t d s p e c ( i  j )  =  s td (sp );  
b e ta ( i j )  =  b eta ; % % % %  c o s t  v a lu e  

e n d  

e n d

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fu n c t io n  [ tr a in r o sc ,tr a in n o r o s c ,te s tr o s c ,te s tn o r o s c ,p d ffo s c ,p d fh o r o s c ,p r o s e ,p n o r o s c ]  =  
d a ta p r e p a r e (p l,p 2 ,p 3 ,p 4 ,p 5 ,N ,b in ,w id )

r o se  =  p i ;  n o r o sc  =  [p 2 ;p 3 ;p 4 ;p 5 ];

P R O S C  =  le n g th (r o s c ) /( le n g th (r o s c )+ le n g th (n o r o s c ) ) ;
P N O R O S C  =  le n g th (n o r o s c ) /( le n g th (r o s c )+ le n g th (n o r o s c ) ) ;

fo r  in  =  1 : N

i f  in  ~ =  N

te m p  =  ro se ;
te s t r o s c { in }  =  r o s c ( l e n l * ( i n - l ) + l : l e n l * i n , : ) ;  
te m p (le n  1 * ( in - 1 )+ 1 : len  1 * in , :)= [];  

t r a in r o s c { in } =  tem p ;
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te m p  =  n o r o sc ;
te s tn o r o s c { in }  =  n o r o s c ( le n 2 * ( in - l ) + l : le n 2 * in ,: ) ;  
te m p ( le n 2  * ( i n - 1 )+ 1 : le n 2 s|cin ,: ) = [ ] ; 
t r a in n o r o s c { in } =  tem p ;  

e ls e
te m p  =  r o se ;

te s t r o s c { in }  =  r o s c ( le n l* ( in - l ) + l : e n d ,: ) ;  
t e m p ( le n l  * ( i n - l ) + l  :en d , :)= [];  
t r a in r o s c { in } =  tem p ;

te m p  =  n o r o sc ;
t e s tn o r o s c { in }  =  n o r o s c ( le n 2 * ( in - l ) + l : e n d ,: ) ;  
te m p ( le n 2  * ( i n - 1 )+ 1 : en d , :)= [];  

t r a in n o r o s c { in } =  tem p ;  
en d

p d fr o s c { in }  =  n e w s m o o th e x ( t r a in r o s c { in } ( : , l ) ,b in ,w id ) ;  % % % %  e st im a te  p d f  o f  r o se  s e t  

p d fn o r o s c { in }  =  n e w s m o o th e x ( t r a in n o r o s c { in } ( : , l ) ,b in ,w id ) ;  % % % %  e s t im a te  p d f  o f  n o r o s c  s e t

% % % % % % % % % %  f in d  p o s te r io r  p r o b a b ility  fr o m  B a y e s  fiin ction % % % % % %
[r o w ,c o l]  =  s i z e (p d fr o s c { in } ) ;  

fo r  i =  1 :row

fo r  j  =  1 :c o l

m m  =  (P R O S C )* p d fr o s c { in } ( i ,j ) ;  
k k  =  (P N O R O S C )* p d fn o r o s c { in } ( i ,j ) ;
d d  =  (P R O S C ) * p d f f o s c { in } ( i , j )  +  (P N O R O S C )* p d fn o r o s c { in } ( i ,j ) ;  

i f  d d  = = 0  

p r o se  { in } ( i j )  =  0; 
p n o r o s c { in } ( i , j )  =  1; 

e ls e
p r o s c { in } ( i , j )  =  m m /d d ;  

p n o r o s c { in } ( i , j )  =  k k /d d ;  

e n d
e n d

en d
e n d

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

fu n c t io n  [ s e n s ,s p e c ]  =  p e r fo r m (tr a in r o sc ,tr a in n o r o sc ,p r o se ,p n o r o sc ,c o s t)

s e n s  =  0 ; 

s p e c  =  0 ;
fm  =  r o u n d ( tr a in r o s c ( : , l) .* 1 0 0 ) ;  

s s  =  f m d ( f m < l) ;  

f f n ( s s )  =  1; 
s s  =  fm d ( fm > 1 0 0 ) ;  

f f n ( s s )  =  1 0 0 ;

fo r  i =  1 : le n g th (f fn )
P  =  [ p r o s c ( f m ( i ) ) ; p n o r o s c ( fm (i) ) ] ;
R  =  c o s t* P ;
[n n  m m ] =  m in (R );  

s w it c h  m m  

c a s e  2
s e n s  =  s e n s + 1 ;  

e n d

e n d
s e n s  =  se n s /le n g th (tr a in r o sc ) ;
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fm  =  r o u n d ( tr a in n o r o s c ( : ,l) .* 1 0 0 ) ;
s s  =  f in d ( f m < l) ;
fm (s s )  =  1;

s s  =  f in d ( fm > 1 0 0 ) ;
fm (s s )  =  10 0 ;

fo r  i =  1 : le n g th (fm )
% P  =  [ p r o s c ( f m ( i ) , f p ( i ) ) ; p n o r o s c ( fm ( i) ,fp ( i) ) ] ;  

P  =  [ p r o s c ( f m ( i ) ) ; p n o r o s c ( fm (i) ) ] ;
R  =  c o s t* P ;
[nn  m m ] =  m in (R );

sw it c h  m m  

c a s e  3
s p e c  =  s p e c + 1 ;  

e n d
en d

s p e c  =  s p e c /le n g th ( tr a in n o r o s c ) ;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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2D Baves classifier with N  cross validations

Program: classify2d_2.m

b in s  =  [5 0 , 7 5 ,  1 0 0 , 1 2 5 , 1 5 0 ,1 7 5 ,2 0 0 ] ;  % % %  B in  N u m b e r s  
w id th  =  0 . 1 : 0 .1:1; % % %  G a u s s ia n  w id th

lb in s  =  le n g th (b in s ) ;  lw id th  =  le n g th (w id th );

fo r  i =  1 : lb in s  

b in s ( i)
fo r  j  =  1 : lw id th  

b in  =  b in s ( i) ;  

w id  =  w id th (j) ;

[ t r a in r o sc ,tr a in n o r o sc ,te s tr o sc ,te s tn o r o s c ,p d ffo sc ,p d fh o r o sc ,p r o se ,p n o r o sc ]  =  
d a ta p rep a re (p  1 ,p 2 ,p 3  ,p 4 ,p 5  ,N ,b in , w id );

b e ta  =  1; a lp h a  =  0 .8 ;  g a m  =  0 .9 ;  sen stra in  =  0 ; its =  0; 

s e n s _ ta r g e t  =  0 .9 5 ;  d is  =  a b s (s e n s tr a in -se n s _ ta r g e t);

% % %  tra in  system % % % % % % % % % % % %  

w h ile  d is  >  0 .0 3  &  its < 1 5 0 0  

c o s t  =  [g a m  g a m ; 0  b e ta ; 1 0 ];  

fo r  in  =  1 : N

[s n ( in )  s p ( in ) ]  =  p e r fo r m ( tr a in r o s c { in } ,t r a in n o r o s c { in } ,p r o s c { in } ,p n o r o s c { in } ,c o s t ) ;  
en d
se n s tr a in  =  m e a n (sn );

d is  =  a b s ( s e n s tr a in -se n s _ ta r g e t ) ;
its =  its+ 1  ;
b e ta  =  b e ta  +  (a lp h a * (s e n s tr a in -0 .9 5 ) ) ;  

e n d

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  T e s t  system % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %  
fo r  in  =  1 : N

[s n ( in )  s p ( in ) ]  =  p e r f o r m ( te s t r o s c { in } ,t e s tn o r o s c { in } ,p r o s c { in } ,p n o r o s c { in } ,c o s t ) ;  
en d

se n s tr a in

s e n s ( i ,j )  =  m e a n (sn )  

s td s e n s ( i  j )  =  s td (sn );  

s p e c ( i j )  =  m e a n (sp )  

s t d s p e c ( i j )  =  s td (sp );  
b e ta ( i j )  =  b eta; 

e n d  
en d

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fu n c t io n  [ tr a in r o sc ,tr a in n o r o sc ,te s tr o sc ,te s tn o r o s c ,p d ffo sc ,p d fh o r o sc ,p r o se ,p n o r o sc ]  =  
d a ta p rep a re (p  1 ,p 2 ,p 3  ,p 4 ,p 5  ,N ,b in , w id )

r o se  =  p i ;

n o r o sc  =  [p 2 ;p 3 ;p 4 ;p 5 ];
P R O S C  =  le n g th (r o s c ) /( le n g th (r o s c )+ le n g th (n o r o s c ) ) ;  

P N O R O S C  =  le n g th (n o r o s c ) /( le n g th (r o s c )+ le n g th (n o r o s c ) ) ;

i f  in  ~ =  N

te m p  =  ro se ;
te s t r o s c { in }  =  r o s c ( l e n l * ( i n - l ) + l : l e n l * i n , : ) ;
t e m p ( le n l  * ( i n - l ) + l  : le n l * in ,:)= [];
t r a in r o s c { in } =  tem p ;______________________________________
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te m p  =  n o r o sc ;
t e s tn o r o s c { in }  =  n o r o s c ( le n 2 * ( in - l ) + l : le n 2 * in ,: ) ;  
t e m p ( le n 2 * ( in - l ) + l : l e n 2 * in ,  :)= [];  
t r a in n o r o s c { in } =  tem p ;

e ls e
te m p  =  ro se ;
te s t r o s c { in }  =  r o s c ( le n l  * ( i n - l ) + l  :en d ,:); 
te m p (le n  1 * ( i n - 1 )+ 1  :en d , :)= [];  

t r a in r o s c { in } =  tem p ;

te m p  =  n o r o sc ;
te s tn o r o s c { in }  =  n o r o s c ( le n 2 * ( in - l ) + l : e n d ,: ) ;  
t e m p ( l e n 2 * ( in - l ) + l  :en d , :)= [];  
t r a in n o r o s c { in } =  tem p ;  

e n d

p d fr o s c { in }  =  n e w s m o o th 2 e x ( tr a in r o s c { in } ( : ,l) ,t r a in r o s c { in } ( : ,2 ) ,b in ,w id ) ;% % % %  e s t im a te  p d f  o f  
r o se  s e t

p d fn o r o s c { in }  =  n e w s m o o th 2 e x ( tr a in n o r o s c { in } ( : ,l) ,t r a in n o r o s c { in } ( : ,2 ) ,b in ,w id ) ;% % % %  e s t im a te  
p d f  o f  n o r o s c  se t

% % % % % % % % % %  fin d  p o s te r io r  p r o b a b ility  fr o m  B a y e s  fun ction % % % % % %
[r o w ,c o l]  =  s i z e (p d fr o s c { in } ) ;  

fo r  i =  1 :ro w

fo r  j  =  1 :co l

m m  =  (P R O S C )* p d fr o s c { in } ( i ,j ) ;  
k k  =  (P N O R O S C )* p d fh o r o s c { in } ( i ,j ) ;

d d  =  (P R O S C )* p d fr o s c {  in } ( i ,j )  +  (P N O R O S C )* p d fn o r o s c { in } ( i ,j ) ;  
i f  dd  = =  0  

p r o s c { in } ( i , j )  =  0; 
p n o r o s c { in } ( i , j )  =  1; 

e ls e
p r o s c { i n } ( i j )  =  m m /d d ;  

p n o r o s c { in } ( i , j )  =  k k /d d ;  

e n d
e n d

en d
en d

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

fu n c t io n  [ s e n s ,s p e c ]  =  p e r fo r m (tr a in r o sc ,tr a in n o r o sc ,p r o se ,p n o r o sc ,c o s t)

s e n s  =  0; 
sp e c  =  0;

fm  =  r o u n d ( t r a in r o s c ( : , l ) .* 1 0 0 ) ;  

fp  =  r o u n d (tr a in r o s c ( : ,2 ) .* 1 0 0 );  

s s  =  f in d ( f m < l ) ;  fm (s s )  =  1; 
s s  =  f in d ( fm > 1 0 0 ) ; f m (s s )  =  1 0 0 ;

s s  =  f in d ( f p < l ) ;  fp ( s s )  =  1; 
s s  =  f in d ( fp > 1 0 0 ) ; fp ( s s )  =  1 0 0 ;

fo r  i =  1 : le n g th (ffn )

P  =  [ p r o s c ( f m ( i ) , f p ( 0 ) ; p n o r o s c ( fm ( i) ,fp ( i) ) ] ;
R  =  c o s t* P ;
[nn  m m ] =  m in (R );  
sw it c h  m m  

c a s e  2

s e n s  =  s e n s + 1 ;
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end

en d

s e n s  =  s e n s /le n g th (tr a in r o sc );

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % o /o % % % % o /0% % % %

fm  =  r o u n d ( tr a in n o r o s c ( : ,l) .* 1 0 0 ) ;  

fp  =  r o u n d (tr a in n o r o sc ( : ,2 ) .* 1 0 0 );

s s  =  f in d ( f m < l) ;  fm (s s )  =  1; 

s s  =  fm d (fm > 1 0 0 ) ; fr n ( s s )  =  10 0 ;

s s  =  f m d ( f p < l ) ;  fp ( s s )  =  1; 

s s  =  fm d (fp > 1 0 0 ) ;fjp (s s )  =  100;

fo r  i =  1 : le n g th (fm )
P  =  [ p r o s c ( f m ( i ) , f p ( i ) ) ; p n o r o sc ( fr n ( i) ,fp ( i ) ) ] ;  

R  =  c o s t* P ;
[n n  m m ] =  m in (R );

sw it c h  m m  

c a s e  3

sp e c  =  s p e c + 1 ;  
en d

e n d

sp e c  =  s p e c /le n g th ( tr a in n o r o s c ) ;

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % ° /o % % % ° /o ° /o ° /o % % ° /o % ° /o ° /o % % %
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APPENDIX B

Boxplots of characteristic feature sets
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Figure B-l: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

WT-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature boxplots, 

(b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT 

feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-2: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFTl-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots,

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Bo «plots o( FM between ROSO and NOROSC Boxplots of FP between ROSC and NOROSC

(a) (b)

Boxplots of STO between ROSC and NOROSC Boxplots of SK between ROSC and NOROSC

(c) (d )

Boxplots of KT between ROSC and NOROSC Boxplots of FT between ROSC and NOROSC

(e) <f)

Figure B-3: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT2-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Boxpbts of FM between ROSO and NOROSC Boxpbts of FP between ROSC and NOROSC

(a) (b)

8oxp!oi$ of STO between ROSO and NOROSC Boxplots of SK between ROSC and NOROSC

( c ) (d)

Boxpbts of KT between ROSC and NOROSC Boxpbts of FT between ROSC and NOROSC

(e) <f)

Figure B-4: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT3-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Boxplots ol FM between ROSC and NOROSC
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Figure B-5: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

WT-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature boxplots, 

(b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT 

feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Boxptots of FM between ROSC and NCROSC Boxpbs of FP between ROSC and NOROSC

(a) (b)

Boxpbts of STD between ROSC and NOROSC Bcaplots of SK between ROSC and NOROSC

Boxplots of KT between ROSC and NOROSC Boxpbts of FT between ROSC and NOROSC

(e )

Figure B-6: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT1-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-7: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT2-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-8: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT3-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-9: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

WT-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature boxplots, 

(b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT 

feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Boxplots of KT bewtween ROSC and NOROSC Boxplots of FT between ROSC and NOROSC
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Figure B-10: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT1-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Boxplots of FM between ROSC and NOROSC
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Figure B-ll: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT2-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-12: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT3-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Boxplots of FM between ROSC and NOROSC
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Figure B-13: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

WT-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature boxplots, 

(b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT 

feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Boxplots of FM between ROSC and NOROSC Boxplots of FP between ROSC and NOROSC

(a) (b)
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Boxplots of SK between ROSC and NOROSC
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Boxplots of KT between ROSC and NOROSC Boxplots of FT between ROSC and NOROSC

(e) <f)

Figure B-14: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT1-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-15: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT2-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-16: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT3-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) FM feature 

boxplots, (b) FP feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, 

(e) KT feature boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-17: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

WT-based method at location A in figure 4-22: (a) FM feature boxplots, (b) FP 

feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT feature 

boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-18: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT1-based method at location A in figure 4-22: (a) FM feature boxplots, (b) FP 

feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT feature 

boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-19: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

WT-based method at location B in figure 4-22: (a) FM feature boxplots, (b) FP 

feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT feature 

boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-20: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT1-based method at location B in figure 4-22: (a) FM feature boxplots, (b) FP 

feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT feature 

boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-21: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

WT-based method at location C in figure 4-22: (a) FM feature boxplots, (b) FP 

feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT feature 

boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-22: Feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from the 

STFT1-based method at location C in figure 4-22: (a) FM feature boxplots, (b) FP 

feature boxplots, (c) STD feature boxplots, (d) SK feature boxplots, (e) KT feature 

boxplots, and (f) FT feature boxplots
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Figure B-23: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature 

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-24: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT1-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-25: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature 

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-26: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT3-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SFI feature boxplots



Figure B-27: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature 

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-28: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT1-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-29: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature 

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots

Figure B-30: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT3-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-31: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature 

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SEt feature boxplots
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Figure B-32: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT1-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-33: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature 

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-34: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT3-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-35: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature 

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-36: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT1-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-37: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature 

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-38: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT3-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock ECG: (a) BI feature

boxplots, (b) R feature boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-39: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with at location A: (a) BI feature boxplots, (b) R feature 

boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-40: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT3-based method with at location A: (a) BI feature boxplots, (b) R feature 

boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-41: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with at location B: (a) BI feature boxplots, (b) R feature 

boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-42: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT3-based method with at location B: (a) BI feature boxplots, (b) R feature

boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-43: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with at location C: (a) BI feature boxplots, (b) R feature 

boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots

Figure B-44: Extra feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the STFT3-based method with at location C: (a) BI feature boxplots, (b) R feature

boxplots, and (c) SH feature boxplots
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Figure B-45: PC A feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature boxplots, 

(b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature boxplots, (e) 

PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature boxplots, (h) 

PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-46: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT1-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-47: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-48: PC A feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT3-based method with 5 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-49: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-50: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT1-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-51: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-52: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT3-based method with 10 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-53: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-54: PC A feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT1-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-55: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-56: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT3-based method with 15 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-57: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-58: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT1-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-59: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-60: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT3-based method with 20 second length of pre-shock: (a) PCA1 feature 

boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature 

boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature 

boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-61: PC A feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from

the WT-based method at location A: (a) PCA1 feature boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature

boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature

boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature

boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-62 PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method at location A: (a) PCA1 feature boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature 

boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature 

boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature 

boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-63: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method at location B: (a) PCA1 feature boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature 

boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature 

boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature 

boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-64: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method at location B: (a) PCA1 feature boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature 

boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature 

boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature 

boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-65: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the WT-based method at location C: (a) PCA1 feature boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature 

boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature 

boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature 

boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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Figure B-66: PCA feature boxplots for the ROSC and NOROSC cases obtained from 

the STFT2-based method at location C: (a) PCA1 feature boxplots, (b) PCA2 feature 

boxplots, (c) PCA3 feature boxplots, (d) PCA4 feature boxplots, (e) PCA5 feature 

boxplots, (f) PCA6 feature boxplots, (g) PCA7 feature boxplots, (h) PCA8 feature 

boxplots, and (i) PCA9 feature boxplots
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